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1. Organic Photovoltaics for Current and
Future Energy Needs
The initial step for the development of solar cells as a renewable energy source was the
single-junction crystalline silicon solar cell. In 1953, Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller and Ger-
ald Pearson [1] demonstrated a power conversion eﬃciency of approximately 6%. This
value has increased by several decades of concentrated research and usage of synergies
with integrated circuit production. Today’s eﬃciencies of single-junction silicon cells reach
25%. For single-junction III-V compound solar cells, 28.8% were demonstrated [2]. Us-
ing multiple junctions, eﬃciencies of 38.8% are reported [3]. For concentrated sun light,
the eﬃciency could be increased to 44.4% [4]. This group of inorganic cells are further
referred to as first-generation or wafer-based solar cells [5]. Major characteristics are their
epitaxial growth on mono-crystalline wafers and their inorganic nature. On the one hand,
epitaxial growth leads to excellent electronic properties (e. g. low defect densities) and
high eﬃciencies. The usage of inorganic materials enables also a long device lifetime. On
the other hand, these properties make the cells brittle and size-limited (concerning the
size of a single cell). Furthermore, the production is energy-intensive, leading to a long
energy payback time. The energy payback time, which is one figure of merit to reflect the
overall cost of a solar cell, indicates how long a cell has to be operated under standard
conditions to produce net energy and is approximately two years for first-generation solar
cells [6]. Subsequently, second-generation solar or inorganic thin-film solar cells have been
developed. They can be manufactured on large, low-cost and flexible substrates. Common
material combinations are copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CI(G)S) or cadmium-tellurite
(CdTe). Amorphous and micro-crystalline silicon (a-Si and µc-Si) are also used [5]. On
the upside, these cells are not limited to fixed wafer sizes, their production consumes less
energy, can be flexible within certain limits and are more lightweight than the first gener-
ation devices. On the downside, the lower crystallinity leads to a lower power conversion
eﬃciency than their mono-crystalline counterparts. Depending on the materials, they may
contain rare (indium) or harmful (cadmium) substances.
Since 1986, third-generation solar cells have gained much interest. New types of inor-
ganic thin-film solar cells, thermo-photovoltaic and organic solar cells are assigned to this
group [5]. Depending on the specific application, a certain type can be beneficial,e.g. first
generation solar cells for high-power space applications or organic solar cells for low-cost
devices.
Feasibility of organic solar cells was demonstrated by the publication of the first hetero-
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junction organic solar cell by Tang [7]. This cell employed a bi-layer structure of copper
phthalocyanine (CuPc) and a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative. A power conversion eﬃ-
ciency of 1% was demonstrated. Subsequently, several concepts using organic compounds
for energy harvesting have been developed. Their advantage is the possibility to deposit
the carbon-based materials on large areas and a short energy payback time. Thus, low-cost,
flexible, lightweight and color-tunable cells can be manufactured.
Three main groups can be distinguished within this generation: dye-sensitized, hybrid
and polymer / oligomer solar cells. Dye-sensitized photovoltaics remained a niche product.
They often make use of chemically highly reactive electrolytes which lead to short lifetimes.
Polymer-based devices can be manufactured using inexpensive equipment (e. g. printing
machines). On the other hand, harmful solvents (e. g. toluene) are often required. Be-
sides ecological issues, a diﬃcult thickness control remains a major obstacle for commer-
cialization. Oligomers (or small-molecules) in contrast are usually manufactured using
vacuum-based deposition technologies. Only few small-molecule solar cells are produced
using solvent-based methods. The vacuum deposition techniques allow for a precise thick-
ness control, homogeneous morphology and high purity of the deposited materials. The
stacking of layers for advanced multi-junction devices is also possible. The need for high
evaporation temperatures and for leak-tight vacuum systems are the current challenges.
The published record eﬃciencies are for dye-sensitized 12.3% [8], for polymer 9.3% [9]
and 10.7% [10] for oligomer solar cells. An unknown type by Mitsubishi Chemicals is re-
ported to reach 11.1% on an active area below 0.2 cm2 [2]. Adebanjo et al. [11] estimated
achievable eﬃciencies as 15% (double junction) and 22.3% (triple junction and quadruple
junction) for organic photovoltaics (OPV).
Vacuum deposition of oligomer-based solar cells can be divided into two subgroups: va-
cuum thermal evaporation (VTE ) in high or ultra-high vacuum and organic vapor phase
deposition (OVPD). VTE is from a technological point of view less complex. It is usu-
ally limited to small substrate sizes as substantial thickness variations occur on large
substrates. OVPD in contrast oﬀers the possibility to deposit uniform layers onto large
substrates using a gas-phase showerhead technology. Furthermore, tight thickness control
and easy material mixing are possible.
The present work examines the mechanisms of film formation in the OVPD and their re-
lation to the overall electrical and optical properties of the deposited layers. The oligomer
molecule pentacene has been selected to study factors - both physical and chemical - influ-
encing the final layer morphology. Based on these findings, bi-layer solar cells employing a
perylene molecule (PTCDI-C13) are demonstrated. Several factors (as layer thickness and
deposition speed) are correlated to the overall eﬃciency of the solar cells and explained by
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their influence on the layer growth process. This is followed by the first demonstration of
OPV cells employing the low-temperature molecule K12. Spectral photo-current measure-
ments are further utilized to examine the process of energy conversion in this cell type. The
findings are explained by the interface energetics of the K12/pentacene hetero-junction.
The third demonstrated material combination employs the widely used fullerene C60. For
this type, a low-temperature deposition process is examined and the influence factors to
improve the film formation and thus the overall eﬃciency are studied.
The results can be used as a starting point for further research on eﬃcient and low-
temperature OPV devices manufactured by OVPD.
3
2. Description of Energy Generation in
Oligomer-Based Solar Cells
This chapter introduces the basics of energy conversion within organic solar cells (OSC).
The fundamentals of the energy levels described here are the same for small-molecules and
polymers as well as for dye-sensitized OSC. First, the relevant energy levels and the overall
process of energy generation in organic photovoltaics (OPV) in general are laid out. The
single steps of energy generation are further explained in the subsequent sections. This
is followed by an overview of the major solar cell characteristics and their determination
using current-voltage (I -V) measurements.
In general, the energy conversion process is as follows: An OSC is formed by two or more
diﬀerent light absorbing materials. By converting the energy of absorbed photons, bound
electron-hole pair are formed in one of the layers. The bound charges diﬀuse to a hetero-
junction formed by the diﬀerent organic materials and are split into separate charges. The
single charges in turn are driven by the internal electrical field of the OSC device to the
contacts where they are extracted.
2.1. Physical Basics of Energy Generation
The basis of all organic semiconductors used within organic solar cells are carbon-based
molecules with a backbone of pi-conjugated bonds. These bonds are formed by the sp2 and
pz bonds of neighboring carbon atoms [12]. As a result of this conjugation, single molecules
exhibit several energy orbitals. In Figure 2.1 the major energy orbitals of pentacene (PEN)
are shown.
-5.5
-5.0
-4.5
-4.0
-3.5
-3.0
0.0
ET0
ES1
ES0
ELUMO = EEA
EHOMO = EIP
Energy [eV]
Figure 2.1.: Model of a of a single PEN molecule and its energy levels (data taken from [13, 14]).
Usually only the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO and
LUMO, respectively) are considered. The energetic diﬀerence between HOMO and LUMO
(and all other energy levels) is determined by the molecular structure and composition.
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For instance in case of the acenes (e. g. pentacene [PEN]), the diﬀerence is determined by
the number of their benzene rings [15].
The energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO orbital, EHOMO and ELUMO, equal the ion-
ization potential (EIP) and the electron aﬃnity (EEA), respectively. Their diﬀerence is
generally referenced as the electrical (or transport) gap of the organic semiconductor:
Eelecg = |EIP – EEA| [16]. HOMO and LUMO are also referred to transport levels. Between
these, two additional energy levels (ES0, ES1) are present (depicted on the left axis of
Figure 2.2). The energy levels ES0 and ES1 are assigned to the singlet ground and excited
state of the molecule, respectively. These two form the optical band-gap (Eoptg ). According
to Rand et al. [16], Eoptg has the same center energy as Eelecg . As a result, the onset energy
of light absorption equals Eoptg . Excitation of the organic semiconductor by illumination
forms an exciton with a binding energy given as
Eex =
∣∣∣Eelecg – Eoptg ∣∣∣ = |EIP – ES0|+ |EEA – ES1| (2.1)
Excitons in organic semiconductors are commonly distinguished in the singlet (S) and
triplet (T) type. Singlet excitons exhibit a spin of zero, triplet excitons of -1, 0 or +1. The
transition from the ground to the excited state (S0 → Sn; n ∈ N) creates singlet excitons.
Triplets (Tn) are not directly inferred by optical excitation due to spin conservation.
They are formed by singlet-to-triplet conversion processes as singlet fission (S1 → 2 · T1)
or inter-system crossing [17].
The simplest structure of an organic solar cell is depicted in the lower part of
Figure 2.2: A transparent conductive anode layer is covered by the donor material, which
absorbs the high-energy part of the visible light spectrum (blue and green light). This
layer is followed by the acceptor film, which absorbs the lower energy light (orange
to red). At their interface is the donor-acceptor hetero-junction (DA hetero-junction).
The final layer is the cathode. In short, this structure can also be given in the form:
anode / donor / DA-hetero-junction / acceptor / cathode. A common anode material is
indium tin oxide (ITO) and a common cathode material is aluminum (Al) [12]. Both
layer, anode and cathode, are necessary to extract the charges from the organic solar
cells.
The overall process of energy generation is depicted in the upper part of Figure 2.2: Upon
light absorption, excitons are generated in the organic semiconductor (denoted by G in
Figure 2.2). These quasi-particles diﬀuse through the layers to a hetero-junction (process
DI). The excitons are split into free charges (processes C and T) at the hetero-junction
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via the charge transfer (CT) state. The charges are transported by an electrical field
induced drift (DR) to the contacts of the solar cell. The description here is limited to
energy generation which occurs in the electron-donating material (donor, denoted by the
index d in the following). Energy generation within the acceptor material (denoted by
the index a) can occur as well. Which of the materials delivers energy to the terminals
depends on light absorption and the diﬀerences between the molecular energy levels as
explained in the following.
The term “donor” (“acceptor”) is generally used to denote the electron-donating
(electron-accepting) material. Although the “acceptor” material can “donate” a hole to
the “donor” material, the material labels are kept in analogy with literature.
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Figure 2.2.: Idealized model of the energy generation process at the donor side of an OPV device.
2.1.1. Generation of Excitons in Organic Semiconductors
Upon illumination of a molecule by light of a suﬃcient energy (respectively wavelength),
an electron is excited from the singlet ground state (energy ES0) to an excited state, leav-
ing a hole behind. This process of energy generation is marked in Figure 2.2 with G. Both
charges together form a quasi particle, an exciton, which has a net charge of zero. The
exciton is initially located on a single molecule.
Any excess energy of the excited state, e. g. by excitation beyond Eoptg of the molecule,
is dissipated by phonons. This process continues until the charges which form the ex-
citon have reached the lowest available energy. The energy is dissipated by thermalization,
marked in Figure 2.2 with T. The final energies of the bound charges that form an exciton
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are further referenced to as ES1 and ES0 [18].
Spatially, the initial excited state is converted into a Mott-Wannier exciton. Mott-Wannier
excitons are defined as a bound pair of an electron and a hole which are situated at dif-
ferent molecules [17]. Still, both charges are bound by coulomb interaction. The binding
energy Eex was reported to be in the range of 0.06 eV to 1 eV [19]. The large Eex stems from
the low relative permittivity (ϵr ≈ 3) of the organic semiconductors. Thus, the electron
hole pairs which form an exciton cannot be split by the thermal energy at room temper-
ature (approx. 25meV). Besides these extreme values, commonly assumed values of the
exciton binding energy are reported in literature in the range of 0.3 eV to 0.6 eV for many
materials.
After formation and relaxation, the exciton diﬀuses inside the organic semiconductor, as
described in the next section.
2.1.2. Exciton Diﬀusion and Dissociation
Excitons can, once generated, diﬀuse within the organic layer (process DI in Figure 2.2).
Due to their charge neutrality, external electrical fields do not influence their movement.
The diﬀusion speed is proportional to the charge mobility (via the Einstein relation [17])
within the layer (dominated by the lowest mobility of the respective charge carrier) and the
temperature [20]. Exciton transfer is in literature generally assumed to occur by hopping
of the charges between the single neighboring molecules [21, 22].
Within their life-time, excitons can only diﬀuse a limited distance termed diﬀusion length
(indicated by ld in Figure 2.2). This is the average distance an exciton travels between
the position of its creation until its recombination. Beside other factors, temperature,
crystallinity and impurities (e. g. oxygen) of the semiconductor influence ld. As indicated
in Figure 2.2, ld is also dependent on the molecule type utilized. During diﬀusion, diﬀerent
recombination processes as well as singlet-to-triplet conversion can occur (described in
Section 4.1 for PEN). In general, a large diﬀusion length (and hence a long exciton life-
time) is beneficial to minimize the losses of organic solar cells.
Singlet exciton diﬀusion lengths (ld,S) are reported in the range of 10 nm to 20 nm [23]. A
multiple of this value (e. g. 50 nm to 65 nm [24]) has been reported in case of PEN for
triplets. The larger diﬀusion length for triplets is explained by a lower recombination rate
of the triplet states into the ground state. The Pauli exclusion principle and the law of
spin conservation limit the rate as they forbid a direct transition of Tn → S0 [17].
As described above, the energy needed to split an exciton into free charges is in the
range of several hundreds meV. To dissociate the electron hole pair, an electric field of
approximately 1× 106V/cm is required in the organic thin film [25, 26]. By applying such
high fields, the potential well is deformed until tunneling of the charges is likely enough
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to escape [27]. Thus, a single-layer OSC device yields only very low currents without any
external field applied. Depending on the contact material work functions only, electrical
fields below 100 kV can only be reached. This assumes an open-circuit voltage of 0.5V and
a layer thickness (tL) of 50 nm. The introduction of an organic hetero-junction by Tang in
1986 solved this problem [7]. In this design, two or more molecular materials form a hetero-
interface. At this interface, the diﬀerence in the respective ELUMO-levels (or EHOMO-levels)
is larger than Eex in the respective originating semiconductor. If an exciton (singlet or
triplet) reaches a hetero-junction, the electron (hole) is transferred from the ES1,d (ES0,a)
level to the ELUMO,a (ELUMO,d) level. By this process (C and T), a charge transfer state is
formed, as described in the next section.
2.1.3. Formation of Charge Transfer State, Charge Transport and Extraction at the
Contacts
If an electron or a hole is transferred from the donor to the acceptor (respectively from
the acceptor to the donor) via a hetero-junction (process C), excess energy is released
due to the diﬀerent energy levels of HOMO (respectively LUMO) in both materials. This
energy is dissipated by phonons (thermalization, T in Figure 2.2) and is used to free the
charge from the Coulomb potential well . If the transfer occurs quickly enough, the carrier
pair is broken into two separate charges [16]. This results from the finite speed of the
thermalization process, which allows a charge carrier to have an energy larger than the
thermodynamic equilibrium value for a short period of time. Light absorption can take
place in both semiconductors. Thus, exciton generation and charge transfer at the hetero-
interface can occur from donor to acceptor molecule as well as vice versa.
The intermediate state in this process (an exciton distributed on two diﬀerent molecular
species at the hetero-junction) is here termed as charge transfer state (CT state). If the
transformation of this state into two separate charges is slower than the thermalization
process, a recombination of the exciton via the hetero-junction occurs. Such recombination
processes can be detected approximately at a photon energy of E = EHOMO,d – ELUMO,a as
described in literature, e. g. by Vandewal et al. [28]. The same article reports on a modifica-
tion of the CT energy by the structure and mixture of the materials at the hetero-junction
up to 0.5 eV.
The larger the energy diﬀerence between the molecular orbitals (EHOMO,d and EHOMO,a
respectively ELUMO,d and ELUMO,a), the more eﬃcient is the splitting process. This results
from the increased time available to the charges before the thermodynamic equilibrium
after the transfer is established again. The longer this time, the larger is the distance
the charges can diﬀuse. If diﬀusion leads to a distance at which the coulomb attraction
between electron and hole is overcome, the charges are split successfully. Otherwise, the
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charges recombine geminately by transfer from one material to the other (Langevin recom-
bination [29]).
As soon as the Coulomb attraction has been overcome, the free charges can drift (DR
in Figure 2.2). Charge transport occurs here by hopping of the charges from molecule
to molecule. Finally, the charges reach the cathode (or anode) and are transferred from
the semi-conducting layer to the (anode or cathode) contact layer. This process is also
termed as charge extraction. The drift process is driven by the electric field applied to the
anode (resp. cathode) layer of the OSC device. The internal field of an organic solar cell
is dependent on the work functions of the contact materials (explained below) and the
potential applied to its terminals.
In the following section, the equivalent circuit and macroscopic equivalent circuit are in-
troduced.
2.2. Equivalent Circuit and Electrical Characteristics
This section introduces the major figures of merit for OSC which can be measured elec-
trically: Open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit current density (JSC), their equivalents
VMPP and JMPP at the maximum power point (MPP) and the fill-factor (FF).
These characteristic current and voltage points are marked in Figure 2.3a. The power
delivered by the OPV device (illustrated by the green curve in the figure) depends on
the voltage applied to the device terminals. The linear fitting of the I-V curve of the il-
luminated device in reverse direction (V < 0V) and beyond VOC (V > VOC) yields two
characteristic resistance values: the shunt resistance (Rsh) and series resistance (Rs). As
depicted in the simplified equivalent circuit model (Figure 2.3b) their values determine
the maximum power which can be extracted from the OPV device. Without illumination,
no current source is present in the model, thus, the solar cell behaves as a diode. The
measurement conditions for solar cells are generally defined at an illumination intensity
of 1 kW/m2 (or 100mW/cm2) with the AM 1.5 light spectrum. This spectrum is equival-
ent to the light of the sun filtered by the atmosphere. Further details are given in the
ASTM G-173-03 published by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [30].
2.2.1. Open-Circuit Voltage VOC
The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is defined as the voltage at which no net current flow to
or from the cell is measured. By comparing this internal voltage to an external voltage
(V) applied to the device terminals (anode and cathode layer), three states can be
distinguished: V<VOC, V=VOC and V>VOC. These cases are illustrated in Figure 2.4,
where the simplified positions of HOMO and LUMO energy levels (straight lines) and
charges (indicated by filled and unfilled circles) are displayed. Eﬀects as charge build-up
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Figure 2.3.: Current-voltage characteristic and equivalent circuit of a solar cell.
or interfacial dipoles between the materials are neglected. Furthermore, the dielectric
constant of both materials is assumed to be equal.
If the V equals VOC, no net electrical field is present inside the OPV device. Thus,
charges are not driven away from the hetero-interface. This case is shown in Figure 2.4b.
For voltages below VOC, charges are drifted away from the hetero-junction by the applied
electrical field. This is depicted in Figure 2.4a. When the charges reach the electrodes,
the electrons respectively holes are extracted by transferring them into the terminal
materials.
As the voltage approaches VOC (Figure 2.4b), charges begin to build up inside the device
until generation and recombination rates are equal. If the voltage is increased beyond
this point, injection of electrons (at the cathode side) and holes (at the anode side) takes
place (Figure 2.4c).
VOC is determined by the work function (Wf) of the anode and cathode mater-
ials and the quasi-Fermi level inside the respective organic semiconductor, as a
review of Qi et al. [31] has shown. As the review states, in case of ohmic contacts
(Wf ,anode>EHOMO and Wf ,cathode<EHOMO), the energy levels of the organic semiconductor
determine VOC. Otherwise the work-function of the contact materials dominates
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this voltage. Assuming ohmic contacts, the value of VOC can be approximated by
VOC = EHOMO,donor – ELUMO,acceptor – Eex [32]. A reduction of the VOC can, for instance,
result from an increased charge recombination (see e. g. [28, 33]) or a change in the
density of states (DOS) of the organic semiconductor [31]. The density of states of
the semiconductor describes the energetic distribution of the charge carrier within a
semiconductor layer. In general, a Gaussian-shaped distribution is assumed.
2.2.2. Short-Circuit Current Density JSC
The short-circuit current density (JSC) is the current density measured when the device
terminals are electrically shortened and the device is illuminated. By short-circuiting anode
and cathode, the internal field within the organic layers is maximized. This leads to an
improved charge extraction. The value of JSC is calculated from the (directly measurable)
short-circuit current (ISC) divided by the aperture area (active area, AAper) of the cell. JSC
is commonly used as it is independent of the device size and allows for easier comparison
of diﬀerent OPV devices.
The value of JSC is dependent on the eﬃciency of photon absorption, exciton diﬀusion,
splitting and charge collection of the cell. If the short circuit current density is determined
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at specific illumination wavelengths (of identical intensity), the spectral external quantum
eﬃciency (EQE) or incident photon-to-current conversion eﬃciency (IPCE) is determined.
This value is defined as the number of electrons generated per absorbed photon and ranges
from zero to unity. All optical eﬀects, e. g. light incoupling structures or reflections at the
metal cathode, are included in these values. In case of singlet fission (1 · S1 → 2 · T1),
EQE can be larger than unity (or 100%). This is a result of the conversion of one singlet
into two triplets, which in turn generates up to two electron / hole pairs per absorbed
photon [34].
2.2.3. Maximum Power Point Voltage (VMPP), Current Density (JMPP),
Fill-Factor (FF) and Eﬃciency (ηP)
From the measured current-voltage characteristics (Figure 2.3a), the curve of power de-
livered by the OPV device can be calculated. The maximum of this curve is commonly
referred to as “maximum power point” (MPP). For this point, the values for current dens-
ity (JMPP) and voltage (VMPP) can be determined. From these values, the fill-factor (FF,
also referenced as “squareness” of the I-V curve) can be calculated via
FF = JMPP · VMPP(JSC · VOC) (2.2)
The fill-factor ranges from 0 (no power generation) to 1 (ideal power generation). It can
be visualized as the ratio of actual maximum power generated (PMPP) to the theoretical
power of a device with a fill-factor of 1 (Ptheo). Finally, the overall power conversion of an
OPV device can be calculated using the values from above as
ηP =
Pout
Popt
= AAper · JMPP · VMPPPopt =
AAper · JSC · VOC
Popt
(2.3)
with Popt being the optical power density at the solar cell surface and Pout the power dis-
sipated by the device at the MPP. A synonym also found for ηP is PCE (power conversion
eﬃciency).
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3. Description of OVPD Technology and
Measurement Techniques
This chapter describes the substrates and tools utilized for deposition experiments. It
starts with a description of the indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates, the cleaning process
and the pre-treatment by oxygen plasma. Section 3.2 introduces the process of evapora-
tion, transport and layer formation on the substrate. In Section 3.3, the organic vapor
phase deposition (OVPD) tools employed in this work are described. In the final part,
Section 3.4, the utilized measurement techniques are explained.
Sputtered ITO films are widely used in organic photovoltaics (OPV) research and industry
applications [35]. ITO-covered substrates (corning float glass) were delivered pre-cleaned
by the supplier with a layer sequence of 700µm glass / 150 nm ITO. The sheet resistivity
(Rsht) of the ITO layer was found to be (8± 2)W/ and the work function (Wf) to range
from 4.5 eV to 6.0 eV [36], depending on the type and duration of pre-treatment. The sur-
face roughness of the substrates was determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) to be
(2.0± 0.1) nm. Single needles of ITO reached a height of 8 nm above the surface.
Each substrate is divided into eight segments. Each segment consists of two devices. A
single segment is shown in Figure 3.1a. Both devices of a segment are covered with a stack
of one or more organic semiconductors and at least one final metal film. Furthermore,
they are encapsulated using a single lid. The active area Acell of each device is defined
by insulating lacquer forming an active area (AAper) of 1 cm2. A measurement as well as
a simulation of the optical transmission curve and a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
cross sectional image are shown in Figures 3.1b and 3.1c. As the plot in Figure 3.1b indic-
ates, light at very short wavelengths (below 300 nm) is absorbed in the ITO anode layer,
whereas transmission in a broad wavelength range (400 nm to 700 nm) is 80% or higher.
The transmission curve was simulated by the DeltaPsi2 software from Horiba [37] using
the built-in models for glass and ITO. Varying the glass thickness in the simulation shows
no influence onto transmission, whereas ITO thickness shifts the second absorption peak to
longer wavelengths due to interference eﬀects. The remaining diﬀerence in the absorption
maximum is attributed to diﬀerences between the model and the real film properties.
For ex-situ calibration of organic layer growth rates and growth experiments on silicon,
6” Si wafer (p-doped) were utilized. A thin film was deposited on the wafer and meas-
ured ex-situ by ellipsometry. The details of the measurement procedures can be found in
Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.1.: Single segment structure, transmission simulation of the glass / ITO stacks with a
varying ITO thickness and an SEM cross section image.
3.1. Cleaning and Pre-Treatment of ITO Substrates
Substrates were cleaned by deionized water in an ultrasonic bath to remove particles from
sawing and handling of the glasses. This initial cleaning leaves behind a residual carbon
layer formed by solvent residuals and from the ambient atmosphere. As a second step,
pre-treatment was applied to influence surface (or bulk) properties of the substrate with
respect to mechanical, physical, chemical or electrical properties. Within the scope of this
work, surface treatments employing plasmas of pure oxygen (O2) or tetrafluoromethane
with 4 vol-% oxygen added (CFO) have been used. The oxygen plasma treatment was
carried out using a Branson IPC with 400W RF power at a pressure of 1 hPa to 3 hPa.
This standard pre-treatment was applied to each substrate shortly before the deposition
of the organic layer if not stated otherwise.
As an alternative to the oxygen plasma, substrates were treated by CFO plasma. The
substrates were treated in a barrel etcher (Technics Plasma GmbH 600-E) at varying
powers and durations with the substrate being shielded by a Faraday cage from electrical
fields and ions. Further details of the influence onto growth of pentacene (PEN) layers are
given in Chapter 5.
3.2. Basic Principles of Organic Vapor Phase Deposition for
Low-Temperature Oligomer Deposition
The organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) technology has been presented by Forrest
et al. in 1995 [38]. Systems which utilize a chamber pressure (pcbr) below 10 hPa are often
further specified as low-pressure OVPD (LP-OVPD). The tools used throughout this
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thesis are LP-OVPD systems as the chamber pressures range from 0.1 hPa to 10 hPa. For
the sake of simplicity, the term OVPD is furthermore used for all systems with pcbr of
0.01 hPa or larger.
3.2.1. Growth Kinetics of Gas Phase Deposition Processes
The growth kinetics of organic molecules deposited by gas phase processes have been
reported exhaustively in literature (for reviews see e. g. [39, 40]). The process of film
formation is modeled as a sequence of the following steps as depicted in Figure 3.2:
1. absorption of a molecule from the gas phase on the surface, 2. surface diﬀusion if
the molecule is not directly fixed after impingement, 3a. formation of a new island
by aggregation of a critical number of molecules, 3b. attaching to an already existing
island, 4. re-evaporation if the molecule was not bound within a critical time frame.
These processes are widely influenced by deposition conditions, e. g. surface chemistry
1
2 2
3a, 3b4
Substrate
Figure 3.2.: Model of the adsorption process of a single molecule.
(including the surface energy) and substrate temperature (Tsub) influence diﬀusion speed
and re-evaporation rate (∝ eTsub) of molecules. The critical number of molecules for
a stable cluster is material- and temperature-dependent (as described in Section 4.1).
Larger clusters are more stable and growing, while smaller ones vanish over time by
re-evaporation from the substrate. Furthermore, Venables et al. [40] report that the
final state of a layer is determined by the interaction of molecules and the underlying
substrate. The structure of the obtained thin films results from the growth conditions and
is, as numerous thermal annealing experiments demonstrated, not necessarily a stable
phase (see e.g. Chapter 7). Commonly diﬀerentiated three dimensional growth modes
are termed Vollmer-Weber (or “island” growth mode), Stranski-Krastanov (“several
layers followed by islands”) and Frank-van der Merwe (“layer-by-layer”). Suggested
by Stadlober [39], three growth regimes can furthermore be distinguished by the ratio
of surface diﬀusion to the rate of re-evaporation: “Complete condensation” (negligible
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re-evaporation), “diﬀusion-limited” (growth of islands) and “direct-impingement” (large
re-evaporation rate).
Two common technologies are used for deposition of small-molecule organic semiconduct-
ors and both allow all three modes of growth: 1) VTE (vacuum thermal evaporation)
and 2) OVPD. VTE, also termed VTD (vacuum thermal deposition), is used widely as
an evaluation tool. Organic materials are evaporated from an electrically heated crucible
under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. The advantages are a simple tool design, low
temperature stress for the organic material and low evaporation temperatures due to the
evaporation in an UHV chamber.
OVPD, on the other hand, operates at higher pressures than VTE; usually in the range
of 0.1 hPa to 10 hPa. The materials are kept at a constant temperature . The molecules
are sublimated in source containers into an inert carrier gas stream (e. g. N2 or Ar).
This stream transports them through a piping system to a showerhead plate. The plate
distributes the gas stream and directs it to the substrate. A temperature gradient from
the source to the showerhead has to be employed to prevent early condensation. Likewise,
the substrate has to be cooled to enable the rapid condensation of the molecules. Thus,
besides the deposition parameters available in VTE - as Tsub and deposition rate (Rd)
the chamber pressure (pcbr) is available as an additional parameter. Pressure values
throughout this thesis are given with respect to the pressure inside the process chamber
and are set as the target value for the controlled butterfly exhaust valve to the main
system pump. The pressure inside the sources is linked by the flow resistance of the
piping system but not directly measured. An oﬀset of approximately 5 hPa is commonly
assumed [41]. Extensive descriptions of OVPD technology can be found elsewhere [42,
43], systems omitting the showerhead concept have also been proposed [44, 45].
3.2.2. Description of the Evaporation Process and Determination of the Deposition
Rate Rd
The evaporation of organic molecules from an OVPD source container has been described
widely in literature [42–44, 46, 47]. The theory suggested by Shtein et al. [46] is utilized
in the following. The authors of that article describe two evaporation regimes of source
cells: equilibrium and kinetic regime. In the equilibrium regime, only small amounts of
organic molecules are taken from the source cell. Thus, the actual partial pressure of the
organic materials (Porg) is close to the steady state value Peqorg. Furthermore, they suggest
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the following relation for both pressures:
Porg
Peqorg
= ke(Qsrc/R · Tsrc) + kc
(3.1)
In the equation, ke and kc denote the kinetic factor for evaporation and condensation (in
mmol/kg), Qsrc the molar gas flow through the source (in mol/s), R is the universal gas
constant (8.314 J/(molK)) and Tsrc source temperature. If an OVPD source is maintained
on a constant temperature for a prolonged time (usually in the range of minutes depending
on the actual type), Tsrc and the real material temperature Tmat can be assumed to be
identical. As the authors of the paper further state, both kinetic factors are equal (ke = kc).
Furthermore, the “equilibrium factor” (EF) is introduced here by simplifying equation 3.1:
Porg
Peqorg
= 1(Qsrc/R · Tsrc · k) + 1
= EF (3.2)
EF describes the evaporation mode of the source cell: For EF→ 1 the equilibrium regime
prevails and for EF → 0 the kinetic regime is dominant. k denotes the kinetic factor of
the cell, which is proportional to the surface area of the organic material, e. g. the size
of the material reservoir. The smaller the kinetic factor, the lower is the source flow at
which the kinetic regime is reached. Using equation 3.2, the kinetic regime can generally
be assumed for a high value of Qsrc, low Tsrc or a low surface area of the organic material.
The exact values at which EF reaches unity are furthermore dependent on the material
selected. For instance, materials with a high vapor pressure allow higher source flows at the
same temperature before the kinetic regime is entered as the evaporation process requires
less energy per molecule.
The behavior of a short pulse of organic molecules evaporated from a source in an OVPD
system is reported by Rolin et al. [44]. The authors describe a broadening of the flow
profile along the diameter of the tubing. The basic formalistic description is given by
the authors as a Gaussian function for the time-dependent deposition rate (r(t)) and the
system transfer function (h(t))(in a simplified form) as:
r(t) = aQsrcα
e
(–t–tmax)2
2α (3.3a)
h(t) = 1√
2piβ
e
(–t)2
2β (3.3b)
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with a being a constant depending on the operating conditions, tmax being the time at
which the pulse peak is reached and α (resp. β) giving the width of the pulses. Thus,
equation 3.3a describes the broadening of the profile of an ideal rectangular pulse to a
Gaussian-shaped one. The second equation (3.3b) describes the influence of dead volumes,
which contribute to further broadening. This general description of the evaporation and
transport processes is further exemplified in Section 5.1.1 using PEN as a model molecule.
To determine Rd, a source rate calibration was performed by determining the layer thick-
ness by spectroscopic ellipsometry as described below and further dividing the thickness
by the deposition time. This methode is generally utilized for systems without a real-time
deposition control. In consequence, Rd is a mean value of the deposition rate. This ex-situ
value assumes an idealized source with constant deposition rate, which enables digital de-
position control. In reality, measurements by quartz crystal monitors have shown that this
is not necessarily the case, as the initial deposition rate (Rd,i) could be higher (e. g. as
shown for PEN in a VCS source in Section 5.1.1) or increase slowly during deposition
(which was observed for the fast heating source (FHS) source as described in Chapter 8).
3.3. OVPD Systems Used Throughout This Thesis
Throughout the course of this work, three diﬀerent OVPD systems have been utilized.
All employ a combination of tubes (“run-lines”) and a showerhead which are all heated,
but diﬀer in terms of substrate - showerhead distance, source types, achievable substrate
temperatures and the substrate handling during the loading/ unloading of the process
chamber (directly opened chamber lid vs. a nitrogen-filled handling system). A sketch of
the loading sequence alongside with a schematic drawing of the deposition chambers is
shown in Figure 3.3.
FHS
RL
SH
SZ
FHS
Sub
a) OVPD-TB b) OVPD-R c) OVPD-K
RL: run-line
SH: showerhead
SZ: susceptor
FHS: fast heating source
Sub: substrate
Legend:
Figure 3.3.: Schematic drawing of the substrate handling and deposition chambers utilized
throughout this thesis.
The specific design of the showerheads diﬀers between the systems to ensure a uniform
deposition at diﬀerent showerhead - substrate distances. Shadow masks were used for all
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deposition processes, either organic semiconductors or metals.
In the following, the three diﬀerent OVPD systems are briefly presented.
OVPD test-bench (OVPD-TB) The OVPD test-bench system was employed for testing
new source types and material evaporation processes. The chamber is opened to air each
time the substrate is exchanged. Thus, it is not possible to encapsulate the substrate
without air contact after coating at this tool. The system is equipped with a quartz crystal
monitor (QCM), enabling real-time monitoring of the deposition rate. A vertical container
source (VCS, used for the evaporation of PEN) and a fast heating source (FHS, used
for C60) are attached to the system. Susceptor cooling is maintained by an air-cooled
chiller, limiting the available temperatures to a range of 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C. An oﬀset between
the chiller temperature (Tcl) and Tsub of 14 ◦C was generally observed at a showerhead
temperature (TSH) of 380 ◦C. The distance showerhead - substrate is given as 25mm. The
chamber pressure is controllable within a range of 0.1 hPa to 100 hPa. Common processes
utilize a pressure of 0.1 hPa to 10 hPa.
OVPD tools OVPD-K and OVPD-R The OVPD tools named OVPD-K and OVPD-R
allow handling of the coated substrates, depositing the metal cathode and performing
encapsulation without air contact. Tcl could be set from −20 ◦C to 60 ◦C with a standard
set-point of 0 ◦C, achievable lowest Tsub was −17 ◦C.
The distance substrate - showerhead was 25mm for OVPD-R and 50 mm for OVPD-K.
Available sources are the vertical container sources (VCS) and horizontal tube sources
(HTS) types (described below). An attached nitrogen-filled glove box system allowed also
thermal annealing and measurement of unsealed devices without air contact. Pressure
ranges in both systems were 0.1 hPa to 10 hPa. In OVPD-K, the distance between
susceptor block and showerhead is fixed. The principle of substrate loading is shown in
Figure 3.3: A substrate is moved into the gap between showerhead and susceptor and
then lowered onto the susceptor. Substrates could be protected with a shutter placed
between showerhead and substrate to block infrared radiation during loading. This
is relevant for materials which crystallize at low temperatures, as shown for K12 in
Chapter 7. In contrast, the OVPD-R tool allowed a large distance between showerhead
and substrate during loading, rendering a shutter unnecessary. As shown in Figure 3.3b,
the substrate is loaded in a lower position and moved to the deposition distance afterwards.
If not stated otherwise, standard deposition conditions throughout this thesis are
pcbr=0.9 hPa and Tcl=0 ◦C.
The relation between TSH, Tcl and pcbr has been measured at the OVPD-R tool using
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directly bonded thermocouples on a glass substrate. An empirical formula for the
substrate surface temperature Tsub has been derived for the range 200◦C ≤ TSH ≤ 300◦C
and 10◦C ≤ Tcl ≤ 30◦C:
Tsub = –9.29◦C + 0.115 · TSH + 0.85 · Tcl, [Tsub, TSH, Tcl] = ◦C (3.4)
at pcbr=0.9 hPa. Deviations were found to be Tsub=3 ◦C. The influence of TSH should
be lower in case of the OVPD-K tool as the showerhead distance is larger. A similar
measurement with a specially crafted substrate was not available.
3.3.1. Utilized Source Types: VCS, HTS and FHS
For the evaporation of organic material , three diﬀerent source types have been used.
A lower limit for Rd is given by the smallest stable nitrogen flow through the source.
Additional important factors which influence Rd are the surface area of the organic material
inside the source (e. g. crucible area, area of the material inside the source Amat as discussed
in Chapter 5) and Tsrc. The maximum temperature of a source is mostly determined
by the material loaded, as some materials decompose over time when kept at elevated
temperatures (e. g. perylenes). The pressure inside a source is higher than pcbr, as the
deposition chamber is closer to the vacuum pump of the system. An approximate oﬀset
of 5 hPa is used throughout this thesis. The exact value depends on the gas flux, specific
tube geometry, source and chamber geometry [41].
Vertical container source (VCS) A vertical container source (VCS) is the most common
type utilized in the OVPD tools. Their design, rate dependencies etc. have already been
described comprehensively by Lindla [42] and Bo¨sing [43]. In this thesis, PEN (at OVPD-
TB and OVPD-K), NPB and Alq3 (described in Chapter 4) were evaporated using these
sources. The temperature is measured at the outer surface of the container, whereas several
container in turn are mounted in one oven.
Horizontal tube source (HTS) The HTS type was used for evaporation of PEN, the
perylene derivative PDI (both at OVPD-R) and K12 (at OVPD-K). A detailed description
of the source can be found in a recent thesis [42]. Major advantages are the short heat-up
time (70min from 50 ◦C to 210 ◦C) and the very quick cool down time (25min from 210 ◦C
to 93 ◦C). These steep ramps were achieved by a removable heater at the OVPD-K. In an
early version used at the OVPD-R tool, the heater was not removable. This lead to a cool
down time in the order of the heat-up time.
The source temperatures given throughout the text are measured in this type directly
at the material reservoir. This allows a direct control of the material temperature and
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prevents heating overshoots.
Fast heating source (FHS) Attached to the OVPD-TB tool was a fast heating source
(FHS). Two configurations were tested: FHSD and FHSC. The former one is mounted in
the deposition chamber facing the substrate without a runline or showerhead in between
(direct). Thus, this configuration is limited to very small substrate areas. The latter
one (FHSC) is connected via a runline and the showerhead to the deposition chamber
(container). The FHS source type was utilized to rapidly heat up and evaporate C60
which requires temperatures ranging from 420 ◦C to 500 ◦C for reasonable deposition
rates [48]. The source is electrically heated within 3min from room temperature to the
evaporation set-point. Material temperature is measured by a pyrometer (optris CT LT)
through a quartz window. In the given configuration, no valve is present between source
and runline for both types, therefore evaporation starts and ends with low rates and
the source material is only shortly exposed to elevated temperatures. All other system
components are kept at their steady-state temperatures.
All sources presented here are loaded with air contact. The VCS and HTS sources are
evacuated after filling and kept at a pressure below 10 hPa overnight while purified
nitrogen is flowing through them for drying. The FHS is also pumped down directly after
loading but refilled with air at each load / unload cycle of the system, therefore the
material is exposed to oxygen during each cycle at OVPD-TB.
3.3.2. Metalization of Devices in OVPD-K and OVPD-R
Cathode formation by means of metal evaporation on top of the organic layer stack was
performed in the tools OVPD-K and OVPD-R under vacuum with pressures of 10–5 hPa
or less. The metalized area was defined by shadow masks. All inorganic materials were
evaporated by resistively heated metal boats. During the source heat-up, substrates were
protected by a shutter. Deposition rate was controlled by a quartz crystal monitor (QCM)
and no substrate cooling was employed. The distance between source and target ranged
between 300mm to 400mm. The common metalization was 0.5 nm LiF and 100 nm Al [49].
The deposited duration was kept below 2min to prevent excessive substrate heat-up.
3.3.3. Encapsulation of Deposited Layers
The molecules utilized throughout this thesis are sensitive to the oxygen and moisture.
This is further explained in Chapter 4. From a technological point, device encapsulation
is necessary for stable measurements. Thermally evaporated aluminum layers contain pin-
holes and are therefore penetrated by oxygen and moisture [50]. Thus, a metalization
layer of 100 nm Al is not suﬃcient to prevent devices from degradation. For encapsulation,
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devices were transferred without air contact to a nitrogen-filled glovebox system. Glass lids
equipped with a getter on the inner side were attached by UV-curable glue (Threebond
3124B). As this process is used for industrial-grade encapsulation, the devices prepared
by this way are considered to be practically oxygen and humidity free. Encapsulation was
only available for devices manufactured at OVPD-R.
3.4. Measurement Techniques
The following sections explain the commonly employed measurement tools utilized for
characterization within this work. The devices were characterized structurally and optically.
In addition, electrical characterizations (I -V characteristic, power etc.) were performed
with and without illumination.
3.4.1. Structural Characterization
To determine the influence of process conditions, measurements of surface morphology,
topology and of the crystalline structure of samples were used.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Surface topology was recorded by a DME-SPM AFM
DS 95 in non-contact mode employing a tip of type “SenseMode AC” with a curvature
below 10 nm [51]. No further preparation or pre-treatment was applied.
Recorded data were corrected by the “line mean correction” and “subtract sphere” function
of the scan software to account for tilted or curved samples. Major scalar data obtained by
AFM scans were surface roughness (Sq) and the parameters of the height-height-correlation
function (HHCF). The HHCF function yields a measure for the degree of crystallinity of
a surface. Its parameters are σHHCF and THHCF. The former value relates to the surface
roughness. The second parameter in turn represents the average distance between two
point of equal height. Thus, THHCF is an indicator for the crystallinity of a surface. The
details of calculation are given in the Appendix (Section A.4).
SEM Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded using a Zeiss Sigma
using the in-lens detector. Standard settings utilized for “good” images were an
acceleration voltage of 0.3 kV, a filament current of 2.45A and a 7.5µm aperture, resulting
in a lateral resolution of 4 nm to 5 nm [52]. The working distance (WD) was chosen
to be 2.0mm to 2.5mm for in-lens (IL) images as this short WD allowed reasonable
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) even at low voltages.
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurements X-ray diﬀraction measurements are widely used in
crystallometry to determine a broad range of material parameters. Especially in the field
of semiconductor characterization, crystallographic plane distances and orientation can be
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determined [53].
For XRD measurements in this thesis, a PANalytical X’Pert MRD tool (Cu, Kα-line,
λ=0.154 nm) was utilized with the generator set to 40 kV and 30mA and an open-detector
configuration to maximize signal strength. All values throughout this thesis are given as 2
values. The scan setup was selected as 1 s integration time and 0.001◦ resolution without
any oﬀset between both angles. All samples were exposed to air during the measurement.
Resulting data were aligned with respect to the 2 peak of ITO at 30.4° [35] or of Si (002)
at 33.0° [54].
3.4.2. Optical Measurements
Optical measurements have been carried out in this thesis to determine the layer thickness
(tL) as well as absorption peak position. Materials used in this work absorb within the
visible region of light by definition as this is needed for energy generation. Therefore
measurements within the visible-light spectrum allow easy and sensitive determination
of sample properties. Data acquisition was carried out ex-situ at ambient air utilizing
white-light ellipsometry and reflectometry as explained in the next two sections.
Ellipsometry Ellipsometry measurements allow the determination of film thickness, op-
tical material properties (e. g. n(λ), k(λ)), surface roughness and so forth of organic and
inorganic materials; a good introduction can be found in a book written by H. Fujiwara [55].
Within the scope of this work, organic film thickness was determined using a VASE M-2000
in combination with the DeltaPsi2 software by Horiba to determine Rd, commonly called
“rate calibration”. Raw data obtained by ex-situ ellipsometry ranged from 246 nm to 899 nm
with a 0.82 nm spacing; due to high noise levels, wavelengths below 280 nm were excluded
from data processing. The resulting data set was analyzed by a multi-layer model within
the DeltaPsi2 software. As most calibration layers were deposited onto Si wafers, the ref-
erence model for calibrations consisted of the layers Si(Substrate) / 2 nm SiO2 / organic
film. Parameters for fitting were layer thickness and relative dielectric constants of the or-
ganic layer. From the DeltaPsi2 software, three models were used to describe the dielectric
functions of the thin films (see e. g. [55–58]): Cauchy, “Pentacene 4osc” and “ETL 2na”.
All formulas are based on one or more oscillator models. Their long form is given in Sec-
tion A.5.
Reflectometry Using white-light reflectometry, light absorption of the semiconductor film
can be determined. Reflectometry values were recorded using a FTPadv-RM 2000 UV / Vis.
Both light sources were allowed to heat up at least 30min before measurement. Repeated
measurements of the same device led to the following accuracy limits: Overall intensity
variations of 3% and wavelength shifts of below 2 nm are considered as measurement errors.
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Photoluminescence For photoluminescence measurements, samples were mounted on an
inclined copper holder which could be cooled to 11K. Optical excitation was performed
by a deep-blue laser (404 nm, 80mW) [59]. The emitted light was analyzed by a Horiba
iHR320 spectrometer. The major laser mode (ranging from 395 nm to 420 nm) as well as
the higher-order modes (814 nm and 1218 nm) are present in each measurement. Devices
were exposed to laser light no longer than 2min. All measurements were executed in
ambient air and at room temperature. Data obtained were normalized with respect to the
intensity of the reflected laser beam peak at 814 nm.
3.4.3. Electrical Measurements of Devices
Diode characteristics were recorded utilizing a Keithley 2401, Hewlett Packard 4145A
or Agilent 66332A measurement device. The experimental conditions are given in the
respective section; the standard measurement setup was situated in a nitrogen-filled glove
box. The ITO layer is defined as the anode and the respective metal layer as the cathode
for all electrical measurements.
Solar cell characteristics Current voltage (I -V) characteristics were recorded while illu-
minating the device with an ABET Solar Simulator (type 10500) with beam turner. The
light spectrum was equal to the AM1.5 specification within the specification of the solar
simulator. The illumination intensity was set to 100mW/cm2 if not stated otherwise. The
illuminated area was limited to the aperture area of the cell (usually 1 cm2). All perform-
ance values obtained from illuminated devices are rounded to the nearest lowest value to
prevent an overestimation of the performance data. No correction for a spectral mismatch
was applied for calibration.
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were carried out using a Hewlett Packard 4194A
impedance analyzer. Standard measurement conditions comprised a logarithmic sweep in
the range of 0.1 kHz to 1000 kHz. From the recorded data, only the values of complex
conductance G and susceptance B were utilized and all subsequent values (Z, ϕ) were
calculated from these.
Determination of the Photocurrent Current generation in relation to the illumination
wavelength was examined by combining the solar simulator with a monochromator (AMKO
MultiMode4 or Spectralproducts CM 110 with 0.6mm slits). The solar cell was fixed at
the monochromator output and and a small area of the device (approx. 0.2 cm2) was
illuminated by the filtered light. The short-circuit current (ISC) was recorded by a Keithley
2401 sourcemeter. The range of 300 nm to 800 nm was measured with a step width of 5 nm
if not stated otherwise.
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4. Selected Classes of Oligomer Molecules for
OPV
In this chapter, the materials used throughout this thesis are presented. The donor material
pentacene (PEN) is introduced in Section 4.1. This is followed by the perylene derivative
PTCDI-C13 (PDI), the non-fullerene acceptor material K12 and the fullerene C60. Finally,
a short overview of additional transport and spacer material is given in Section 4.5.
An ideal molecule for organic photovoltaics would combine several properties, some of
them being mutually exclusive: high mobility for electrons or holes, high thermal decom-
position stability, a wide absorption range (visible light and infrared) and a high absorption
coeﬃcient. Furthermore, it should be soluble in environmentally friendly solvents, have a
high stability under illumination, a low temperature of evaporation, a low temperature of
annealing (to enable the usage of flexible plastic substrates), a high glass transition tem-
perature and an easy synthesis route for production. The molecules presented here were
selected upon their energy levels (HOMO-LUMO separation for exciton splitting, see also
Chapter 2), light absorption (visible light) and evaporation properties (e. g. an evaporation
temperature below 320 ◦C). The distributions of the orbitals shown in this chapter have
been simulated by the Gamess software package [60].
4.1. The Prototypical Donor Oligomer: Pentacene (PEN)
PEN is a widely used organic semiconductor and one of the best researched materials to
date [15, 61, 62]. Its structure comprises five linearly assembled benzene rings as depicted
in Figure 4.1a with a total length of 1.60 nm to 1.61 nm [63].
The molecular formula reads as C22H14, HOMO and LUMO orbitals are spread equally
along the long axis of the molecule (see Figure 4.1b and 4.1c). LUMO energy is given
as 2.68 eV to 3.30 eV [13, 24, 64–66] and HOMO energy as 4.97 eV to 5.50 eV [13, 24, 64–
66]. The variations of the energies result e. g. of the diﬀerent measurement techniques
or the purity of the material samples. To date, four crystal phases have been observed
a) PEN molecule b) PEN HOMO orbital simula-
tion
c) PEN LUMO orbital simulation
Figure 4.1.: Molecular structure and simulation of orbital energy distribution of pentacene
(PEN).
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according to literature and a larger number has already been predicted [67]. They are char-
acterized by the layer spacing in the c-direction of the triclinic crystal: 1.41 nm, 1.44 nm,
1.50 nm to 1.51 nm and 1.54 nm to 1.61 nm (in the following denoted as BP1, BP2, TP1
and TP2) [68]. Commonly, the phases BP1 and BP2 (BP*) are referred to as “bulk”
phases, whereas the others (TP*) are referred as “thin film” phases. Depending on vari-
ous conditions (e. g. substrate type, substrate pre-treatment, deposition rate Rd, substrate
temperature Tsub etc.), TP* phases are formed as the initial layers on a substrate [69, 70].
The growth mode switches to BP* layers after a certain thickness has formed. This “crit-
ical thickness” is determined by Tsub, Rd, chemical surface properties and several other
factors [71]. Upon annealing of PEN layers at 130 ◦C or above, irreversible phase trans-
formations (TP* to BP*) are commonly observed, as the TP* phase is considered to
be thermodynamically unstable. Several publications state that BP1 is the only stable
phase of PEN [69, 72, 73]. The phase was reported to be reached in single-crystal growth
processes, by annealing films at 190 ◦C or by mechanical compression [72].
Highly crystalline thin films of PEN exhibit distinct XRD peaks also of higher orders as
shown in Figure 4.2a. Campbell et al. [74, 75] described first the crystalline properties as
follows: triclinic, space group P1, a=0.79 nm, b=0.61 nm, c=16.0 nm, α=101.9°, β=112.6°,
γ=85.8°. Data for the other phases can be found in literature [73, 76–78]. A recent article
by Yonega et al. [79] points to deposition conditions as Rd etc. as the sole reasons for the
formation of a certain phase, which is also supported by others [72]. Yet, a large number
of publications describe the film formation process to be influenced by the substrate and
its properties. Growth mode and number of initial islands formed are influenced by Rd,
Tsub and surface chemistry. Islands have been shown to form at surface defects or impur-
ities as well as by clustering of molecules. The number of initial islands formed can be
influenced over three orders of magnitude by chemical modification of the surface, e. g. by
plasmas [80–83]. As well, the surface energy determines the growth mode (Volmer-Weber
or Stranski-Krastanov) [39].
OVPD growth of PEN has also been demonstrated to yield crystallites up to 20 µm [84].
As Rolin et al. [85] demonstrated, the chamber pressure (pcbr) can be used as a parameter
to influence the growth mode of PEN in an OVPD system. They demonstrated a hole mo-
bility (µh) of 0.9 cm2/Vs for layers grown at atmospheric pressure. By varying the chamber
pressure, they also demonstrated the possibility of gas phase reactions. This clustering is
reported to occur e. g. at higher deposition rates and pressures.
Light absorption of PEN occurs in the visible region with a peak at 670 nm to 680 nm,
and the molecule has several photoluminescence peaks as indicated in Figure 4.2b. De-
pending on variations in the film structure (e. g. phase type), the peak position has been
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reported to shift [86, 87]. Furthermore, the photoluminescence eﬃciency is reported to be
strongly dependent on temperature [14]. The transport gap of the molecule is reported as
2.4 eV and the optical band gap as 1.80 eV to 1.85 eV [88]. The exact process after light
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Figure 4.2.: XRD, light absorbance spectrum and photoluminescence peaks (P1...P6) of a PEN
layer.
absorption is still under debate. Excitons formed by absorbing photons are reported to
be of the spatially concentrated Frenkel type as well as of the large charge-transfer (CT)
type [86]. Their binding energy is assumed to be in the range of 0.5 eV to 0.6 eV [88]. Dif-
fusion lengths in literature are reported on the one hand as large as 50 nm to 65 nm [24,
91] and on the other hand as small as only 10 nm to 20 nm [92–94]. This contradiction
could be explained if the shorter length is assumed for singlet excitons and the longer
length for triplet excitons [95] (see also Chapter 2). As quantum mechanical rules forbid
a direct recombination of triplets into the ground state S0, their mean lifetime reaches
the order of µs allowing for large diﬀusion lengths. The lowest singlet energy (S1) is pre-
dicted to be 1.8 eV and the lowest triplet energy is given as 0.9 eV [96]. The acene PEN
is know for its high hole mobility, in some cases competing or outperforming a-Si:H thin
films. High mobility is generally attributed to a high pi-pi-orbital overlap of neighboring
molecules and high crystallinity of the films. Mobility anisotropy along the diﬀerent crystal
directions has been observed and the (001) crystal plane was identified as the “high mobil-
ity plane” [72, 97]. Functional devices utilizing singlet fission have also been reported [98],
some of them proven indirectly by an external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) larger than 100%
(see Section 4.4 below). Singlet fission is assumed to be exothermic in PEN (and there-
fore not to be temperature dependent) and to be endothermic on shorter acenes [99–101].
Other groups, e. g. Marciniak et al. [102] and Burdett et al. [103], report no singlet fission
or a very low triplet yield (that is, only a small number of singlet excitons is converted
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successfully into triplet exciton whereas the majority is lost by recombination) and even
triplet fusion (2T1 → S1) [104].
The maximum hole mobility of a PEN crystal was found to be as high as 35 cm2/Vs (at
17 ◦C) and 58 cm2/Vs (at -48 ◦C) [97] whereas theoretical predictions hint to maximum
values of 75 cm2/Vs to 130 cm2/Vs [105, 106]. Single crystals benefit from a reduction
of impurities or stacking faults, which act as trapping sites [105]. In contrast, the trans-
port in the polycrystalline thin films is assumed to be dominated by hopping processes,
a reduction of grain boundaries inside the transport layer is reported to be beneficial by
some authors [107, 108]. Other reports decline a large influence of grain boundaries and
emphasize the influence of trapping sites in general [109, 110] and the presence of only
one PEN phase [111]. The trap density is reported to be in the order of 1× 1013 cm−3 to
1× 1016 cm−3 [68, 73]. Reports on the temperature dependence of hole mobility agree on a
general relation of µh ∝ T–n with n being approximately 2.4 to 2.5 [97, 110]. For unpurified
PEN, the following three charge transport regimes were suggested by Dimitrakopoulos et
al. [112]: Band-like transport (below 250K), scattering-limited mobility (250K to room
temperature) and phonon-assisted hopping (beyond room temperature). As a general rule,
a mobility of 1 cm2/Vs was found as the border between hopping-assisted and band-like
transport [111]. A large electron mobility (µe) of PEN has also been reported, according
to Cornil et al. [78] The mobilities were found by the authors to be equal for both carrier
types. Films of PEN were found to be stable even when exposed to X-ray radiation, which
is relevant for the characterization of devices by XRD [113]. A beneficial influence of lower
substrate surface energy was reported by Yang et al. [114, 115] The improvements were
accompanied by a change of layer growth mode from Stranski-Krastanov to Volmer-Weber
growth. Devices deposited by OVPD reached a maximum value of 1.35 cm2/Vs [116]. For
a high growth rate of 10.5 nm/s, average mobilities of 0.8 cm2/Vs were demonstrated by
Rolin et al. [117, 118] VTE growth on crystalline octadecylsilane (OTS) was demonstrated
to result in mobilities of 2.3 cm2/Vs for polycrystalline layers [119]. Performance values for
PEN when utilized in organic photovoltaic devices in combination with selected molecules
are listed in the following sections.
4.2. Perylene Dyes (PDI) as Acceptor Molecules
Perylenes have been synthesized for the first time in the beginning of the 20th century
by Kardos [120]. Today’s large-volume application outside organic electronics is the
usage as a dye pigment in lacquers. The molecule is also used as a non-fullerene
electron conducting material in organic electronics. Within this thesis, the perylene
derivative N,N’-ditridecylperylene-3, 4, 9, 10-tetra-carboxylic diimide (PTCDI-C13,
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further referenced as PDI) was used as an acceptor material in thin film solar cells
(Figure 4.3a). PDI has been reported by Tatemichi et al. [121] to crystallize in a
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a) PDI molecular structure
b) PDI HOMO orbital simulation c) PDI LUMO orbital simulation
Figure 4.3.: Molecular structure and orbital distribution of PDI.
triclinic configuration, space group P1, with lattice constants a=0.466 nm, b=0.859 nm,
c=2.531 nm, α=86.38°, β=85.79° and γ=82.47°. XRD peaks are shown in Figure 4.4a, the
(001) peak is reported at 3.34°. Depending on growth conditions and substrate properties
(e. g. surface energy), the formation of smooth layers during the first few monolayers can
be achieved [122]. In general, the co-existence of two diﬀerent growth modes or bi-modal
growth of PDI was observed, e. g. in form of flat islands and needle-like structures [123].
Upon thermal annealing of a pristine layer, a dewetting of islands and the formation of
larger structures are promoted.
Deposition of PDI by OVPD has been reported earlier [124, 125]. The temperature (Tsrc)
was varied in the reported experiments from 330 ◦C to 390 ◦C. The resulting maximum
deposition rate reported was 1.5 nm/s. Stranski-Krastanow growth mode was observed
with a smooth growth at least for the first few monolayers. The parameters pcbr, Rd, Tsub
were found to influence TFT (thin-film transistor) performance as follows: Increasing the
chamber pressure (pcbr) leads to higher threshold voltage (Uth) and did not influence
µe. A higher value of the deposition rate (Rd) lowered µe and increased Uth. Finally,
results of increasing Tsub were found by the authors to be dependent on surface energy
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of the substrate: On the polymer poly-(α-methyl-styrene) (PαMS), a mobility decrease
was observed whereas on silicon dioxide (SiO2), a performance increase resulted. The
results of the parameter tests were linked to structural changes of the PDI layer. In
both publications, lower performance levels are attributed to smaller grains inside the
layer, which lead to numerous grain boundaries. These boundaries in turn are expected
to hinder charge transport and therefore lower the macroscopic mobility. The stacking of
the single molecules inside the grains was found to be independent of OVPD deposition
conditions.
The absorbance of PDI is displayed in Figure 4.4b, in which three major peaks at 487 nm,
528 nm and 570 nm can be distinguished. The perylene dyes are also used for organic
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Figure 4.4.: Molecular structure and energy level distribution of PDI [90, 121].
solar cells. Owing to their tight stacking, exciton diﬀusion lengths between 12 nm [126]
and 2.5 µm [127] have been observed depending on the derivative type and treatment.
The performance of perylene layers has been reported in solar cell and TFT
devices. The electron mobility µe in pristine PDI thin-films has been determined as
5.4× 10−3 cm2/Vs [121]. A value for the hole mobility of pristine layers has not been
published to the author’s knowledge.
Upon annealing, mobilities ranging from 2.1 cm2/Vs to 3.5 cm2/Vs for PDI [121, 128]
were measured. The record mobility was achieved for an annealing temperature of 140 ◦C,
which is between the crystallization point and first liquid crystal phase.
Exposure to oxygen leads to a vanishing mobility inside perylene layers most likely due to
the formation of trap states. These traps are not chemically bound and can be removed,
e. g. by storing the sample in a vacuum chamber for a prolonged period of time [121].
Thin-film solar cells consisting of PEN and PDI have been demonstrated already by
several groups. Monestier et al. [129] calculated the theoretical value for the short-circuit
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current (JSC) to be as large as 13mA/cm2 for a blend of both materials. The optimal
blend ratio was determined to be 3:1 PEN:PDI with an optimal thickness of 90 nm of the
active layer. The absorbed energy was simulated to be identical for diﬀerent blend ratios
whereas losses by recombination depend on the material ratios.
Two publications by Pandey et al. [90, 130] report on thin-film cells depos-
ited by vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) tools. Devices utilized a stack of
ITO / 60 nm PEDOT:PSS / 80 nm PEN:PDI (1:1) / 0.6 nm LiF / 60 nm Al yield-
ing JSC= 5.4mA/cm2, an open circuit-voltage (VOC) of 0.35V, a fill-factor (FF)
of 28% and a power conversion eﬃciency (ηP) of 0.54%. A second publication
of this author compared bulk hetero-junction and bi-layer devices with the stack
ITO / 40 nm PEDOT:PSS / [active layer] / 8 nm BCP / 60 nm Ag [90]. The [active
layer] was a 100 nm blend (3:1) of PEN:PDI or a 45 nm layer of each material. A VOC of
0.4V was found for both devices, whereas a ηP of 2.0% and 1.6% were determined for
the bulk and bi-layer configuration, respectively. Furthermore, a larger FF of 64% and
a higher JSC of 8.6mA/cm2 were found in case of the stacked layers, hinting on lower
recombination losses.
4.3. Oligomer K12: a Non-Fullerene Acceptor Material
The molecule K12 (2-[{7-(9,9-di-n-propyl-9H-fluoren-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazol-4-yl}-
methylene]malononitrile) consists of a 9,9-di-n-propyl-9H-fluoren-2-yl unit, a benzothi-
adiazole and a dicyanovinyl group as shown in Figure 4.5a.
a) K12 molecule b) K12 HOMO orbital simulation c) K12 LUMO orbital simulation
Figure 4.5.: Molecular structure and energy level distribution of K12.
It has been developed by the groups of Prof. Burn, Prof. Meredith and Prof. Rubinstein-
Dunlop at the University of Queensland as a non-fullerene acceptor molecule for photovol-
taic applications in 2011 [131]. The raw material is light red to intense orange in a form
of sub-mm fibers. K12 can be evaporated in vacuum (Tsublimation,VTE=120 ◦C [131] and
Tsublimation,OVPD=200 ◦C to 210 ◦C, see Chapter 7) or deposited by spin coating. Common
organic solvents, e. g. toluene, can be used for the latter method due to the high solubility
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of the molecule [132].
Molecular orbitals of K12 are depicted in Figures 4.5b and c, their energetic levels are
given as −3.6 eV (LUMO) [133] and −6.2 eV (HOMO) [131]. DSC analysis of the initial
material indicated a melting point at 236 ◦C to 237 ◦C [132, 134] without a crystallization
peak during the first cooling phase. During the second cycle, a glass transition temperature
TG=62 ◦C and a crystallization temperature TCryst=110 ◦C to 142 ◦C [131, 134] were de-
termined, the melting point was identical. Decomposition of the molecule starts at 250 ◦C
in DSC experiments [134], a permanent damage of the molecule in OVPD was noted to
occur approximately at 235 ◦C after several days of storage (see Section 7.1). A thin-film
X-ray diﬀraction analysis is shown in Figure 4.6a, polycrystalline layers of K12 exhibit
a peak at 7.6° to 7.7° on P3HT. The same peak position has also been found on other
substrates as described in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.6.: XRD scan, photoluminescence and absorption spectrum of K12 [131, 132, 135]
Crystallization of the thin films leads to a formation of a center-symmetric triclinic-system
with unit cell parameters a=0.895 75 nm, b=1.193 21 nm, c=1.211 22 nm, α=105.549°,
β=103.402° and γ=92.649°. The molecule was also found to exhibit a dipole along the
long axis [134].
The photoluminescence spectrum and an absorption profile are depicted in Figure 4.6b.
The maximum intensity of the emitted light is located at 625 nm [135]. The onset of light
absorption is reported to be at 630 nm and peaks at two points (469 nm and 327 nm).
After annealing the K12 layer, absorption peaks are shifted to longer wavelengths and a
shoulder is formed at approximately 512 nm [134]. Both observations hint to a head-to-tail
arrangement of the K12 molecules upon annealing (so called “J-aggregate” behavior, see
e. g. [136]).
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The electron mobility has been determined by CELIV (Charge Extraction by Linearly In-
creasing Voltage) measurements for the bulk material as 2× 10−6 cm2/Vs for the pristine
spin-coated layers. The value was improved to 2× 10−4 cm2/Vs after annealing for 10 h at
50 ◦C [137]. A maximum TFT mobility has been determined to be 1.6× 10−3 cm2/Vs and
1.3× 10−4 cm2/Vs (for spin coating and evaporation, respectively) when using the poly-
mer PPCB as gate dielectric and after annealing (2.5 h at 75 ◦C) [134]. Organic solar cells
comprising P3HT and K12 were tested as bi-layer (P3HT / K12) and bulk-hetero-junction
devices (P3HT:K12) [131]. A cathode layer of pristine aluminum was found to induce an
S-shaped current-voltage (I -V) characteristic under illumination. This was attributed to
a surface dipole beneath the cathode layer and solved by introduction of a Ca inter-layer.
After an annealing step for 2.5 h at 80 ◦C, bi-layer P3HT / K12 devices yielded the following
characteristics: JSC=1.2mA/cm2, VOC=0.65V, FF=43.9% and ηP=0.34%. Bulk-hetero-
junction based devices resulted in higher current and subsequently higher eﬃciency values
(JSC=2.36mA/cm2, VOC=0.62V, FF=49.8% and ηP=0.73%) after annealing for 1 h at
80 ◦C.
The combination of K12 with PEN in organic solar cells is shown in Chapter 7.
4.4. Fullerene Acceptor C60
The existence of fullerenes (also Buckminster fullerenes) has already been predicted theor-
etically by Eiji Osawa in the 1970s [138]. The physical appearance of the material is a black
a) C60 molecule b) C60 HOMO simulation c) C60 LUMO simulation
Figure 4.7.: Molecular structure and energy level distribution of fullerene C60.
powder strongly reacting to electrostatic charges (e. g. during handling). The crystalliza-
tion structure was reported to be a hexagonal lattice or hexagonal closest packaging (hcp
with a=1.002 nm, c=1.636 nm, layer spacing of 0.87 nm) by several groups ([139], [140])
as well as face-centered-cubic (fcc) with a = 1.42 nm by others ([141], [142]). Even both
crystallographic types (fcc and hcp) have been observed in films grown within exactly
the same sublimation process with less than 2% hcp packaged crystals [143]. The XRD
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intensity curve of a C60 powder sample is shown in Figure 4.8a [139]. The first peak is
located at 2 ≈10°. Energy levels for the LUMO (ELUMO) and HOMO (EHOMO) have been
determined as 3.8 eV and 6.10 eV to 6.38 eV ([144, 145]), main absorption peaks are shown
in Figure 4.8b. The exciton diﬀusion length was found to be approximately 7 nm [146, 147].
Early measurement of optical properties by Arbogast et al. [148] have found the transition
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Figure 4.8.: XRD characteristics of a C60 powder and spectral absorbance of 70 nm C60 deposited
on quartz from benzene solution [139]
S0 → S*1 occurring at 620 nm, which corresponds to a singlet energy of 1.99 eV. The lowest
triplet level was found at lower energies within the same article at roughly (1.62± 0.20) eV,
which was further specified by Guldi et al. to 1.57 eV [149]. The latter publication also in-
dicated transitions to higher singlet (triplet) levels Sn (Tn) at 920 nm (747 nm). Both
publications describe an eﬃcient singlet-to-triplet transfer mechanism (inter-system cross-
ing, ISC) and subsequent energy transfer to oxygen. Pristine thin films are reported with
a conductivity (σ) of 2.5× 10−7 S/cm, µe=5.0× 10−4 cm2/Vs and a density of electrons
(ne) of 3.2× 1015 /cm3 [150]. Several field eﬀect transistors have been demonstrated in
literature, e. g. Anthopoulos et al. [151] grew a C60 thin film using hot-wall epitaxy on a
polymeric gate dielectric with mobilities as high as µe=6 cm2/Vs using barrier-free 0.6 nm
LiF / 60 nm Al contacts. The same article outlines a link between larger substrate tem-
peratures ranging from 25 ◦C to 250 ◦C and larger grain sizes which are proposed to allow
increased mobilities (µe=0.6 cm2/Vs to 6 cm2/Vs). By employing a highly crystalline oct-
adecylsilane (OTS) layer, mobilities of polycrystalline layers of µe=5.3 cm2/Vs have also
been demonstrated [119].
Cells employing unmodified C60 which has been deposited by evaporation have attracted
wide interest, not at least as the German company Heliatek most likely uses a doped ver-
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sion of the material as transport layers in its announced commercial cells [152]. Wynands
et al. have reported the beneficial influence of elevated substrate temperatures during film
deposition of the small molecule α,ω-bis-dicyanovinylene-sexithiophene (DCV6T) [153]:
Increasing Tsub from 30 ◦C to 90 ◦C doubled ηP of their DCV6T:C60 bulk hetero-junction
(BHJ) to 3.8% by increasing the current collection eﬃciency in exchange for a lowered
exciton dissociation eﬃciency.
Utilizing OVPD technology for C60-based solar cells has also been reported, e. g. by Rusu
et al. [48, 154] Their devices comprising of CuPc:C60 achieved eﬃciencies as high as 1.6%.
A combination of PEN:C60 has also been explored as the materials exhibit complementary
light absorption regions. Furthermore, singlet fission is suggested to occur in PEN and
the large diﬀerence in LUMO energies is discussed to allow the utilization of the gener-
ated triplets for energy generation [155]. This is explained in detail in Section 4.1. Sakai
et al. [92] demonstrated a PEN / C60 bilayer cell with 50 nm active-layer thickness result-
ing in VOC=0.31V, JSC=6.3mA/cm2, FF=0.48%, and ηP=0.94%. In the same study, an
approach of alternating growth of 2 nm layers PEN and 2 nm C60 (sub-monolayer) prevents
crystallization of the PEN regions and leads to smoother films. A total of six periods (2 nm
PEN / 2 nm C60) deposited onto a PEN layer (20 nm, anode side) and covered by a C60
layer (20 nm, cathode side) resulted in the best cells with increased VOC (0.41V) and JSC
(8.2mA/cm2), a similar FF and a total ηP of 1.58%. The authors of this article suggest
that not a real sandwich structure is created as layers are most likely discontinuous but
that an interpenetrating network is formed.
Experiments of Lee et al. [156] hinted to singlet fission in PEN / C60 hetero-junctions
due to an EQE value of (145± 7)%. These results indicates a successful singlet-to-triplet
conversion and subsequent harvesting were supported by an EQE value of (160± 10)%
measured recently [157].
4.5. Spacer Materials Alq3 and NPB
Spacer materials have been employed at several occasions during the course of this thesis
to examine several eﬀects in organic photovoltaics or as protective layers. This section
introduces these materials and gives some basic information on them. HOMO and LUMO
values of the materials alongside with other information are listed in Table A.1. Alq3 (also
known as Tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum) is a electron transporting material, which
is widely used in OLED. Its electron mobility µe is given as 3× 10−5 cm2/Vs [158]. As
described above, a low light absorption is required for a spacer material. This is fulfilled
by an absorption onset at 3.0 eV with a peak at 3.1 eV (400 nm) [159, 160].
The materials listed here are further exemplified in Chapters 5 to 7. As a possible spacer ma-
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terial on the anode side, NPB (N,N’-Di-[(1-naphthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl]-1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-
diamine) was tested. A hole mobility value of µh=1× 10−3 cm2/Vs [158] has been reported.
Furthermore, a broad absorption peak in the deep blue spectral region at 355 nm [161, 162]
has been measured.
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of PEN Films
The present chapter reports on the deposition of pentacene (PEN) by an organic vapor
phase deposition (OVPD) tool. As the deposition and properties have been extensively
studied before, its behavior within the OVPD tools and the influences of the deposition
conditions onto layer properties are examined here. The aim of the experiments presented
here is to understand and improve the deposition process of the organic semiconductor
for its later application as the donor layer on organic solar cell devices.
Section 5.1 exemplifies the growth of a PEN single-layer on the common substrate
for organic light emitting diodes (OLED) or organic solar cells (OSC): ITO on glass.
The section is further subdivided into parts on oxygen plasma treated substrates
and CF4:O2 (CFO) plasma treated ones. Film formation of the molecule on non-ITO
substrates is illustrated in section 5.3 and the eﬀect of co-deposition of PEN and NPB in
the final Section 5.4.
5.1. Polycrystalline Growth of PEN on ITO Substrates
The deposition of PEN on ITO using the OVPD-R tool (see Chapter 3) was tested with
the following deposition conditions: chamber pressure (pcbr) at 0.9 hPa, chiller temperature
(Tcl) of 60 ◦C and a deposition rate (Rd) of 0.5 nm/s. These settings lead to the formation of
small islands on indium tin oxide (ITO) as depicted in Figure 5.1. The layer thickness (tL)
is given along with the surface roughness which is indicated by σHHCF (Section 3.4). The
material formation resembles the island (or Volmer-Weber) growth mode (Section 4.1) as
the ITO structure of the substrate remains visible between single islands (Figure 5.1a). The
relative surface coverage is approximately 6%, 25%, 40% and 71% (Figure 5.1a to 5.1d).
At tL=42nm (Figure 5.1e), still small openings are visible. A minimal thickness of 60 nm
of PEN deposited with a deposition rate Rd≥0.1 nm/s on ITO substrates has been found
to be necessary. This thickness / rate combination yields a suﬃciently closed single-layer
device in 20% to 30% of the experiments at low temperature (Tcl<0 ◦C). By modifying
the deposition conditions, e.g. Rd, pcbr or Tcl, the yield can be improved as presented
further below. As metalization of single PEN layers demonstrated, electrical short circuits
can be formed during the cathode evaporation in the devices. Openings or areas with a
low organic layer thickness could be penetrated by the hot metal atoms. Both cases are
illustrated in Figure 5.2. Two connection types between the anode and cathode are distin-
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Figure 5.1.: Morphology of a PEN thickness series deposited on ITO (image sizes: 5 µm × 5 µm).
For each image, layer thickness (tL) and surface roughness (Sq) are given.
Eletrical short circuit Metal filament
Metal layer
Organic semiconductor
ITO
Figure 5.2.: Illustration of typical electrical short circuits in thin films of crystalline organic
semiconductors, e. g. PEN.
guished: electrical short circuits and metal filaments. Both form highly conductive paths
between both terminals of a device. Metal filaments have a very low diameter leading to
high current densities already at low voltages (below 1V). These defects are indicated
by an unstable current voltage (I -V) characteristic during subsequent measurements. By
applying a reverse voltage to the device, such connections are destroyed by excess power
drop (“electrical annealing”). Typical currents required to remove them are below 1mA.
Electrical short circuits in turn are indicated by an ohmic behavior of the device without
a diode characteristic. These connections withstand currents of several tens of mA and are
therefore not removable without damaging the overall device.
For all defects, a homogeneous distribution throughout the surface can be assumed. Thick-
ness variations can be neglected as the substrate area is much smaller than the showerhead
and thickness deviations are below 2% for the OVPD tools used [163].
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Short circuits within the devices due to thin and non-continuous organic layers may, for
instance, lead to energy loses in case of solar cells. An increase of the layer thickness (e. g.
beyond several hundreds of nanometer) could suppress these unwanted openings. As a
downside, the maximum of the light intensity could be shifted away from the light absorb-
ing layers due to optical field eﬀects (see e. g. Kim et al. [164]). On the other hand, as
shown in Section 4.1, exciton diﬀusion length in PEN is short, therefore the formation of
thin films is beneficial for eﬃcient organic solar cells. To grow smooth, closed and thin
films of PEN on ITO, several approaches are evaluated in the next sections. Deposition
parameters (Rd, pcbr, substrate temperature [Tsub], the initial deposition rate [Rd,i]) as
well as substrate pre-treatments with CFO plasma are evaluated.
5.1.1. Increasing the Initial Deposition Rate (Rd,i) for Improved Coverage
As described in Section 3.2 (and Figure 3.2 therein), the longer the time a molecule needs
to attach to other molecules or sites at the substrate surface, the more likely is its desorp-
tion. The more molecules are reaching the substrate surface per time unit, the shorter is
the average distance a molecule diﬀuses before it attaches to a second one. As the average
diﬀusion distance is reduced by increasing the deposition rate, a higher density of initial
islands are formed. If more islands are formed, their average distance is reduced. Finally,
if this average distance is lowered by a higher initial growth rate (Rd,i), less material (or
total film thickness) is needed to form a closed layer. The islands form the seeds for further
film growth of PEN as e. g. Kitamura et al. [165] reported. Thus, it is suggested that Rd,i
is more important for the determination of the number and size of PEN grains in poly-
crystalline films on ITO than the average deposition rate (Rd). A related study by Zhang
et al. [166] reported on such a trend for PEN deposited on polystyrene.
In Figure 5.3, changes in deposition rate over time for three diﬀerent values for Rd,i are
displayed. The inset of each picture shows a SEM image of the ITO substrates. As visible
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Figure 5.3.: Influence of the initial deposition rate (Rd,i) onto surface coverage of PEN. The insets
show SEM images of 2 µm×2µm size of a 7 nm to 9 nm PEN layer.
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from the measured deposition rates, the samples only diﬀer by Rd,i. Rd is for all samples
approximately 0.15 nm/s and the overall layer thickness (tL) is in the range of 7 nm to
9 nm. The relative surface coverage (C) was found to be 31%, 39% and 52%. Thus, by
increasing Rd,i from 0.1 nm/s to 0.5 nm/s, the surface coverage can be increased by a factor
of 1.6. A similar behavior has been observed for variations of Rd,i,PEN on silicon substrates.
It is therefore proposed that a function of the form C = 1 – e–a·Rd,i reflects the relation of
the relative amount of covered ITO to Rd. C represents the relative surface coverage, and
a is used as a fitting value with the unit s/nm. This function yields a coverage of zero for
Rd,i=0nm/s and an ideal coverage of 1 in case of an infinite value of Rd,i→ ∞. A linear
approach would yield a relative coverage beyond 1, which is not possible. A more complex
formula which takes additional factors into account is possible yet the considerations here
are limited to the influence of Rd,i.
Using the parameter a=1.2 s/nm results in a matching function which describes approx-
imately the obtained values. Thus, the whole substrate surface is covered already at low
thicknesses for Rd,i≥4 nm/s. The value of a in the formula reflects several process and
material parameters, e. g. the diﬀusivity of the molecules at the substrate surface, temper-
ature of the substrate and pressure.
The origin of the initial peak visible in Figures 5.3 to 5.3c is examined next. As visible
from the plots in Figure 5.3, three deposition regimes can be distinguished: a baseline
(source is closed), an initial peak (directly after opening the source) and a constant depos-
ition rate (several seconds after of opening the source). By utilizing the basic formula of
the evaporation and transport process in an OVPD tool (see Section 3.2.2 and [44]), the
following description can be derived:
r(t) =

0 if t ≤ to
c
γ
e
(–t–tmax)2
2γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Impulse 1
+ d
δ
e
(–t–tmax)2
2δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Impulse 2
if to < t ≤ tmax
c
γ
e
(–t–tmax)2
2γ +Rd if tmax < t ≤ tc
Rd if t > tc
(5.1)
with to denoting the time at which the source is opened, tmax the time at which the depos-
ition rate peak is reached and tc the time at which the deposition rate is considered to be
constant. The fitting constants are c, γ, d, δ. The parameters c and d can be interpreted
as the height of the peaks, whereas γ and δ can be interpreted as their steepness.
As described by Rolin et al. [44], a single, rectangular impulse of organic molecules broadens
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by dispersion during transport. In this analysis, two linked impulses with a diﬀerent height
but similar starting times are assumed as stated in formula 5.1. Using the mathematical
description for r(t) yields the gray plot in Figure 5.4. The constants were set to c=10 nm s,
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Figure 5.4.: Fitting of the transition of the time-dependent deposition rate r(t) from Rd,i to Rd
γ=2.1 s2, d=1.59 nm s and δ=1 s2 for impulse 1 and 2, respectively. For both functions,
tmax=14 s was selected. Furthermore, to was set to 13 s and tc to 23 s. Integrating the area
of both functions yields 10.2 nm and 2.6 nm.
As visible from the simulation, a step is observed at to. This steep increase is not covered
by the formula in literature [44]. It is therefore proposed that the showerhead of the OVPD
tool leads to a sharp rise of the deposition rate by a homogeneous distribution of the over-
all gas flow. To explain the time-dependent deposition rate, the evaporation process inside
an OVPD source is examined next.
In a closed evaporation source at thermal equilibrium, the rate of evaporation and con-
densation of organic molecules are equal [46]. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.5a.
The molecules are evaporated from the material surface inside the crucible (area Amat). By
this process, the partial pressure of the organic molecules Porg rises towards its equilibrium
values Peqorg [46] (see also Section 3.2.2). As no molecules are leaving the cell, the law of
conservation requires them to remain in the gas volume of the source (Vsrc) or to condense.
As soon as the gas phase is saturated, condensation can occur at the entire inner surface
of the source container. This also includes the source crucible itself. If the source remains
closed for a suﬃciently long time, the molecules start to form a continuous layer at the
source walls. Finally, molecules are evaporated from Amat and the inner surface area of the
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Figure 5.5.: Model of physical processes in a heated OVPD source cell
source cell (Asurf). This is also depicted in Figure 5.5a.
Directly after opening the valves of a source cell (Figure 5.5b), the saturated gas phase is
transported away. Porg is lowered below Peq and material evaporation supersedes condens-
ation inside the cell. The continuous layer at the source walls (Asurf) starts to evaporate.
The volume of this layer is small compared to the material volume within the crucible, but
the area of the earlier one is larger. This leads to a short and high impulse as visible in
the Figure 5.3 and 5.4 (blue curve). After several seconds, the entire material from Asurf
is evaporated. The deposition rate is then maintained by the material evaporating from
Amat only, delivering a stable evaporation rate. This is depicted in Figure 5.5c and the
green curve in Figure 5.4. Concerning the sources used throughout this work, a ratio of
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Figure 5.6.: Height of the initial deposition peak of a heated PEN VCS source in relation to the
waiting time (single points). The solid lines are guide to the eye.
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the material contribution from Asurf and the gas volume (described by Vsrc) to Amat can
be approximated by (Rd,i – Rd)/Rd ≈ 3. For a source of the VCS type, the ratio of Asurf
to Amat can be estimated from 2:1 to 3:1 (see also [42], pp. 102). Thus, the expected area
and deposition rate ratios are similar to the relation between Rd,i and Rd measured here.
To further examine the observed phenomenon, the raw signal of the quartz crystal monitor
at the OVPD-TB has been recorded. The source temperature (Tsrc) ranged from 237 ◦C
to 260 ◦C and the source flow (Qsrc) was set to 500 sccm. The sampling speed of the depos-
ition rate was set to 0.1 s. The source was opened for 30 s for each measurement of Rd and
Rd,i. The height of the initial peak was determined by subtracting the average steady-state
deposition rate from the real time deposition rate. The resulting peak heights for diﬀerent
waiting periods between the consecutive depositions are shown in Figure 5.6.
As visible in the graph, no peak is found for a waiting period below 1min. Upon increasing
the time, the peak height increases according to the formula Rd,i = a–b·ct with t being the
time in seconds since the source has been opened the last time, and a, b and c being fitting
variables. After nearly 400min, maximal values for Rd,i are reached and the source is fully
saturated. This relation was also found for the area of the peak which relates to the amount
of material deposited. The maximum initial peak rate (Rd,i,max) rises exponentially with
the source temperature. This stems from the exponential increase of the vapor pressure by
the increasing temperature of the material inside the source [167]. The higher the vapor
pressure, the more material is kept in the gas phase. This gas phase which is saturated
with molecules causing the high deposition peak right after opening the source.
The observed behavior is suggested to hold true not only for PEN (and other acenes),
but for all organic molecules. In case of a material which forms amorphous layers, the
influence of Rd,i is low or negligible, as the crystallization is not influenced in that case.
The deviation in the final film thickness is low (<3 nm) compared to the commonly utilized
layer thicknesses (>30 nm).
The presence of an initially increased deposition rate has also been found in case of HTS
sources for PEN and K12. The (relatively) short time for heat-up and stabilization of less
than two hours has been found to result in a noticeable influence in case of PEN / K12
devices (Chapter 7).
As shown in this section, PEN exhibits a distinct peak directly after opening the source
container. The height of this peak is influenced by the source idle time before deposition.
Also, the film formation is influenced by this variation in Rd,i. Neither Tsrc nor the system
idle time can be freely chosen in larger OVPD systems. Therefore, Rd,i cannot be utilized
as a reliable parameter for the experiments. To overcome this issue in a process, the PEN
source is opened for several seconds prior to a thin film deposition. This approach has been
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chosen to force Rd,i≈Rd. A more advanced technical solution to this issue could be the
usage of a run-vent stack (the source is permanently purged with nitrogen preventing the
build-up of a saturated gas volume) or the usage of a diﬀerent source type which is only
shortly kept at deposition temperature prior to its opening, like e. g. the fast heating source
(FHS) type. The following sections focus on process settings and substrate pre-treatments
to enable the formation of closed thin layers of PEN.
5.1.2. Influences of Chamber Pressure (pcbr) and Substrate Temperature (Tsub)
on O2 Plasma Treated ITO
As also other research groups [84, 85] reported on the deposition of PEN using OVPD
technology, deposition conditions and substrate properties have great influence on film
formation. To evaluate the material properties and the structure of deposited layers, ITO
substrates were pre-treated by oxygen plasma and PEN layers were deposited in tools
OVPD-R and OVPD-K. The initial deposition rate could not be measured as only the
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Figure 5.7.: SEM images of 20 nm thick PEN layers deposited while varying pcbr and Tcl
OVPD-TB tool is equipped with a real-time quartz crystal monitor. Ex-situ rate calibra-
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tion, which is used for OVPD-R and OVPD-K, yields only an averaged deposition rate
without any information on its time dependence.
The deposition rate Rd ranged from 0.29 nm/s to 0.7 nm/s (influenced e. g. by pcbr), result-
ing in an overall tL of 20 nm. Thus, the experiments were executed with short deposition
pauses (below 1min) in between the coating of respective segments to avoid source satur-
ation. The resulting layers have been imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as
shown in Figure 5.7. Increasing pcbr and / or Tsub leads to the formation of larger crys-
tallites. In case of a higher temperature, this eﬀect can be rationalized by an increasing
surface diﬀusion length of the single PEN molecules. By increasing the pressure, gas phase
nucleation is fostered, as Rolin et al. [85] described.
In conclusion, a lowered substrate temperature (Tsub≤ 0◦C) was found to be necessary for
an acceptable layer quality. Such low chiller temperatures are not possible for all OVPD
tools, therefore an alternative surface treatment of ITO with CFO plasma has been ex-
amined in the next section.
5.1.3. Improved Surface Coverage by CF4:O2 Plasma Treatment of ITO
PEN grows as a polycrystalline organic semiconductor on most substrates. The growth
mode depends on numerous factors, which are related to the deposition conditions as well
as substrate properties. One important factor is the surface energy of the substrate, which
influences the interaction between molecules and the surface. In general, the surface energy
is a macroscopic figure and describes the energy needed to form a new surface of a material
and thus reflects the bond strength between the atoms of the material. In case of liquids,
the surface energy and density of the surface energy are equal.
It has been shown by a report of Han et al. [168] that the PEN growth mode of PEN
can be changed from the Stranski-Krastanov type to the Volmer-Weber type. This was
attributed to a lowering of surface energy which lead to a weakening of the substrate-
molecule interactions and a relative strengthening of the inter-molecular interactions.
Although surface coverage can be influenced by Tcl, Rd and pcbr, the creation of closed
thin layers remains a challenge as shown above. To influence the surface properties of
ITO, modifications by acids [169], transition metal oxides [170], surface layers [168, 171] or
plasmas (e. g. [115, 172]) have been demonstrated. Earlier publications of other groups [36,
173, 174] report on the formation of chemisorbed fluorine at the surface which leads to an
increase in work function of CF4 plasma treated ITO to up to −6.09 eV and a lowering of
the surface energy. Kim et al. [36] report also on a relaxation of substrate work function to
its initial value within 10 days of exposure to ambient air. In this section, the utilization of
tetrafluoromethane:oxygen (96 vol-% CF4:4% O2, referenced as CFO) plasma is examined
to modify the surface energy and the work function (Wf) of ITO.
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5.1.3.1. Preparation of ITO Samples with CFO Plasma
Pieces of ITO were cleaned as described in Section 3.1 and placed inside a barrel etcher
(Technics Plasma 600-E) equipped with a Faraday cage. The chamber was purged with
the respective gas at least 3min before the plasma was ignited at a power of 300W.
Substrates were transferred through air (<45min) for further characterization and
layer deposition. Resulting samples are distinguished throughout this section by their
treatment: NP (no plasma treatment), OP (360 s O2 plasma), CP (30 s CFO plasma)
and a combination of CFO and O2 plasma CPOP. The latter ones are sub-divided by
the CFO treatment time: 30 s CPOP, 60 s CPOP and 360 s CPOP, O2 plasma treatment
time is for all CPOP samples 360 s. The chamber was cleaned by a 3min pump/purge
cycle to remove residual traces of fluorine.
The combination of CP and OP plasma treatment was found to be necessary as SEM
images of CFO-treated substrates exhibited a residual surface layer on the ITO created
by CFO plasma treatment. The contamination is indicated by an increasing material
accumulation at an SEM image edge with increasing scan duration. It is proposed that
the layer is formed by the decomposition of CFO and is again removed by the subsequent
oxygen plasma step. After 10min of oxygen plasma treatment, no contamination was
found to be present (determined by SEM), leading to the development of the CPOP
process.
5.1.3.2. CFO Plasma Treatment and Incorporation of Fluorine into ITO
The surface composition was examined using X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS) us-
ing the AlKα-Line at 1486.6 eV for excitation. The samples had to be transferred from the
plasma chamber to the XPS measurement tool through ambient air, the transfer time was
kept below 30min. The signal was recorded by a Specs PHOIBOS 100 analyzer with CCD
detector. The determination of Wf was initially tested using ultra-violet photo-emission
spectroscopy (UPS). This technique was found to shift the resulting values depending on
the experimental conditions, e. g. light intensity or repeated cycles. As Schlaf et al. [175]
reported, a UPS measurement modifies Wf by up to 0.5 eV. As stated in the same art-
icle, these measurement artifacts were not found for XPS measurements. Thus, the work
function values reported below were derived from the XPS signal at reduced X-ray power
(100W) with slit dimensions set to 0.5mm×20mm and an analyzer iris diameter of 10mm.
Resulting curves of XPS measurements at the O1s, C 1s and F 1s line are displayed in Fig-
ure 5.8. The relative amount of the elements at the surface as well as the relation between
oxygen and fluorine are shown in Table 5.1. The relations were determined using the
CasaXPS software [176].
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Figure 5.8.: XPS measurements of ITO substrates after cleaning, after O2 and CFO plasma
treatments
As visible from Figure 5.8a, the carbon concentration at the surface is reduced by all
plasma treatments. This results from the reaction of oxygen with the surface carbon
(O2 +C −−→ CO2). During all plasma treatments, oxygen is present in the plasma, there-
fore oxidizing surface layers. These contaminations can stem from handling or result of
hydrocarbon compounds by air contact. The reduction is also indicated in the first data
column of Table 5.1. As the 30 s CP and 30 s CPOP sample do not exhibit large diﬀer-
ences with respect to the amount of surface carbon, a formation of a homogeneous carbon
layer by CFO decomposition in case of the CP treatment can be ruled out. The residual
layer observed in the SEM recordings is therefore not consisting of carbon. A possible
explanation for the non-monotonous decrease of the carbon surface concentration could
arise by the transfer through air during which samples might be re-contaminated after
plasma treatment.
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C1s O1s F 1s In 3d Sn 3d O1s :F 1s Wf [eV]
NP 12.95 46.43 0.00 36.14 4.49 0 -4.7
OP 7.64 46.06 1.71 40.51 4.09 0.037 -5.0
30 s CP 6.55 43.23 12.66 32.64 0.203 3.41 -5.3
30 s CPOP 6.56 42.00 9.73 37.33 0.229 4.32 -5.0
60 s CPOP 9.10 34.37 13.83 38.04 0.229 2.49 -5.1
360 s CPOP 7.09 35.15 17.22 36.85 0.271 2.04 -5.2
Table 5.1.: Relative concentrations of surface elements of untreated, O2 and CFO plasma treated
ITO substrates. The relation between the oxygen and fluorine concentration at the
surface as well as Wf are also given.
The relative amount of oxygen at the surface (shown in the second column of Table 5.1 and
Figure 5.8b) follows a diﬀerent trend: Upon plasma treatment with oxygen, the relative
amount remains identical, and is reduced by CFO treatment with increasing exposure time.
The fluorine amount (Figure 5.8c) increases at the surface by the CP treatment (indicated
in Table 5.1). By comparing the samples 30 s CP and 30 s CPOP, the complete process
of the CP, OP and CPOP treatment onto surface chemistry can be explained as follows:
CFO plasma removes the carbon contaminations at the surface. Additionally, it exchanges
oxygen with fluorine. In Table 5.1, a reduction of the surface fluorine concentration can
be observed in case of the 30 s CPOP sample. This re-oxidation results from the 600 s O2
plasma employed after the CFO plasma. Upon prolonged CP exposure times (60 s and
above), the final fluorine amount of CPOP samples increases again.
The substrate work function (Wf) was found to be be increased by the plasma treatments
as displayed in Table 5.1. The values were found to vary approximately by 0.1 eV between
subsequent measurements at diﬀerent points of the samples. By increasing the CFO treat-
ment time (and by this also increasing the fluorine amount at the surface), Wf is increased
non-linearly, which hints to a limit of Wf for an infinite treatment time after which all
oxygen at the surface has been replaced by fluorine.
It is therefore concluded that the surface treatment of ITO using CFO plasma changes
the elemental composition and therefore Wf . In the following sections, the influence onto
the surface energy and the crystallization behavior of PEN are examined.
5.1.3.3. Increase of the Water Contact Angle γH2O on CFO Modified Substrates
Contact angle measurements have been employed in literature to determine diﬀerences in
surface energy as long as changes in surface roughness are small [177, 178]. Furthermore,
several groups have related the surface energy to the crystal growth behavior of PEN
and other materials [115, 173, 174, 179, 180]. For the present measurements, water drops
(0.6µl to 2 µl) were applied by hand to the samples; for each sample the water contact
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angle (γH2O) was measured at least at seven diﬀerent points using a Kru¨ss DSA10 system.
The angle was determined between the substrate surface and a tangent at to surface of
the water drop. The increased surface energy is linked to a lower mobility of the PEN
molecules at the surface as described e. g. by Yang et al. [115]
The resulting contact angles of the measurement are 86◦ś3◦ (NP), 56◦ś4◦ (OP), 59◦ś7◦ (30 s
CP), 79◦ś4◦ (30 s CPOP), 63◦ś6◦ (60 s CPOP) and 60◦ś5◦ (360 s CPOP). These values
display a decrease in γH2O upon all plasma treatments, thus, increasing the surface energy.
The largest increase is found for O2 plasma with an average reduction of 30°. Homola et
al. [181] reported a value for untreated ITO of 84° which could be reduced to 5° by oxygen
plasma. By CP treatment, γH2O is increased again, hinting on a lowered surface energy
as also reported by other researchers [181]. Other reports have found a relaxation back to
initial values of ITO surface properties [36]. This eﬀect is suggested to influence the results
for the 60 s CPOP and 360 s CPOP.
Comparing the 30 s CP and 30 s CPOP sample, a lower contact angle (corresponding to
a higher surface energy) is observed.
Thus, it is concluded that CFO plasma treatment changes the water contact angle on ITO,
which results from the fluorinated surface layers. The treatment is found to be unstable
in air, therefore samples have to be transferred to deposition tools shortly after exposure.
The next section evaluates the influence of the pre-treatment onto PEN crystallization on
ITO.
5.1.3.4. Improved the Surface Coverage of PEN on CFO Plasma Treated ITO
This section examines the surface coverage of PEN on plasma-treated ITO. A layer of
6 nm to 7 nm PEN at Tsub=53 ◦C was deposited on ITO substrates. SEM micrographs of
the resulting surface structures are shown in Figure 5.9. All samples were deposited in
the tool OVPD-TB with Rd,i=1.0 nm/s and Rd=0.205 nm/s in the same experiment. The
bright areas within the images can be assigned to the ITO surface, the darker ones to PEN
and / or other carbon compounds. For the NP sample in Figure 5.9, numerous irregular
islands are visible, which are attributed to a mixture of carbon and PEN. For the OP
sample, large islands are formed at the surface. Upon CFO treatment, the covered area
of the substrate is clearly increased as also indicated in Table 5.2. As the water contact
NP OP 30 s CP 30 s CPOP 60 s CPOP 360 s CPOP
RMS 5.6 nm 7.5 nm 5.4 nm 6.8 nm 7.2 nm 7.2 nm
Coverage 37% 29% 42% 52% 52% 50%
Table 5.2.: RMS values and relative surface coverage of a 6 nm to 7 nm thick PEN layer on
pre-treated ITO substrates
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NP OP 30 s CPOP30 s CP 60 s CPOP 360 s CPOP
200 nm
Figure 5.9.: Comparison of ITO SEM images of substrates after diﬀerent pre-treatments (en-
hanced contrast by image processing)
angle measurements above indicate, the surface energy of the CP sample is higher than
that of the CPOP sample. Thus, the substrate exhibits a growth mode similar to the
one of OP-treated ITO. As visible from the SEM images and the tabulated values, the
surface coverage is at least doubled for PEN by CFO treatment. This is attributed to the
changes in surface energy. By increasing the surface energy of ITO, the mobility of PEN
molecules at the surface is reduced (process 2 in Figure 3.2). The same eﬀect could be
achieved by reducing the substrate temperature (determined by Tcl). Also, by increasing
the initial deposition rate Rd,i (by increasing Qsrc and / or Tsrc), the layer crystallinity
can be influenced as shown before. Both parameters, Tsub and Rd, are technically limited
either by the OVPD tools or by the temperature stability of the utilized material.
The observed variations in film formation are proposed to resemble also variations in the
crystallinity of thicker PEN films. The next section examines this crystallinity by XRD
measurements.
5.1.3.5. Changes in Crystallinity of Pentacene Layers on CFO-Treated Substrates
XRD data of 60 nm PEN films on ITO were recorded for the single-layer devices. The layers
were deposited in the tools OVPD-TB and OVPD-K. The deposition conditions were set as
follows: Tsub=35 ◦C, Rd,i=0.6 nm/s to 0.9 nm/s and Rd=0.4 nm/s to 0.7 nm/s. The relative
variation in Rd,i is considered negligible, as the initial surface coverage saturates at higher
initial deposition rates as shown in Section 5.1.1. The resulting XRD measurement curves
are shown in Figure 5.10 The recorded data have been aligned with respect to the ITO
peak at 30.25°. The major peak of PEN deposited on untreated substrates is located at
5.95°, a second one at 5.58° (all values fitted using a Gaussian function). These values can
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Figure 5.10.: Comparison of PEN XRD scans after diﬀerent substrate pre-treatments using an
open-detector configuration: a) Overview b) Detailed spectra
be converted to plane spacings of 1.48 nm and 1.58 nm. Thus, there are two co-existing thin-
film phases TP1 and TP2 (as described in the theory section on PEN Section 4.1). The
peak of the OP sample can be found at 5.72° (1.54 nm) which resembles a thin-film phase
type. For the 30 s CP sample, the peak is found at 5.60° which corresponds to a lattice
constant of 1.58 nm. In case of the sample 30 s CPOP, the XRD peak is measured at 5.55°
(1.59 nm). Thin-film growth mode is reduced in favor of bulk growth when comparing the
untreated substrates with the plasma-treated ones as the average plane distance increases
by the substrate treatment. Furthermore, the signal intensity (signal counts) is reduced
by the plasma treatments in general and the CFO treatment in particular. Thus, the CFO
treatment induces a more amorphous growth of the PEN layer on ITO.
The influence of the growth modifications onto the electrical performance of single PEN
layers is investigated in the following section.
5.1.3.6. Single-layer Diodes Modified by CFO Treatment
In this section, 60 nm PEN single-layer diodes on ITO are evaluated optically
and electrically. The substrates were prepared as described in the previous sec-
tion. A 100 nm Al cathode was evaporated on top, resulting in the final stack
ITO / 60 nm PEN / 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al. Annealing was performed in a glove box
environment on a hot plate at 100°C and 160°C for one hour each.
Furthermore, white-light reflectometry spectra were recorded for all devices. The major
absorption peak of PEN ((675± 2) nm) was observed to shift to lower wavelengths upon
annealing as indicated in Table 5.3. The largest shift was observed for the oxygen plasma
treated samples. The PEN layers hence exhibit a blue-shift of the absorption peak
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NP OP 30 s CP 30 s CPOP 60 s CPOP 360 s CPOP
Pristine 674 676 677 674 676 675
After 1 h at 100°C 674 (-0) 672 (-4) 674 (-3) 669 (-5) 672 (-4) 671 (-4)
After 1 h at 160°C 671 (-3) 665 (-7) 668 (-6) 666 (-3) 668 (-4) 666 (-5)
Table 5.3.: Absorption peak position (in nm) of PEN for diﬀerent ITO treatments. The relative
shift (in nm) between the subsequent stages for each treatment is given in brackets.
(so called H-aggregate behavior), which hints on an improved alignment of the single
molecules [136]. This improved alignment leads to a reduced disorder of the molecules
and thus to an increase of the optical band gap.
To determine the electrical properties of the diodes, at least four devices were tested for
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Figure 5.11.: Electrical characteristics of PEN single-layer diodes on CFO-treated substrates
each sample set. Diodes with substrate pre-treatments NP, OP and CP are not displayed,
as they were found to be short-circuited in all cases. Only devices with CPOP treatment
were found functional, their electrical characteristics are plotted in Figure 5.11. As
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visible from the characteristics in the figure, diodes are formed in all cases of the CPOP
treatment. The threshold voltages range from 0.29V to 0.41V for the samples.
As shown in this section, functional PEN diodes were obtained for ITO substrates by
pre-treatment with CFO plasma. The formation of suﬃciently closed layers has only been
observed for CPOP treated substrates. Thus, the growth of PEN on CFO-plasma treated
ITO was found to yield an improved thin-film formation with respect to the density of
openings in the layer. The influence of the subsequent annealing steps to improve the
crystallinity of the layers and the device performance has also been examined. The results
indicate the formation of an amorphous PEN film.
The following section suggests a model to explain these observations.
5.1.3.7. Model of PEN Growth on CFO Plasma Modified ITO
The results of the sections above hint on a modification of PEN growth by CFO plasma
treatment. A model for the film formation on the miscellaneous substrates is proposed in
Figure 5.12. In case of a NP substrate (Figure 5.12a), carbon contaminations are present
ITO
a) NP
ITO
b) OP
ITO
c) CP
ITO
d) CPOP
Carbon compounds Fluorine compoundsPEN
Figure 5.12.: Model of PEN film formation on CFO modified ITO
at the surface of the ITO substrate, oﬀering numerous sites for condensation of single PEN
molecules. Upon OP treatment (Figure 5.12b), these carbon contaminations are reduced,
leading to an increased mobility of the molecules at the ITO surface and formation of large
islands. If a CP treatment is utilized for preparation (Figure 5.12c), the carbon content at
the surface is reduced as well and fluorine compounds are formed at the surface. This leads
to an increased coverage of PEN. The combination of CFO and pure O2 plasma (CPOP,
Figure 5.12d), as demonstrated in that section, introduces fluorine into ITO and reduces
carbon-covered areas so that closed and smooth layers are formed.
In sum, the pre-treatment of ITO substrates using a plasma containing a mixture of CF4
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and O2 (96:4) has been examined. The results indicate that this substrate preparation
can lead to smoother PEN films. The increase in Wf with rising fluorine concentration
at the substrate surface is a drawback for solar cell devices. If Wf ,substrate is larger than
EHOMO,PEN (≈5 eV), a charge extraction barrier is formed. Thus, the formation of the
PEN layer has been influenced successfully, but the application of CFO plasma using the
acceptor PEN for solar cell devices can be hindered by a misalignment of the energy levels
at the interface.
5.2. Electrical characterization of PEN layers on oxygen plasma
pre-treated ITO
Common literature values of µh,PEN are determined employing thin film transistor devices
that operate laterally, which is, the current flows parallel to the substrate surface. The
mobility of the charges has been generally shown in literature to be dependent on the
crystallinity of the layer as well as the orientation of the current flow with respect to the
crystal axes (see Section 4.1). Thus, vertical PEN diodes are examined in the present sec-
tion to determine the mobility. A layer of 200 nm PEN was deposited at Tcl=−10 ◦C and
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Figure 5.13.: I -V and C-V characteristics of a 200 nm thick PEN diode
Rd,i≈Rd=0.35 nm/s. A cathode layer of 100 nm aluminum was evaporated on top. Hence,
the final device structure is ITO / 200 nm PEN / 100 nm Al. The I-V characteristic is shown
in Figure 5.13a. A capacitance voltage (C-V) measurement of the device (Figure 5.13b)
indicates the onset of space charge limited carrier (SCLC) transport through the device at
approximately 1.55V [182]. Below this value, the current of the devices is injection-limited.
Phase angles of −84.7° (at a frequency of 0.1 kHz) and −88.4° (at 1.7 kHz) were determ-
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ined at a voltage of 0V. The early onset of current conduction is proposed to indicate local
areas at which the PEN thickness is reduced to several tens of nanometers. In these areas,
the electric field is very high, leading to an early injection or tunneling. As the minimum of
the phase angle is found at a measurement frequency of 1.7 kHz, no direct contact between
anode and cathode was formed. Otherwise, the minimum phase angle would be at 0.1 kHz
(the minimal measurement frequency). The charges (holes) in this layer reach the cathode
if driven by a 0.1 kHz field. Their drift distance at higher frequencies is shorter than the
layer thickness between the electrodes, therefore the phase angle is increasing. Finally, at
even higher frequencies (beyond 6 kHz for the devices shown here), inductive eﬀects by the
measurement setup start to influence the measurement.
Using the standard formula for a plate capacitance (C = ϵ ·A/d), the eﬀective or average
thickness of the PEN layer tL is estimated from the C-V measurement to be in the range
of 61 nm to 82 nm. This range results of the diﬀerent literature reports of the dielectric
constant of PEN which was found to vary between 3 [183] and 4 [184]. For further calcu-
lations, tL=61nm is used as a lower limit.
Using the onset of conduction and calculated layer thickness, the mobility of the PEN
diodes can be calculated as suggested by Lu et al. [185]. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 5.14. By linear extrapolation of the hole mobility (µh) at high electric fields (beyond
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Figure 5.14.: Calculated hole mobility µh for a tL of 61 nm and 82 nm
1.55V which equals to an electric field of 19× 106V/m to 25× 106V/m), the mobility
without an electrical field is calculated. The extracted values are 5.8× 10−5 cm2/Vs (using
tL=61nm) and 8.3× 10−5 cm2/Vs (tL=82nm). These values correspond to the values re-
ported by Tsai et al. [186] in which 2.3× 10−5 cm2/Vs and 2.8× 10−4 cm2/Vs were found
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for PEN layers deposited at 0.1 nm/s and 0.01 nm/s, respectively. Reported literature val-
ues of PEN mobility are generally larger as shown in Section 4.1. The high mobility values
were reported for devices which utilize current conduction in the a-b-plane of the PEN
layers. This plane is usually parallel to the substrate surface, as the molecules form a tri-
clinic crystal and stand upright on most substrates. The mobility in PEN single crystals
has generally found to be dependent on the orientation of the current flow with respect to
the crystal direction [187]. This stems from diﬀerent overlap of molecular orbitals along
the directions of the crystal.
An alternative method to estimate the mobility uses can be deduced as follows: If a voltage
V (respectively an electrical field E is applied to the device terminals, the distance l a single
charge travels within the time t can be expressed as
l = µh · E · t (5.2)
Assuming V is a sinusoidal impulse, the charge travels from the cathode to the anode while
the V is positive and vice versa when V becomes negative. As the capacitance maximum
of a plate capacitance is found a the minimum distance of the charges, the minimum of
the device capacitance of the PEN single-layer devices described above is measured if the
charges are the closest to each other. Thus, the maximum capacitance of the devices is
measured at a frequency at which the charges can travel the longest distance without
recombination or extraction at the opposite electrode. From the findings above, a layer
thickness of 61 nm to 82 nm is known for the single-layer PEN devices. Furthermore, as the
capacitance maximum was found to occur at 1.7 kHz, therefore t = 1/f = 588 µs. Within
this time, the charges are injected and travel through the whole device to the cathode
and back. Only holes are considered here as no electrons are injected into the PEN layer
at the voltage. The voltage amplitude of the capacitance measurement was 0.05V. As a
sinusoidal shaped waveform is used for the measurement, the average voltage over its time
is found to be 0.05V · 2/pi = 0.038V. The distance l is twice the layer thickness as the
charge has to drift to the cathode and back to the anode in the whole cycle as it other-
wise would be lost due to recombination and measured as a net current flow reducing the
capacitance. Combining all values in formula 5.2 a mobility range of 3.3× 10−6 cm2/V/s
to 6.0× 10−6 cm2/V/s can be estimated. This estimated value is lower compared to the
results presented above. Possible reasons are injection barriers which reduce the available
time t for the charges to drift or non-linear eﬀects within the organic semiconductor.
In conclusion, the obtained mobility values for vertical PEN diodes are found well com-
parable to those reported in literature.
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5.3. Highly Crystalline Growth on GaN and SiC
The deposition of PEN onto non-ITO substrates is examined in this section. One applica-
tion of the organic semiconductor might be the enhancement of spectral light absorption of
inorganic solar cells [188]. Thus, this section is focused on the thin-film growth of PEN on
the inorganic semiconductors GaN / sapphire (furthermore GaN) and SiC. The formation
of closed and smooth layers has been evaluated on these common materials to observe
the influence of the inorganic substrate. Complete solar-cell devices employing the stack
(GaN or SiC) / PEN / Au have also been recently reported [189].
The GaN and SiC substrates were cleaned using acetone, iso-propanol and de-ionized wa-
ter before utilization. PEN was deposited using the tool OVPD-K onto a standard ITO
substrate as well as onto GaN and SiC two-inch wafers. Deposition conditions were set
as Tcl=0 ◦C, Rd ranged from 0.6 nm/s to 0.4 nm/s and Rd,i=Rd. The layers were trans-
ferred through air and measured by AFM. In Figure 5.15, AFM images of four devices
(one ITO, two GaN and one SiC) are displayed together with the parameter THHCF of the
height-height-correlation function (HHCF).
The structure of the organic layers displayed in Figure 5.15 highly diﬀers from those shown
above for ITO. The grains formed on the GaN and SiC substrates are large and the layer
is therefore highly polycrystalline.
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Figure 5.15.: AFM images (5 µm×5 µm) of PEN deposited onto ITO, GaN and SiC substrates
with various thicknesses deposited by OVPD [190].
To assess the relative diﬀerence in crystallinity of the layers, the AFM images are evaluated
using the HHCF function. The fitting parameters σHHCF and THHCF relate to the surface
roughness and the crystallinity, respectively, as explained in Section 3.4.
For the reference substrate shown in the leftmost picture, THHCF=27nm was determined.
In case of the GaN substrates above (Figures 5.15b to 5.15c), the T-parameter indicates
an increase in grain size compared to the ITO sample by a factor of approximately 3.
This is also visually observable. For the 80 nm sample, a clearly poly-crystalline film with
distinct dendritic islands is visible as also reported in literature (e. g. [191]). The average
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crystallite size (indicated by THHCF) is approximately 20 times larger compared to the
ITO reference. The AFM measurement of the SiC sample (Figure 5.15d) shows smaller
grains compared to the GaN-based films (THHCF=136 nm) but still larger grains than for
ITO. Furthermore, distinct straight grooves running throughout several crystals. The ob-
served grooves resemble a high similarity to polishing grooves which are present on the
SiC substrate as shown by F. Urbain [190]. The overall layer roughness is nearly constant
(5.3 nm, 6.6 nm, 5.4 nm and 5.3 nm) for all four samples.
The higher crystallinity of the PEN layers on GaN and SiC compared to those on ITO
can be linked to diﬀerence in the interaction of surface and molecules during the layer
formation and to a higher surface temperature during deposition. The wafers had to be
placed on a metal plate as a holder whereas the ITO substrate was in direct contact
with the cooled susceptor. The smaller crystallites on the SiC substrate can be linked to
a higher thermal conductivity of SiC compared to GaN / sapphire (360W/mK [192] re-
spectively and 50W/mK to 226W/mK / 46W/mK [192, 193]) leading to a lower overall
substrate temperature at otherwise identical conditions and therefore to smaller crystal-
lites as demonstrated in Section 5.1.2.
Comparing both GaN samples, a lower crystal size and higher surface roughness is found
for the thinner layer. As the substrates were coated under identical conditions, diﬀerent
temperatures are ruled out as an explanation. It is proposed that the critical thickness (the
thickness at which layer-by-layer-growth is replaced by island-like growth) for PEN film
formation is approximately 40 nm to 50 nm on GaN (Section 4.1). As a result, the forma-
tion of single islands in the PEN layer starts at a high film thickness which in turn leads
to many small islands at 60 nm which coalesce into large islands up to 80 nm. Nevertheless,
further studies on this phenomenon are needed as also a combination of several factors
(e. g. substrate-molecule interactions, growth modes, surface energies etc.) is possible.
As reported in a recent article [189], all devices with a GaN / PEN hetero-junction gen-
erated power upon light exposure yet performed less well than the pure GaN / sapphire
substrate processed as Schottky solar cells. This is attributed to the series connection of
both layers which leads to a limitation of the current flow by the lower mobility of PEN
compared to a pure GaN. The best values achieved for the 80 nm PEN layer on GaN
were: open-circuit voltage VOC=0.57V, short-circuit current density JSC=0.75mA/cm2,
fill-factor FF=50% and power conversion eﬃciency ηP=0.214%.
In conclusion, the formation of highly polycrystalline PEN layers on GaN and SiC has
been shown. Compared to ITO substrates, larger crystallites are formed at the surface
of the wafers. This diﬀerence is attributed to higher surface temperatures and diﬀerent
surface energies. For the application of PEN as an additional layer on top of an inorganic
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solar cell it is therefore concluded that a low substrate temperature is necessary to allow
the formation of closed layers which are free of electrical short circuits. Another possibility
are additional layers on top of the PEN film to cover the openings.
5.4. Gas Phase Reactions by Intermixing PEN and NPB
As discussed previously, PEN tends to form poly-crystalline layers at elevated temperat-
ures. This growth mode might lead to electrical short circuits between anode and cathode
layer during metal deposition as described in the beginning of this chapter. To suppress
conductive paths, the intermixing of PEN with NPB was tested by co-deposition of the
materials. The underlying idea is that NPB could suppress the formation of crystalline
areas in PEN and an amorphous layer of both materials is formed.
Mixed PEN:NPB layers of a nominal thickness of 60 nm have been deposited in the tool
OVPD-K on oxygen plasma treated ITO with Rd,PEN=2.3 nm/s (2%), 2.0 nm/s (5%) and
1.9 nm/s (10%), respectively, with Tcl=0°C. Rd,i has not been measured directly, yet the
source has been opened less than 5min in advance of each deposition shown in this section
to ensure that Rd,i ≈ Rd.
The combination of both materials yielded large flakes of organic material at the sub-
strates surface. A trend to larger flakes with increasing NPB content of the gas phase is
also noted. These flakes are attributed to a gas-phase reaction between PEN and NPB.
Contaminations from one of the materials (e. g. single crystals from a source) or residues
from earlier depositions were ruled out by experiments.
Thus, it is suggested that a gas phase reaction of the PEN and NPB molecules occurs dur-
ing the co-deposition. NPB acts here as a condensation site which mediates the formation
of single-crystalline flakes in the gas phase. Additional experiments with lower deposition
rates of PEN and a higher NPB content yielded fewer surface crystallites. The more mo-
lecules of PEN are present in the gas phase, the more likely are reactions between them
mediated by NPB. Other influences (tL, deposition time, Qsrc ,NPB) were excluded as an
explanation for the observed behavior.
Devices using PEN and NPB have also been deposited to test the electrical characterist-
ics. No rectification function was achieved by the co-evaporation of PEN and NPB for a
relative NPB amounts of 2% to 10%.
It is concluded that a co-deposition of PEN and NPB does not yield thin-films utilizable
for two-layer devices. Furthermore, the usage of NPB as and an underlayer for PEN depos-
ition leads to non-continuous films. Therefore, the combination of both materials for future
single-devices is not advised. An application of the same layer at the anode side in multi-
layer devices can be possible. These devices could benefit from a large hetero-junction
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interface area to improve the process of current generation.
5.5. Conclusions on the Polycrystalline Growth of Pentacene
This chapter has examined the deposition of PEN in an OVPD system. It has been shown
that a thickness of 60 nm or more on ITO is necessary to form suﬃciently closed layers for
single-layer devices. The importance of the initial deposition rate (Rd,i) for film formation
and surface coverage is demonstrated. The source temperature dependence of the inital
peak of the deposition rate is demonstrated and a general model for continuously heated
sources is proposed. The model is not only valid for PEN, but also considered relevant
to the evaporation process of other materials (e. g. K12). Based on these findings, a high
source temperature (Tsrc) and a high Rd,i are found to be beneficial to form closed and
thin PEN layers. The influence of the chamber pressure (pcbr) and the substrate temper-
ature (Tsub) respectively chiller temperature (Tcl) onto film formation is demonstrated. A
pcbr and a low Tsub lead to a lower crystallinity of the overall film. Both eﬀects relate to
the lower mobility of the single molecules at the substrate surface which leads to a higher
density of stable islands formed initially.
Next, the utilization of a CFO pre-treatment to form closed layers of PEN on ITO sub-
strates is presented. Measurements demonstrate the incorporation of fluorine into the ITO
surface and an absolute increase of work function (Wf) to −5.3 eV resulting of this surface
change. Comparing oxygen plasma and CFO plasma treated ITO indicates an increase of
the surface coverage by 50% when CFO is used. This change is explained by the diﬀerence
in surface energy of the substrate resulting of the fluorine incorporation. As the mobility
of the single molecules after reaching the substrate is lower in case of the CFO treatment,
more and smaller polycrystalline areas are formed. This eﬀect is found similar to the influ-
ence of a lower Tsub. Furthermore, the formation of PEN layers on GaN and SiC substrates
is examined. The molecules form a highly polycrystalline layer on both substrates as a res-
ult of the mobility of the single molecules at the surface. Finally, the co-deposition of PEN
and NPB has been tested. Gas phase reactions between both materials lead to flake-like
structures which cannot be used for functional single-layer devices.
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This chapter reports on the evaporation of PTCDI-C13 (PDI) by the horizontal tube
sources (HTS) in the OVPD-R tool. As shown in the theory section (Section 4.2), the
material absorbs light in the range of 400 nm to 650 nm. This photo-response is comple-
mentary to that of pentacene (PEN) as shown in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the diﬀerence
between the electron aﬃnities (EEA) and the diﬀerence between the ionization potentials
(EIP) were reported to be larger than the commonly assumed exciton binding energy of
0.6 eV. Thus, it is hypothesized that hetero-junctions employing a PEN / PDI interface
support the splitting of excitons which in turn leads to the generation of free charges.
The first section (6.1) of this chapter reports on the evaporation of the material in the
OVPD tool. The influences of the deposition conditions on the layer structure are ex-
amined in section 6.2. This is followed by the analysis of the relation between deposition
conditions and absorption properties of the thin films. The final section 6.3 studies the
photovoltaic performance of bi-layer PEN / PDI devices in relation to the metalization
and active-layer thicknesses used.
6.1. Evaporation of PDI Using a Horizontal Tube Source (HTS)
All devices shown in this section were fabricated using the OVPD-R tool. The substrates
were cleaned by an oxygen plasma as described in Chapter 3. PDI was filled at ambient
air into an HTS source. The source temperature (Tsrc) was set to 325 ◦C. A maximum
deposition rate (Rd) of 0.09 nm/s was found for a source flow (Qsrc) of 500 sccm.
If kept at evaporation temperature, the material was found to degrade within a week or
even less inside the source. The degradation was indicated by a reduced Rd and a change
of the material color inside the source from dark red to black. It remained unclear if the
material was degraded by very small amounts of oxygen or water leaking into the source,
by a heat-induced decomposition or by a combination of both.
The devices were metalized without air contact. No encapsulation was available during
the measurements at the OVPD-R tool. Hence, device characterization was performed in
ambient air at ambient temperature using the techniques described in Section 3.4.
6.2. Influence of OVPD Deposition Parameters: Deposition of Single
Layers and Growth of Needle-like Crystals
This section explores the influence of deposition conditions onto the surface structure and
optical properties of PEN / PDI bi-layer structures. The general smoothing behavior of
the perylene PDI onto surface roughness (Sq) is demonstrated first. This is followed by
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the examination of the influence of deposition conditions such as Rd, chiller temperature
(Tcl) and chamber pressure (pcbr).
6.2.1. Smoothing of the Layer Surface of PEN by PDI
As demonstrated in Chapter 5, PEN molecules tend to form poly-crystalline films with
openings. Thus, the influence of PDI deposited on top of a PEN layer is examined in this
section. Deposition of the films was carried out at inital deposition rates (Rd,i) equal to
Rd,PEN=0.6 nm/s to 0.8 nm/s and Rd,i=Rd,PDI=0.008 nm/s for PEN and PDI, respectively.
pcbr was kept constant at 0.9 hPa for all samples. Tcl was varied from −10 ◦C to 60 ◦C to
generate diﬀerent surface roughnesses for the PDI layer. AFM images are shown in Fig-
ure 6.1. For each image, the respective fitting parameters of the Height-Height-Correlation-
Function (HHCF) are given. As described in Section 3.4, these parameters relate to the
surface roughness and the crystallinity of the layer. In the upper row, the increase in Sq
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Figure 6.1.: AFM images (3 µm×3µm) and according HHCF fitting parameters of 20 nm PEN
(upper row) and 20 nm PEN / 20 nm PDI layers. The film roughness increases with
increasing temperature, while a PDI layer on top of PEN smooths the surface.
is indicated by a rising value of σHHCF (Sq≈σHHCF as described in Chapter 3). Along with
this value, the crystallinity increases as well, indicated by THHCF. The samples deposited
at Tcl=0 ◦C are found to exhibit a lower roughness compared to those with Tcl=−10 ◦C.
This is rationalized by a higher Rd,i as demonstrated in Section 5.1.1. For samples depos-
ited at 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C, surfaces with large openings are present. The higher crystallinity
and surface roughness are found in accordance to the findings presented in Section 5.1.2.
In the lower row of Figure 6.1, the roughness and crystallite are commonly reduced by
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the PDI layer. The value of σHHCF at 0 ◦C marks here a notable exception, as the rough-
ness of the PDI itself is higher than that of PEN in this case. The combination of PEN
and PDI at 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C is found to yield non-continuous layers. During metalization,
these openings are filled by metal and form electrical short circuits (as shown for PEN
single-layers in Chapter 5). Thus, their utilization is limited to three- or four-layer devices,
which employ additional amorphous films to prevent a direct contact between anode and
cathode.
The smoothing property of PDI on PEN is utilized in the following sections to enable the
usage of 60 nm thick layers of PEN in OPV devices.
6.2.2. Influence of the Chamber Pressure (pcbr): Smooth Layers at 0.9 hPa
As shown in section 5.1, the formation of PEN films can be influenced by common process
parameters. Therefore, this section examines the influences of the deposition parameters
onto PDI layers.
Films of 20 nm PDI have been deposited on 20 nm thick PEN layers. pcbr was set to
0.3 hPa, 0.9 hPa or 2.0 hPa. Furthermore, Tcl was varied in the range from −10 ◦C to 60 ◦C.
Rd was set from 0.25 nm/s to 0.6 nm/s and from 0.004 nm/s to 0.018 nm/s for PEN and
PDI, respectively. The resulting layers were imaged by SEM measurements. In Figure 6.2,
100 nm
a) 0.3 hPa
100 nm
b) 0.9 hPa
100 nm
c) 2.0 hPa
Figure 6.2.: SEM images of 20 nm PEN / 20 nm PDI thin films deposited at Tcl=−10 ◦C and at
varying pcbr.
three SEM images of the deposited thin films are displayed. A complete overview of the
deposited thin films is shown in Figure A.1 in the appendix. As visible from the images,
chamber pressures of 0.3 hPa and 2.0 hPa during deposition lead to coarse structures at
the surface. A similar structure has also been reported for other OVPD systems [91].
The process of film formation is rationalized as follows: As the deposition rate is also
dependent on the source pressure and hence on pcbr, the following relation of deposition
rates is hypothesized: Rd,0.3 hPa > Rd,0.9 hPa > Rd,2.0 hPa. As a second factor, the probability
of gas phase nucleation increases with rising pressure. The third factor is the substrate
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surface temperature (Tsub) which is approximately linearly dependent on Tcl (see equa-
tion 3.4). At −10 ◦C and low pressure (0.3 hPa), a high deposition rate and low surface
diﬀusivity of the molecules lead to the formation of numerous small crystallites of PDI
at the PEN surface. Upon increasing temperature, the layer is smoothed. Increasing pcbr
to 0.9 hPa leads to a smoothing of the layer as the deposition rate is reduced. A further
increase to 2.0 hPa results in the formation of flakes or needle-like structures, which hint
on gas phase nucleation of the molecules (flakes). By increasing Tcl to 60 ◦C, the formation
of larger crystallites was observed. It is proposed that the higher temperature enables a
higher surface mobility of the single molecules (similar to PEN) and hence leads to the
larger crystallites. This process has been observed regardless of pcbr. In the next sections,
the optical characteristics in dependence of the deposition conditions are examined.
6.2.3. Influence of Deposition Rate Rd and Temperature Tcl onto Spectral
Absorption of PEN / PDI bi-layers
To determine the homogeneity and comparability of reflectometry measure-
ments as well as that of the deposition process, eight devices were manu-
factured simultaneously on one substrate. The following stack was utilized:
ITO / 60 nm PEN / 30 nm PDI / 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al. All devices were de-
posited with pcbr=0.3 hPa and Tcl=0 ◦C. Rd was set to 0.25 nm/s and 0.018 nm/s for PEN
and PDI, respectively. The averaged reflectivity curve is shown in Figure 6.3. A minimum
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Figure 6.3.: Averaged reflectivity of eight simultaneously deposited PEN / PDI solar cells. Only
small variations of the signal amplitude are observable in the detail plot.
in the reflectivity spectrum is assigned to a maximum in the absorption spectrum of
the film and vice versa. In the wavelength region of 450 nm to 700 nm, five absorption
peaks can be found. By fitting five Gaussian-shaped functions to the curve, the following
peaks can be distinguished: Two peaks (499 nm and 534 nm) are assigned to PDI (see
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Figure 4.4b). Three higher-wavelength absorption peaks (581 nm, 629 nm and 672 nm)
are assigned to PEN (see Figure 4.2b).
The overall absorption (α) can be calculated by adding all values in the range of 400 nm to
700 nm. The absorption was found to vary below 3% for the full wavelength range. Peak
positions were found to vary less than 2 nm for all samples examined here. The deposition
of the layers using the OVPD-R tool yields devices with similar optical properties. Local
variations of layer thickness or Tsub are therefore considered to be negligible.
Influence of the PEN Deposition Rate Rd,PEN To assess the influence of the PEN depos-
ition rate, eight consecutive devices employing the following stack were deposited onto one
substrate: ITO / 45 nm PEN / 45 nm PDI / 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al. The deposition rate
of PEN is indicated in Figure 6.4a for each reflectivity curve. The remaining parameters
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Figure 6.4.: Reflectometry measurement of PEN / PDI solar cells deposited at diﬀerent depos-
ition rates for PEN and PDI
were set to pcbr=0.9 hPa, Tcl=0 ◦C and Rd,PDI=0.017 nm/s. Eight devices were deposited
in total: Device one and five at 0.2 nm/s, two and six at 0.5 nm/s and all other devices
at 0.9 nm/s. The PEN thin-films were evaporated sequentially, whereas the PDI layer was
evaporated for all segments at once.
The absorption peak of PEN is measured at 664 nm for all devices. It is found that the re-
flectivity of segments one and five diﬀer in the PEN absorption region of 500 nm to 800 nm
by 17%. In the PEN wavelength region, α can be ordered as follows: α0.2 nm/s,Segment 1 >
α0.2 nm/s,Segment 5 > α0.5 nm/s > α0.9 nm/s. Thus, the higher Rd,PEN, the lower is the overall
absorption in the long wavelength region. This is attributed to the smoother film form-
ation of PEN at high deposition rates as shown in Chapter 5. The smoother PEN layer
leads to an overall smoother stack (see Section 6.2.1) which reflects more light during the
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reflectometry measurement.
In case of PDI, two absorption peaks are found at (500± 5) nm and 543 nm in Figure 6.4a.
As the PDI layers were deposited in a single deposition run, variations of the layer thick-
ness are ruled out. The accuracy of the measurement systems has been determined to
be 2 nm. Thus, these variations are attributed to the interplay of the diﬀerent PEN layer
structures with the PDI molecules on a structural level which influence the layer formation
of the perylene. This influence in turn leads to diﬀerent absorption behaviors.
In conclusion, a low Rd,PEN is advantageous with respect to the optical properties of the
thin film. But, as shown in Section 5.1, a low Rd,PEN leads also to numerous openings
within the film which can lead to electrical short circuits. Thus, a higher deposition rate
of PEN is preferred to ensure a closed layer. The light absorption of a PDI layer can also
be tuned by Rd,PDI, as demonstrated in the following.
Influence of the PDI deposition rate Rd,PDI In the preceding paragraph, the influence
of varying the PEN deposition rate was laid out. In this part, the influence of
changing Rd,PDI is examined. The device structure of ITO / 60 nm PEN / 30 nm
PDI / 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al was utilized. The deposition parameters were set as follows:
pcbr=0.9 hPa, Tcl=0 ◦C and Rd,PEN=0.9 nm/s. The value for Rd,PDI was set to values in
the range of 0.004 nm/s to 0.017 nm/s as shown in Figure 6.4b.
By calculating the overall absorbance from 300 nm to 800 nm, α0.017 nm/s is found to be
only 84% of α0.004 nm/s. The absorption peak of PEN is found at (668± 2) nm. The PDI
peaks are found at 502 nm to 515 nm and 536 nm to 548 nm. No correlation between
the position of the absorption peaks and the deposition rate has been found whereas
the overall absorbance is increased by a lower Rd. In analogy with PEN (shown above),
a lower Rd,PDI results in a higher crystallinity. A higher PDI crystallinity results in a
rougher interface between the perylene derivative and the cathode metal layer. This rough
interface leads to an increased light scattering and therefore a wavelength-independent
lowering of the reflectivity. Hence, the fraction of light absorbed in a PDI layer can be
tuned by reducing Rd,PDI.
Influence of Tcl The influence of diﬀerent Tcl (and, thus, also substrate temperatures
Tsub) during deposition is examined in the following. Bi-layer hetero-junctions of 20 nm
PEN / 20 nm PDI were deposited at 0.9 hPa. Rd was set to 0.59 nm/s for PEN and
0.008 nm/s for PDI. Rd is equal to Rd,i for PEN as the source was only closed for less
than 10min before each deposition. The chiller temperature was set to the values −10 ◦C,
20 ◦C, 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C for PDI deposition. For PEN deposition, Tcl was kept at 0 ◦C for
all segments. In Figure 6.5, AFM images of the layers are shown. The values for σHHCF
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Figure 6.5.: AFM images of PDI deposited at diﬀerent Tcl (5 µm×5µm)
and THHCF are given also along with each figure. As expected, surface roughness and
crystallinity of the PDI layer generally increase by rising temperature Tcl. No diﬀerence
is found with respect to crystallinity for Figures 6.5a (Tcl=−10 ◦C) and 6.5b (Tcl=20 ◦C).
To further assess the influence of Tcl onto the optical and electrical properties, bi-layer
devices employing 60 nm PEN / 30 nm PDI hetero-junctions were manufactured. All
devices were deposited onto a single substrate. Deposition conditions for all devices
were set to pcbr=0.3 hPa and deposition rates as follows: Rd,PEN=0.165 nm/s and
Rd,PDI=0.019 nm/s. For each material (PEN or PDI) four diﬀerent values of Tsub
were tested. In each set, only the temperature of one material has been changed, the
temperature for the respective other material was set to 0 ◦C. Tcl has been kept constant
for 5min before deposition as well as during deposition. The selected temperatures
were −10 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C for PEN respectively PDI. The influences of the
temperature onto the reflectometry spectrum are displayed in Figure 6.6. As indicated by
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Figure 6.6.: Reflectometry measurement of PEN / PDI solar cells deposited at diﬀerent chiller
temperatures (Tcl)
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Figure 6.6a, the major absorption peak of PEN is shifted from 671 nm to 685 nm with
increasing temperature. This shift is attributed to a higher crystallinity of the thin-film
which changes the average onset of light absorption of pentacene. In contrast to the
annealing experiments on CFO-modified ITO (Chapter 5), the present PEN thin films
show a “J-aggregate” behavior[136]. The light absorption of PDI is also shifting from
496 nm to 485 nm and from 540 nm to 552 nm for the respective peaks. The reflectivity
is lowered by 48% between the samples for a change in Tsub from −10 ◦C to 60 ◦C. This
is attributed to the increasing roughness of the PEN layer, which leads to larger diﬀuse
light scattering.
In Figure 6.6b, no peak shifts are observed for the deposited PDI layer absorption.
The main peaks are stable at 494 nm and 548 nm, regardless of Tsub. As shown above,
the surface roughness increases with a higher Tcl, thus its influence onto the overall
reflectivity is low. Furthermore, within the evaluated temperature range, the electronic
structure of PDI is not influenced as the absorption onset is stable.
Thus, in case of PEN, an increase in Tcl leads to a red-shift of the main absorption peak
accompanied by a doubling of α of the thin film. The absorption spectrum of the PDI
film is stable upon a change of Tcl. Furthermore, the influence of Tcl on αPDI is low in
the range of −10 ◦C to 20 ◦C. Thus, the influence of Tcl onto α is lower as the influence
of RdPDI. This is attributed to the high annealing temperature of PDI which is reported
to be beyond 100 ◦C [121]. The structural changes observed above in this section thus do
not influence the optical properties of the PDI layers.
In consequence, the optical properties of PDI are found to be stable for −10 ◦C<Tcl<60 ◦C.
The shifts of the PDI absorption peaks in case of the temperature variation of the PEN
layer could stem from a change in the PEN crystallinity which in turn influences the
stacking of the perylene molecules.
The modification of the absorption of PEN / PDI hetero-junctions therefore is mainly
influenced by the deposition rate. A lower value for Tsub reduces light absorption of the
PEN layer, but is also advantageous for device stability.
6.3. Deposition of PEN / PDI Solar Cells
In this section, bi-layer devices employing PEN / PDI hetero-junctions are presented. An
approximate value for the open-circuit voltage can be estimated by VOC=EIP,PEN-EEA,PDI-
Eex (see Section 2.1). The energy levels are given by literature as EIP,PEN=5.0 eV and
EEA,PDI=3.4 eV (see e. g. Table A.1). The exciton binding energy (Eex) is estimated to
be 0.6 eV (see Section 4.1). Thus, a maximum value of VOC=1V results for such devices
with ideal contacts and under ideal conditions. Alongside with the theoretical value of
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13mA/cm2 [129] for the short-circuit current density (JSC) and a reasonable fill factor
(FF) of 64% [130], an overall power conversion eﬃciency (ηP) of 8.3% could be reached
in theory.
Demonstrated bi-layer devices in literature have yielded performance figures of VOC=0.4V,
JSC=5.0mA/cm2 and PCE of 1.6% [90]. In this section, the influence of diﬀerent cathode
materials and layer thicknesses onto the overall device performance of PEN/ PDI solar
cells is examined.
6.3.1. Cathode Material Selection: LiF as the Optimum
To assess the electrical performance of bi-layer devices, solar cells utilizing diﬀerent cathode
metals were produced. The devices employed a 60 nm PEN / 30 nm PDI hetero junction on
an oxygen plasma pre-treated ITO substrate. The materials were deposited at pcbr=0.9 hPa
and Tsub=0 ◦C. Rd was set to 1.09 nm/s for PEN and 0.006 nm/s for PDI. A high deposition
rate for PEN and a low one for PDI have been selected here as suggested in the earlier
section. Subsequently, the substrate was metalized with one of the four diﬀerent cathode
layers: 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al (sample A), 0.5 nm LiF / 5 nm Au / 100 nm Al (B), 5 nm
Au / 100 nm Al (C ) or 100 nm Al (D). The combination of LiF / Al has been reported
in literature [90]. A noble metal such as gold could provide an air-stable cathode layer yet
its high work function (Wf) of −5.1 eV is expected to reduce VOC and JSC.
The resulting current-voltage (I -V) characteristics under 100mW/cm2 AM 1.5 illumination
are displayed in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7.: Comparison of 60 nm PEN / 30 nm PDI solar cell performance utilizing combinations
of LiF, Au and Al as cathode metals
For each measurement, data were averaged over three devices. As visible in Figure 6.7a,
only the devices A and D yield a diode characteristic with and without illumination. Thus,
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it is successfully demonstrated that the material combination PEN / PDI can be used at
the presented OVPD system and yields a solar cell with a fill-factor beyond 25%. The solar
cell parameters are further displayed in Table 6.1. It is shown in the table that devices
employing a cathode of LiF / Al layers are performing best. In all other cases, an S-shaped
Cathode JSC [mA/cm2] VOC [V] JMPP [mA/cm2] VMPP [V] FF [%] ηP [%] Rsh [W] Rs [W]
A 0.77 0.47 0.488 0.32 43.1 0.156 1.8k 70
B 0.02 0.65 0.010 0.19 14.6 0.002 <1k 123k
C 0.02 0.70 0.010 0.18 12.8 0.001 <1k 132k
D 0.42 0.47 0.191 0.21 20.3 0.02 2.1k 1.0k
Table 6.1.: Performance figures of PEN / PDI devices under illumination using diﬀerent cathode
metals: 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al (A), 0.5 nm LiF / 5 nm Au / 100 nm Al (B), 5 nm
Au / 100 nm Al (C ) and 100 nm Al (D)
I -V characteristic is observed, also indicated by a fill-factor below 25% in the table. As all
organic layers have been manufactured in one deposition experiment, thus, this behavior
is attributed to the cathode layer. The values of Wf of the pure materials utilized are
given in literature as follows (see also Table A.2): 2.9 eV (Li), 4.3 eV (Al) and 5.1 eV (Au).
LiF interlayers are in literature generally reported to dope the organic layer [194]. Other
theories have been suggested (see e. g. the introduction of [195]). As shown here, the thin
layer of LiF enhances the performance only in case of an Al layer on top. The 5 nm Au
layer is assumed to be continuous [196]. At the interface LiF / Au, the formation of a large
dipole is reported in literature [197]. Thus, electron extraction at the cathode is hindered,
reducing FF and ηP. An alternative explanation is the formation of gap states by Au
clusters at the PDI surface which are energetically located between EHOMO and ELUMO.
These states lead to charge trapping close to the cathode interface. The traps are filled
with electrons which form an repulsive electrical field opposite to the built-in field of the
device. Furthermore, Au cluster have been reported to act as recombination centers in
multi-junction OPV devices, if electrons and holes are present. [198]
Thus, it can be concluded that the deposition of PEN and PDI layer has been successfully
tested. Organic solar cells were manufactured and the cathode materials LiF and Al were
found to yield the best performance. The influence of oxygen onto the device performance
is evaluated next.
6.3.2. Low Stability of I-V Characteristic During Storage and Under Illumination
Utilizing the same layer sequence and organic layer thicknesses as in the previous section,
the influences of light and air on device degradation have been evaluated for a cathode
of 10 nm Au / 100 nm Al. The Au layer has been chosen as an non-oxidizing film. A
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higher gold thickness has been used to ensure a higher coverage of the perylene surface.
Four identical manufactured segments (1–4), each consisting of two neighboring devices
(left and right) were tested (see also Section 3.1). The devices were measured sequentially
using an incandescent lamp employing an optical aperture which limits the exposed area
to a single segment. Thus, while measuring the left device, the neighboring one (right) is
already exposed to light. Four groups are distinguished in Table 6.2:
stage JSC [mAcm2 ] VOC [V] FF%
pristine 1.44 0.36 19
1 x illum. 0.79 0.35 30
1 x illum. + storage 0.46 0.25 23
2 x illum. + storage 0.37 0.24 23
Table 6.2.: Change of performance metrics of PEN/ PDI devices under illumination and ambient
air
The sample labeled pristine denotes devices which were measured during their first
exposure to light. The second sample (1 x illum.) was obtained by measuring the
adjacent devices during their second exposure to light. After one day of storage in
air, the same measurements have been repeated, resulting in samples three and four
(1 x illum. + storage and(2 x illum. + storage). The resulting values for JSC and VOC
are displayed in Table 6.2. The fill factor for all devices is found below 25%. Upon
illumination, the short-circuit current is lowered by 45%, VOC remains stable. After
storage in air, all values decrease. Thus, a degradation process of the performance
figures occurs in air and is promoted by illumination. The top part of the cathode,
100 nm is prone to degradation, as thermally evaporated aluminum layers oxidize in
air and exhibit a large density of pin-holes (see e. g. [50]). Oxygen can rapidly reach
the Au layer and the organic layers through these pin-holes. As stated by Anthopoulos
et al. [199], O2 and H2O molecules act as electron traps for organic semiconductors
with EEA<4 eV. This condition is fulfilled for PDI molecules (EEA,PDI=3.4 eV [13]).
The hypothesized underlying mechanism are electron traps formed by oxygen which
can lead to a vanishing electron mobility (µe) and therefore in turn to a reduction
of FF. VOC remains relatively stable upon illumination yet is decreased after storage.
This change is attributed to a saturation of the organic thin film by oxygen. The
trapping states at 4 eV induce a broadening of the density of states of the organic semi-
conductor at the cathode interface, which in turn leads to a lower open-circuit voltage [31].
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6.3.3. Optimum Layer Thicknesses of PEN and PDI
After determining the best cathode composition (0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al), devices with
varying active-layer thickness were deposited to determine the optimal configuration. Tcl
and pcbr were kept at 0 ◦C and 0.9 hPa, respectively. The PEN and PDI stacks were de-
posited consecutively for each segment using deposition rates of 0.2 nm/s and 0.017 nm/s.
Sixteen devices in total were measured in a nitrogen filled box.. For each thickness combin-
ation, the average of the two adjacent devices was taken. The resulting I-V characteristics
under illumination using an incandescent lamp are shown in Figure 6.8 As visible from the
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Figure 6.8.: Comparison of diﬀerent solar cells utilizing 60 nm to 85 nm PEN / 30 nm to 60 nm
PDI solar cells
figure, the best performance is found for a combination of 85 nm PEN and 40 nm PDI. The
order of device deposition equals the listing in the legend. With respect to the PEN layer,
the largest layer thickness is not found to be advantageous. Although the best performing
device exhibits a 85 nm thick film, the worst one does as well. A large thickness of PDI of
60 nm is found to be disadvantageous in all cases . The carrier mobilities for holes in PEN
is larger than the mobility of electrons in PDI (see Chapter 4). Thus, it is hypothesized
that such a thick layer leads to a strong imbalance in charge carrier mobility and finally
to a lowered overall device performance [200]. The performance values of the devices of
Figure 6.8 are given in Table 6.3 for comparison.
The lower value of Rd,PEN compared to the earlier experiments results in a higher thin-film
crystallinity. Alongside, a higher overall thickness of the PEN layer is needed to ensure a
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tL,PEN [nm] tL,PDI [nm] JSC [ mAcm2 ] VOC [V] JMPP [
mA
cm2 ] VMPP [V] FF [%] PCE [%] (lamp)
60 30 0.74 0.35 0.48 0.20 37.0 0.09
60 60 0.90 0.40 0.58 0.18 29.0 0.10
70 30 2.39 0.36 1.28 0.22 32.7 0.28
70 40 1.28 0.34 0.77 0.22 38.9 0.26
70 60 0.75 0.33 0.43 0.20 34.7 0.08
85 30 1.72 0.38 0.92 0.22 30.9 0.20
85 40 2.91 0.44 1.54 0.30 36.0 0.46
85 60 0.63 0.30 0.41 0.20 43.3 0.08
Table 6.3.: Performance figures of PEN / PDI devices under illumination using diﬀerent active-
layer thicknesses. The power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) is estimated for an illumin-
ation intensity of 100mW/cm2.
probability of short-circuits. Due to the high mobility of the carriers in PEN compared to
PDI, the usage of a large layer thickness is possible. The inverse is true for the PDI layer.
As the same value of JSC in both sections for a combination of 60 nm PEN / 30 nm PDI
is found, a light intensity of approx. 100mW/cm2 is proposed also for this measurement
although the light spectrum is not exactly equivalent to the AM 1.5 standard.
The deposition of a 30 nm thick Alq3 film has also been tested as an interlayer between
PDI and the cathode metal. No current generation was observed upon illumination.
6.4. Conclusions on PEN / PDI Bi-layer Devices
In this chapter, the evaporation of the perylene PDI and the influence of the OVPD depos-
ition parameters onto the absorbance and structure of PEN / PDI bi-layer structures were
examined. Lowering the deposition rate (Rd,PEN) increases the overall light absorption (α).
Increasing the chiller temperature (Tcl) and thus the substrate temperature was found to
have a similar influence for PEN. Upon lowering Rd,PDI, an increased light absorption was
noticed. No influence of Tcl onto the absorption of PDI was found.
The optimum cathode layer structure for a high fill factor was found to be 0.5 nm
LiF / 100 nm Al. Using AM1.5 illumination, the best solar cell delivered an eﬃciency
(PCE) of 0.156%. By systematic variation of the active-layer thickness, an optimum was
found for a combination of 85 nm PEN and 40 nm PDI. A maximum power conversion of
approximately 0.46% was determined. For an increased performance, encapsulation of the
devices is needed, as the photovoltaic performance is prone to rapid degradation in air.
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Solar Cells
This chapter reports on the usage of the novel acceptor material K12. The energy levels
(EEA=−3.6 eV, EIP=−6.2 eV as given in Section 4.3) and light absorption properties of the
molecule in the short-wavelength range enable the usage of K12 in a hetero-junction with
pentacene (PEN). As the material is used in OVPD for the first time, Section 7.1 describes
the preparation and testing of the material evaporation. The next section describes the
characteristics of K12 on common substrates. The main part focuses on the deposition
and characterization of PEN / K12 bi-layer solar cells. In the final section, the stability of
the cells is evaluated. A fraction of the findings have also been published by the author in
an article [201].
7.1. Material Loading, Source Temperature and Stability
One gram of K12 has been received from the University of Queensland and used without
further purification. The form of the material is a powder with an orange to light-red color.
A solubility of K12 in acetone, iso-propanol and ethanol was noted. The material exhibits
a distinct orange glow if illuminated by UV light. Light absorption and photoluminescence
data are given in Section 4.3.
Material deposition was carried out using the OVPD-K tool. Material loading into the
HTS was performed under ambient air. The material was stored at room temperature
under vacuum and was only heated for evaporation to prevent thermal decomposition. No
melting of K12 was observed for temperatures up to 220 ◦C. Temperatures of 240 ◦C were
found to transform the powder into a black amorphous film within less than one week. The
source temperature (Tsrc) was set to 225 ◦C for evaporation. Heat-up (30 ◦C→ 225 ◦C) took
below 3 hours (including stabilization), cool-down of the source (225 ◦C→ 70 ◦C) took less
than 30min.
The presence of an initial deposition rate peak (Rd,i) which is larger than the steady state
deposition rate (Rd) has also been found for K12. It is hypothesized that the underlying
mechanism is the same as presented for PEN in Section 5.1.1. By opening the source
shortly before deposition, the equality of deposition rate (Rd) and initial deposition (Rd,i)
rate was ensured.
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7.2. Single Layers of K12 Deposited onto Si, ITO and PEN Films
This section describes the properties of K12 layers on various substrates. The crystallo-
graphic and optical properties given in Section 4.3 for layers deposited by vacuum thermal
evaporation (VTE) are compared with those of thin films deposited by OVPD.
7.2.1. Crystallographic Structure: Formation of an XRD Peak at 7.6°
As shown in the theory section, K12 exhibits one XRD peak at a 2θ-angle of 7.6° to 7.8°
if deposited by VTE on a Si substrate. In the following, the structure of K12 layers on
ITO, Si and PEN is examined.
Single layers were deposited at a chiller temperature (Tcl) of 0 ◦C and Rd=0.25 nm/s to
0.44 nm/s on diﬀerent substrate types. The pristine K12 film was found to be amorphous
on a Si and ITO substrate as well as on a stack of ITO / 60 nm PEN. Upon storage
in ambient atmosphere for several days, a peak formed at (7.6± 0.2)° for all substrate
types. Its width (full width at half maximum: FWHM) was found to be 0.4° to 0.5°.
Using the Scherrer formula lcrystallite = 0.94 × λCuKα/(FWHM × cos θ) [202], this width
can be transformed into an average crystallite size of 16 nm to 20 nm. Upon a thermal
treatment (1 h, 85 ◦C) beyond the glass transition temperature of K12 (62 ◦C [131]), the
peak position was found to be shifted to (9.0± 0.4)° and the FWHM value to be ≈2°.
This FWHM values equals a crystallize size of less than 1 nm.
Crystallization of K12 thin-films has been observed to be initiated already at room
temperature. This process is promoted by intense UV light and X-ray radiation. Oxygen
was not found to influence the process of crystallization.
Thus, a K12 layer grown by OVPD is initially amorphous. By energy input, the
crystallization process of the layer is initiated, leading to crystallites with a layer distance
of 1.16 nm as reported in literature (Section 4.3). By an annealing step beyond the
glass transition temperature, the average crystallite size was found to be reduced. The
layer has become amorphous again as the single crystallized areas started to melt. No
diﬀerences in the light absorption properties were found between the pristine, crystallized
and thermally treated layers.
In Figure 7.1, crystallized and pristine areas of a thin K12 film on ITO are depicted by
SEM. As visible inside the leftmost picture, crystalline and smooth phases of the material
coexist on the same substrate. The location of crystallization has been observed to be
initiated by particles. The crystallized areas were found to consist of lamellae of a width
of 300 nm and a height of 30 nm. The crystal growth is three-dimensional, the underlying
substrate (ITO in the Figure) is uncovered by the crystallization process. It is thus
concluded that K12 layers have to be metalized directly after deposition. Otherwise phase
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10µm 200 nm 200 nm
Figure 7.1.: SEM images at diﬀerent magnifications of a K12 layer deposited directly onto ITO.
Crystallized and pristine areas are clearly distinguishable in the left image. Sub-
sequent zooms show uncovered ITO areas between the crystallites, indicating the
formation of a new, voluminous phase.
transformation processes lead to openings in the films. In literature, pre-metalization
annealing has been suggested for K12 to enable a high solar cell eﬃciency [131]. The
formation of a crystalline and closed K12 layer is thus needed for eﬃcient PEN / K12
solar cells. A manufacturing protocol to achieve this aim is presented in Section 7.3.
7.2.2. Optical Properties
The optical properties of K12 have already been introduced in Section 4.3. Absorption
peaks at 330 nm and 476 nm were reported in literature. In this section, single-layer devices
(ITO / 100 nm K12 / 100 nm Al) deposited at Tcl=0 ◦C, chamber pressure (pcbr) of 0.9 hPa
and Rd=0.1 nm/s are shown. In Figure 7.2, the reflectometry and PL data of K12 are
displayed.
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Figure 7.2.: Reflectometry and normalized photoluminescence spectra of an encapsulated K12
single-layer device at diﬀerent annealing stages
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Reflectivity The reflectivity spectrum of ITO/100 nm K12/ 100 nm Al devices has been
recorded at diﬀerent annealing stages. The resulting data are shown in Figure 7.2a. As
laid out in the literature section on K12 (Section 4.3), the major absorption peaks are
found at 330 nm and 476 nm. The first absorption peak is not visible in the reflectometry
measurement due to the transmission characteristic of ITO, which absorbs at least 50% of
the light intensity at 330 nm (See also Figure 3.1b). The second absorption peak is present
as a minimum in the reflectometry spectra in Figure 7.2a at 487 nm. The peak wavelength
is constant for all annealing temperatures up to 170 ◦C.
In conclusion, the overall absorption (α) of the K12 layer is stable until an annealing
temperature of 100 ◦C. Beyond this point, α is reduced over the full wavelength range due
to increased diﬀuse light scattering by the crystallized K12 layer.
PL Changes by Laser Irradiation and Electroluminescence Emission Single-layer devices
of K12 were tested for photoluminescence emission stability. Encapsulated devices
were continuously exposed to laser radiation (404 nm, 80mW) for ten hours. The PL
spectrum was measured every 10min with identical settings. No shift of the emission
peak wavelength of 620 nm or peak shape was found. Thus, no bleaching of the molecules
by high intensity light was noticed.
In conclusion, low-temperature crystallization of K12 has been demonstrated. As
a result, layers deposited in an OVPD tool have to be annealed carefully and processed
further within a short time frame. The benefit of an annealing step has already been
shown in literature [131] and will also be further examined below.
The stability of the absorption and emission profile of K12 for treatment temperatures
below 100 ◦C has been shown. The material has also been found to be stable under high
intensity laser irradiation. Thus, the material can withstand prolonged illumination
within an OPV device to convert energy.
7.2.3. Electrical Characteristics of K12 Single-Layer Diodes
To determine the charge carrier mobility of K12, single-layer diodes of 100 nm K12 were
deposited with Rd=0.28 nm/s, Tcl=0 ◦C and pcbr=0.9 hPa. The complete device stack is
ITO / 100 nm K12 / 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al. The processed samples were encapsulated
and characterized electrically. Unencapsulated devices were found to exhibit a lowered
conductivity within minutes of air contact.
The pristine devices exhibited an unstable current-voltage (I-V) characteristic. By several
voltage sweeps from −2V to 4V with a current density limit of 5mA/cm2, the reverse
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current density at −2V was reduced by one order of magnitude from 340 µA/cm2 to
36µA/cm2. After the sixth sweep, no further improvement was noted and the I-V charac-
teristic was found to be stable. The resulting curve is displayed in Figure 7.3a. Using the
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Figure 7.3.: Current-voltage and capacitance-voltage characteristics of a K12 single-layer diodes.
The vertical line at 1.61V in both plots and designates the onset of conduction
values given throughout this thesis (also listed in Table A.3 for convenience), the extrac-
tion barrier for holes is at least as large as 1.9 eV (Wf ,Al – EHOMO,K12). For electrons, the
injection barrier is only 0.2 eV or lower [203]. Therefore conduction by electrons dominates
at lower voltages for the present layer stack. Furthermore, only electron transport has been
reported for K12 (see Section 4.3). Thus, current transport through the diode devices is
hypothesized to be based on electrons only.
As shown in Figure 7.3a, a current of 18 µA is observed under a reverse bias of −0.5V. An
ideal (organic) diode would carry only a negligible current density [131] when a reverse
bias voltage is applied. Thus, the proposed equivalent circuit of the present device is a
combination of a resistor and a diode in parallel to a second diode. By linear extrapola-
tion, a resistance of approximately 27 kW is determined for R. This resistance is attributed
to areas in which the metal cathode spans nearly the whole device cross section. As SEM
images of annealed K12 layers have shown, an uncovering of the underlying layers is pos-
sible due to annealing (see e.g. Figure 7.1). This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.4, by
the metal needle (denoted by *) which percolates nearly the whole organic layer.
At this point, the eﬀective organic layer thickness is reduced. This in turn leads to a high
electric field between the metal tip and the substrate already at low voltages. The high field
in turn promotes the transfer of charges also under reverse bias. Electrical short circuits
formed by filaments have been removed by the pre-treatment.
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Figure 7.4.: Model of the layer formation in a K12 single-layer diode
In Figure 7.3b, a capacitance-voltage measurement of the single-layer diode is displayed.
As already shown for pentacene single-layer diodes [204], the capacitance increases with
increasing voltage. By increasing the voltage, charges are injected into the organic layer
leading to a rise of the measured capacitance and, finally, to its reduction. The peak
of the device capacitance is found at 1.61V, therefore this voltage point is assigned to
the onset of electron conduction [182]. At a reverse bias of −0.5V, no charge injection
is found as the C-V characteristic is horizontal. A capacitance of 92 nF is measured at
this point. Using the formula for a simple plate capacitor, the eﬀective layer thickness
is calculated as: tL = ϵ · Acell/92 nF with Acell being the active device area (1 cm2) and
ϵ = ϵr · ϵ0 = 3 · 8.854× 10–12 F/m [19]. This results in tL=29nm. This value is lower
than the expected thickness of the device (100 nm) and attributed to the metalization
process during which hot metal atoms travel trough most of the K12 layer. This situation
is depicted in Figure 7.4.
Using the actual thickness of the device and the onset of electron injection, the mobility of
the charges inside the organic thin film has been calculated as proposed by Lu¨ et al. [185].
As the authors of the article suggest, the Mott-Gurney law (j = 9/8 · ϵ · ϵ0 · µ · E2/tL with
E being the magnitude of the electrical field) can be used to extract the relation between
the electrical field and mobility of an organic semiconductor. The result is displayed in
Figure 7.5.
As visible from the plot, the mobility increases with increasing voltage. Beyond 1.72V,
the mobility saturates into a linear curve. At this point, the space charge limited current
(SCLC) region of the device is reached. Using the approach from literature [185], the mo-
bility of K12 can be determined. As described in that article, a combination of the the
Poole-Frenkel equation and the Mott-Gurney law can be used to determine the mobility at
vanishing electrical fields. The Poole-Frenkel equation is given as µe=µ0 · exp(β ·
√
E) with
µ0 being the mobility without an electrical field and β as a fitting factor or Poole-Frenkel
factor. Combining both formulas yields the form ln(J/E2) = ln(9ϵϵ0µ08tL ) + β
√
E from which
the mobility at zero electric field (E = 0) can be derived by the y-axis intercept of the
linear curve fit as shown in the figure. The determination at the SCLC region is necessary
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Figure 7.5.: Mobility of a 100 nm K12 layer
as the influence of the contacts is negligible at higher voltages and the bulk conductivity
dominates.
Based on the measurements and calculations, a mobility of 1.4× 10−9 cm2/Vs is determ-
ined. This value is below the range of 1× 10−6 cm2/Vs to 1× 10−4 cm2/Vs reported in the
theory part on K12 (Section 4.3). It is hypothesized that this lower value stems from the
fact that the films were not annealed prior to metal deposition, which results in a lower
overall crystallinity and therefore worse transport properties [131].
In conclusion, a mobility of 1.4× 10−9 cm2/Vs has been determined for unannealed vertical
K12 diodes grown by OVPD.
7.3. Stack Design and Eﬃciency of PEN / K12 cells
In this section, the process of energy conversion in PEN / K12 cells is examined for diﬀerent
layer stacks. As stated earlier, the process of electron conduction in K12 layers is sensitive
to ambient air. As oxygen is acting as a trap state for the electrons inside the organic thin
film, it suppresses the extraction of excitons and charges.
7.3.1. Demonstration of the Basic Two-Layer Stack Design
This section introduces the basic manufacturing process of PEN / K12 bi-layer OSC.
The influence of the OVPD showerhead and the shutter during handling is evaluated
first, followed by the determination of an optimal annealing time and layer thickness.
The first solar cell utilizing both organic semiconductors is presented. Finally the con-
tribution of both materials to the overall short-circuit current of the solar cells is discussed.
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Annealing of K12 thin films The first experiments using K12 indicated a strong crystalliz-
ation of the thin-film layer during handling which lead to the uncovering of the substrate
or layers below. A substrate temperature beyond 88 ◦C has been determined at the surface,
whereas the optimum annealing temperature of 65 ◦C has been reported in literature [131].
If a shutter is used to protect the substrate from crystallization during handling, the K12
layer is amorphous after deposition. As reported by Schwenn et al. [131], a pre-metalization
annealing step is necessary for K12 to remove a charge extraction barrier at the cathode
side. This barrier is indicated by an S-shaped I-V characteristic under illumination. This
is equivalent to a FF below 25%. Devices with an active-layer thickness of 40 nm PEN
followed by (75± 5) nm K12 were deposited and annealed in a glove-box environment on
a hot plate set to 65 ◦C before metalization. The duration of the annealing step was varied
between 1min and 10min. In addition, one device without an annealing step is given as a
reference. After the annealing step, the cathode was formed by 0.5 nm LiF / 100 nm Al. In
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Figure 7.6.: Influence of the annealing time onto device performance of PEN / K12
case of none or only short annealing (0min and 1min), an S-shaped I-V characteristic is
observed, the fill-factor is below 25%. By increasing the annealing time (and therefore the
crystallinity of the K12 layer) to 5min, the fill-factor is increased. This increase is accom-
panied by an increase in JSC. After 10min annealing, the short-circuit current is lowered.
The reduction of JSC after 10min of annealing is attributed to an overly crystallization of
the K12 layer that has started to uncover the PEN layer as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Using an annealing time of 5min, a bi-layer cell employing a 35 nmPEN / 70 nmK12 solar
cell was successfully deposited for the first time. The resulting performance figures were as
follows: JSC=0.45mA/cm2, VOC=0.71V, FF=38% and ηP=0.12% using an illumination
with the AM1.5 spectrum at 100mW/cm2. The I-V characteristic is shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7.: I-V characteristic of the first PEN / K12 bi-layer cell with and without AM1.5
illumination.
Using a post-metalization annealing step yield devices with a FF below 25%. Furthermore,
additional thermal treatments after the deposition of the devices lowered the performance.
For devices with an initial FF below 25% (too short annealing previously to the metaliz-
ation), no significant increase in FF was found for an annealing time ranging from 10min
to 80min. The forward current was found to peak after an optimum annealing time, which
is dependent on tL,K12. Annealing for longer times lowered JSC and the forward current at
V > VOC with and without illumination. The occurrence of a peak in the current is attrib-
uted to the progressing crystallization of the K12 layer: A higher crystallinity improves
charge carrier transport through the layer. As the crystallites of K12 become large, their
interfacial area to the underlying PEN layer is reduced by the thermal treatment. Thus,
the improved charge extraction (by the increasing µe,K12) is counter-balanced by the lower
interfacial area at the hetero-junction. Additional devices employing a similar layer stack
(35 nm PEN/ 70 nm K12/ 0.5 nm LiF/ 100 nm Al) were measured at AM 1.5 illumination
with 100mW/cm. The best device reached VOC=0.71V, JSC=0.45mA/cm, FF=38% and
ηP=0.1%.
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Influence of the Active-layer Thickness As shown in Chapter 6, the active-layer thickness
influences the overall device eﬃciency. The balance between a high total absorbed light
absorption (thicker layers), exciton yield (thinner layers) and light intensity (specific layer
thicknesses) is a multi-dimensional problem. To demonstrate this influence, devices with
two sets of layer thicknesses were deposited: 35 nm and 40 nm PEN as well as 40 nm and
80 nm K12. The resulting I-V characteristics under AM 1.5 illumination at 170mW/cm2
are displayed in Figure 7.8. Table 7.1 shows the key figures of the devices.
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Figure 7.8.: I -V characteristic of PEN/K12 devices with varying active-layer thicknesses
Thickness (PEN / K12) JSC) [ mAcm2 ] VOC [V] FF [%] ηP [%]
35 / 40 0.47 0.61 37 0.06
40 / 40 0.58 0.64 46 0.10
35 / 80 0.69 0.67 38 0.10
40 / 80 0.66 0.68 37 0.10
Table 7.1.: Performance metrics of devices shown in Figure 7.8
For the layer thicknesses examined here, a thicker K12 layer (80 nm) is advantageous. The
PEN layer thickness is found to have a minor influence onto the overall performance. It
is therefore examined next how large the contribution of each material to JSC of the final
device is.
As visible from the table, the overall performance is still below 1%. To determine the
underlying reason for this limited performance, spectral reflectometry and the normalized
photocurrent were recorded for the devices. The measurements were executed as described
in Chapter 3.
As shown in Figure 7.9a, light absorption takes place over the whole wavelength range.
The major absorption peaks of K12 (at 330 nm and 500 nm) and PEN (at 675 nm) are
visible. The overall thickness of the K12 layer only influences the absorption in the range
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Figure 7.9.: Spectroscopic measurement of reflectometry and normalized photocurrent of
PEN / K12 solar cells.
of 350 nm to 600 nm, which is identical to the absorption range of K12. In summary, the
reflectometry measurement shows that light is absorbed by both materials.
After assessing the light absorption spectrum of the devices, spectral photocurrent measure-
ments were carried out. The measured current-wavelength relation is shown in Figure 7.9b.
As visible from the graph, current generation mainly occurs at short wavelengths. Two ab-
sorption peaks can be distinguished for all samples: 360 nm to 365 nm and 470 nm to
480 nm. The PEN layer does not exhibit a distinct current generation peak at 670 nm
although reflectivity measurements indicated strong light absorption at this wavelength.
Only very low current generation is observed in the range of 500 nm to 800 nm.
An additional cross-check experiment was conducted using a PEN layer deposited by VTE
to ensure that no influence of the OVPD deposition process onto the organic semiconductor
reduces the photocurrent. The deposition was executed at a comparable deposition rate
(Rd,PEN) to the devices shown in Figure 7.9b with the substrate being at room temper-
ature. The K12 layer was deposited in the OVPD tool with Tcl=0 ◦C. The power output
of the device was by a factor of five lower than comparable devices manufactured solely
by OVPD. The photocurrent spectrum of the device was observed to be similar to those
shown in Figure 7.9b. The lower output power results from the (technically) inevitable
transfer through ambient air between both deposition runs. Thus, no diﬀerence was found
for the spectral photocurrent generation profile for devices partially manufactured by VTE.
To explain the lacking current generation of the PEN layer, two possible mechanism are
further explored: The formation of a dipole layer between both materials and the singlet-
fission within PEN.
To examine the possibility of a dipole layer, the energy levels of P3HT, PEN and K12 as
well as the possible charge transfer processes between both materials are depicted in Fig-
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ure 7.10b. For the combination P3HT and K12, photocurrent measurements have shown
that a contribution by both materials is possible [131]. Thus, the same approach as presen-
ted earlier by the author [201] is used:
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Figure 7.10.: Energy levels at the P3HT / K12 and PEN / K12 hetero-junction
Electron transfer from donor to the acceptor at a hetero-junction has to be exothermic,
thus the relation EEA,D – EEA,A – EDP ≥ Eex has to be fulfilled. EEA,D and EEA,A are
therein the donor and acceptor electron aﬃnities, EDP represents any energetic dipole
shift between both materials and Eex equals the exciton binding energy within the donor
material. By exchanging the electron aﬃnities for the ionization potential and utilizing
the binding energy of the acceptor material, the same relation can be used for the transfer
of holes. EDP is determined by the Fermi level energies of the respective donor and
acceptor materials [205].
To determine the position of the Fermi level of K12, we first use the formula on a material
combination at which both materials contribute to the overall photocurrent: P3HT and
K12.
From Chapter 4, EEA,K12=−3.6 eV and EIP,K12=−6.2 eV are already known. Using
furthermore the data from Schwenn et al. [131] (EEA,P3HT=−2.7 eV, EIP,P3HT=−4.7 eV
and Eex=0.7 eV) as well as Fang et al. [206] (EFL,P3HT=−4.4 eV), EDP is estimated to be
below 0.2 eV. We thus find that EFL,K12 is smaller than –4.6 eV.
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Using the estimated value for EFL,K12 and the literature data of PEN
(EFL,PEN=−4.0 eV [205] and Eex=0.5 eV [207]), a maximum dipole shift of 0.6 eV
can be estimated. This can limit the transfer of electrons from PEN to K12 as the
diﬀerence of the LUMO energies is 0.8 eV large and a diﬀerence of Eex=0.5 eV is necessary
to split an exciton at the hetero-junction. On the other hand, a diﬀerence in of 1.2 eV
is found for the HOMO levels of both materials which is suﬃciently large to enable the
transfer of holes from K12 to PEN. Thus a dipole shift between PEN and K12 could
explain the very low contribution of the acene to the total photocurrent.
An alternative explanation is the singlet fission (SF). To date numerous reports of singlet
fission processes in PEN have been published by several research groups [157, 208–211].
As already discussed in Chapter 4, the process of singlet fission is fast and eﬃcient. The
triplet energy level of PEN has been reported to be at −4.0 eV [212]. This energy level
is located below the LUMO level of K12. Thus, triplet excitons would not be split at
the hetero-junction and in turn would not contribute to the photo-current of the overall
device.
In consideration of the numerous reports on SF in PEN (see Chapter 4), both
experimentally and by simulation, the low current contribution at long wavelengths is
attributed mainly the SF process. A dipole shift between both materials is nevertheless
possible.
The low current generated at wavelengths above 600 nm is attributed here to singlets,
which are generated within several nanometers to the hetero-junction. Within this
short range, exciton splitting is hypothesized to occur faster than the singlet-to-triplets
fission process. Theoretical calculations on SF in PEN indicate a conversion rate of
20% or less per pico-second [213], whereas the singlet lifetime of PEN is in the range of
nanoseconds [214].
In conclusion, bi-layer solar cells employing a combination of PEN and K12 have
successfully been demonstrated. The maximum values obtained for the devices were
JSC=0.69mA/cm2, VOC=0.67V, FF=38% and ηP=0.18%. The utilization of a
shutter to prevent excessive crystallization and a pre-metalization annealing at low
temperatures were found to be necessary. The contribution of each material to the
energy generation has been examined. The major fraction of photocurrent is generated
within the K12 layer. The low contribution of the PEN layer is explained by the SF process.
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7.4. Conclusions on PEN / K12 Solar Cells Deposited by OVPD
In this chapter, the deposition of the novel non-fullerene acceptor material K12 has been
tested. The material was successfully evaporated in the OVPD tool. An optimized manufac-
turing process using a shutter plate to prevent early crystallization and a pre-metalization
annealing of 5min at 65 ◦C was developed. The first fully functional organic solar cell
employing a hetero-junction of PEN / K12 was manufactured with JSC=0.66mA/cm2,
VOC=0.64V, FF=40% and ηP=0.17%. The active-layer thickness of the devices was fur-
ther optimized, leading to a power conversion eﬃciency of 0.18% for a combination of
35 nm PEN and 80 nm K12 measured at 170mW/cm. Devices measured at an illumina-
tion intensity of 100mW/cm reached a power conversion eﬃciency of 0.1%.
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8. Usage of a Fast Heating Source for
PEN / C60 Solar Cells
In this chapter, results of deposition tests of the electron conductor C60 using the OVPD-
TB are presented. The fullerene C60 and its soluble derivative PC61BM are widely used in
organic solar cell research [215]. The combination of C60 (electron aﬃnity EEA=−3.8 eV
and ionization energy EIP=−6.1 eV to −6.38 eV; see Chapter 4) and pentacene (PEN;
EEA=−2.67 eV to −3.3 eV and EIP=−4.96 eV to −5.5 eV) forms a hetero-junction with an
energy oﬀset large enough to split excitons from both materials.
The fullerene requires high source temperatures for evaporation (Tsrc > 420 ◦C in OVPD
tools [48]) to achieve reasonable deposition rates whereas future polymeric substrates
for flexible electronics [216] in turn need a low-temperature deposition due to thermal
sensitivity of the materials (e. g. polyimide < 260 ◦C, polyethylene terephthalate [PET]
< 120 ◦C) [217]. As the showerhead temperature (TSH) in an OVPD system has to be
higher than Tsrc, a key point to enable the usage of C60 is to use a lower Tsrc or a lower
TSH.
The fullerene is evaporated here by the fast heating source (FHS) as described in chapter 3.
The first part of this chapter explores the usage of a directly mounted fast heating source
(FHSD) for fundamental deposition tests. In the second part, a FHS source which is at-
tached by a run-line tube to the OVPD system (FHSC) is utilized for further experiments.
Using the latter source type, the usage of a run-line temperature (TRL) below the evapor-
ation temperature of the material is possible and the influence of deposition parameters
onto the thin films is examined. The results show that a deposition of C60 utilizing the
FHS concept is possible and that the layer morphology can be influenced by changing
OVPD parameters.
An optimal anode metalization of 0.5 nm LiF and 100 nm Al in conjunction with a 30 s
CFO treatment followed by 600 s of oxygen plasma are found to yield devices with an
open-circuit voltage VOC=0.45V, a short-circuit current density JSC=0.28mA/cm2 and a
fill-factor FF=32% as will be shown in the following section.
8.1. Successful but Inhomogeneous Evaporation of C60 by the FHSD
In this section, a directly mounted fast heating source (FHSD) has been employed for
deposition. In this configuration, the source is placed directly above the substrate, with no
showerhead or run-line in between. This setup allows for a test of the fundamental material
evaporation process. Two samples on a 2” SiO2 / Si wafer have been prepared using an
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FHSD loaded with C60 powder. Deposition parameters were set as follows: TSH=200 ◦C,
chiller temperature (Tcl) to 20 ◦C and the source flow (Qsrc) to 500 sccm. The initial depos-
ition rate (Rd,i) is very low, as the source has to be heated up and no shutter is in place
between the sample and the source. Samples manufactured are distinguished as follows:
Sample A with Tsrc=450 ◦C, a layer thickness (tL) of 450 nm to 640 nm and a deposition
rate (Rd) ranging from 2.5 nm/s to 3.5 nm/s. Sample B is deposited with parameters
Tsrc=300 ◦C; tL=120 nm and Rd=0.2 nm/s. The determination of the layer thickness by
ellipsometry was found to be diﬃcult because of visually inhomogeneous layers. Thus, film
thicknesses given in the present section are therefore the maximum values measured at the
center of the respective substrate.
For sample A, the layer is found to be inhomogeneous by concentric layers with the highest
thickness being at the center and the lowest at the edge. A highly crystalline surface layer
with deep trenches in between the single crystals and several large particles were found
by SEM images. The XRD scan of the layer exhibits three peaks for C60 (10.6°, 17.8°
and 20.7°) similar to those reported in literature e. g. by Kra¨tschmer et al. [139] (see also
Section 4.4). The substrate temperature (Tsub) equaled room temperature whereas (re-
)crystallization processes of C60 are reported to require temperatures beyond 100 ◦C [151,
218]. It is proposed that the surface layer is formed mainly by small, non-evaporated crys-
tallites which were carried away from the source by the nitrogen stream. C60 evaporated
from the source continued to grow on these crystallites.
This assumption is further supported by the results of sample B: A homogenous layer with
small surface structures is found by visual and SEM examination. As the source has not
been reloaded between both depositions, only a negligible amount of crystallites is carried
away from the source in the second experiment and evaporation (or sublimation) of C60
molecules dominated. The XRD measurement indicates an amorphous phase due to a wide
peak which ranges from 17° to 23°. As the substrate temperature is too low to induce a
reorganization of the molecules at the surface, unordered, small islands are formed. These
islands yield a broad XRD signal without distinct diﬀraction peaks due to a missing crys-
tallinity. As well, no XRD pattern has been found during the authors measurements of
layers of C60 deposited using OVPD by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB).
In conclusion, the FHSD setup has demonstrated the capability of evaporation although
it is limited to a small substrate area. Thus, an FHSC type is used in the next section to
further evaluate the low-temperature evaporation of C60 when a showerhead is used.
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8.2. Successful and Homogeneous Evaporation of C60 By an FHSC
In this section, the deposition utilizing an FHSC is examined at a run-line and showerhead
temperature of 360°C and 380°C, respectively. All experiments were performed in the
OVPD-TB tool. In these experiments, Tsrc,FHSC (450 ◦C to 520 ◦C) is higher than the
temperature of the other OVPD tool components. Thus, a condensation of the molecules
inside the tool might occur before they reach the substrate. It is hypothesized that the gas
stream transports at least a part of the molecules without contact to the run-line sidewalls.
Rd is presumed to be lower than expected as a fraction of the molecules condensate at the
tubing sidewalls before they reach the substrate. Substrates of SiO2 / Si and glass / ITO
up to 20mm×20mm size were utilized for single-layer deposition. The standard substrate
presented in Chapter 3 was utilized for device deposition. Loading of the FHSC source was
performed by filling C60 through a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube into the source
and flushing the tube with ethanol to reduce material loss by electrostatic adhesion at the
surfaces [219].
Tcl was set to 20 ◦C for comparison with FHSD results above and also changed within
10 ◦C to 60 ◦C to evaluate the influence of higher thermal energy onto layer formation. The
source flow has been varied between 100 sccm and 500 sccm to influence deposition speed.
The layer thickness was evaluated as described in Section 3.4.2.
8.2.1. Influences onto Morphology: Substrate, Pressure, Rate and Temperature
Substrate type: smoothing of roughnesses As demonstrated above, the PEN morphology
is highly influenced by substrate type and pre-treatment, e. g. oxygen or CFO plasma as
well as Tcl, Rd or chamber pressure (pcbr). If PEN can be influenced by such parameters,
it is obvious to test this rationale also with C60. No strong influence of substrate choice
was found in case of the C60. The surface morphology is not distinguishable by comparing
layers on Si and ITO substrates. C60 layer deposition was carried out at Tcl=20 ◦C and
Rd=0.012 nm/s to 0.02 nm/s.
A negligible influence of the substrate roughness is expected in case of the silicon and ITO
substrate. In case of a layer on PEN, a surface roughness (Sq) of 7 nm to 8 nm results of
the rougher underlying PEN layer (see Section 5.1).
As it can be seen from Table 8.1, Sq is greatly independent of the underlying substrate.
The same holds true for the HHCF fit parameters σHHCF and THHCF (see Sections 3.4
and A.4), indicating comparable crystallite sizes at the surface. These data furthermore
hint on a weak interaction between substrate and C60, even in the case of an underlying
PEN layer. Such a layer is smoothened by the C60 film as Sq is reduced. Thus, the influence
of the substrate on the film formation process is low.
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Sample σHHCF [nm] THHCF [nm] Sq [nm]
pristine Si 1 ≈3320 0.7
Si / 30 nm C60 3 70 3.1
pristine ITO 2 41 1.8
ITO / 30 nm C60 3 68 3.4
ITO / 40 nm PEN 8 60 7.8
ITO / 40 nm PEN / 30 nm C60 3 64 3.0
Table 8.1.: Comparison of C60 surface data for Si / SiO2, ITO and ITO / PEN substrates before
and after evaporation of a C60 layer.
Measurements of XRD patterns of C60 did not yield detectable peaks of the fullerene films
for all samples in this section. Measurements of C60 deposited onto SiO2 / Si wafers in a
OVPD tool at HZB did not show any peaks even for thicknesses larger than 100 nm. For all
measurements, the Si peaks were utilized to check the measurement integrity. The absence
of these characteristics is attributed to the random orientation of the C60 crystallites at
the surface. In consequence, crystallites consisting of fullerenes at the surface are formed
randomly therefore resulting in no visible peak within XRD scans.
Deposition rate: no influence up to 0.034 nm/s A variation of Rd between 0.034 nm/s and
0.014 nm/s was not found to yield a distinct diﬀerence in the layer structure. To achieve
higher values of Rd, a diﬀerent loading concept of the source is necessary to increase the
surface of the material (Amat, see Chapter 3) during evaporation. As an alternative, the
maximum temperature of the source could technically be increased beyond the current
limit of 520 ◦C.
Temperature influence: hotter substrate, larger grains To determine the influence of sub-
strate temperature, a layer of 40 nm of C60 was deposited in a single run onto Si substrates
with three diﬀerent substrate temperatures: 120 ◦C, 132 ◦C and 150 ◦C, respectively. The
elevated temperatures were enabled by additional Si slabs underneath each substrate. By
adding the spacer slabs, the distance to the showerhead is reduced (increased thermal ra-
diation) and the thermal insulation to the cooled susceptor is increased (reduced cooling).
The temperature was determined by adhesive temperature measurement stripes placed on
Si substrates inside the chamber. The overall temperature resolution of the utilized stripes
is 7 ◦C. The thermal radiation of the showerhead is found to lead to an overestimation of
the temperature by approximately 60 ◦C, as stripes on the sample without any Si slabs
beneath indicated a temperature of 120 ◦C with a susceptor temperature of 60 ◦C. This is
a result of the additional layers between the substrate and the temperature indicator fields
(e.g. glue layer)
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a) Tsub=120 ◦C b) Tsub=132 ◦C c) Tsub=150 ◦C
Figure 8.1.: Influence of increasing substrate temperature onto C60 layers on Si shown by SEM
images. All scale bars equal 100 nm, the temperatures are given as indicated by the
measurement stripes.
Increasing the substrate temperature from 120 ◦C to 150 ◦C leads to a rise in the average
island size of C60 from 50 nm to 95 nm as shown in Figure 8.1. Thus, the higher the
temperature, the higher are diﬀusion rates at the surface as described in Section 3.2.
Examination by XRD did not show diﬀraction peaks at 11.5° or 17.5° (Section 4.4). As
visible in the Figures, the layer is too thin to be continuous. At this thickness, a signal
from the organic layer does not yield a suﬃcient signal for the XRD measurement, even if
the single islands are crystalline, as any long-range order is missing.
Examining the films shown in Figure 8.1 by reflectometry indicates a lower reflectivity
in case of a substrate temperature (Tsub) of 150 ◦C. The overall reflectivity within the
wavelength range of 250 nm to 800 nm is decreased by 7% with respect to the other samples.
The major absorption peak was found to be located at 364 nm. One can reasonably assume
that the higher substrate temperatures leads to an increased crystallinity of the C60 layers.
Within the temperature limits of this experiments, this structural change does not lead to
changes in the electronic structure (and hence the absorption profile) of the layers. The
larger light absorption in case of 150 ◦C is attributed to an increased layer roughness. The
rougher structure scatters the light to a greater extent than the low-temperature samples
and the island size as well as spacing between the single islands is much smaller than the
wavelength range used for white-light reflectometry.
Low influence of chamber pressure pcbr As the observations above have shown, the ma-
terial C60 has been found to form non-continuous layers. Therefore, it has been examined
how surface morphology and layer growth could be influenced by a diﬀerent pressure re-
gime. In this section, two additional pressures were tested: 0.1 hPa and 10 hPa. The optical
properties, island size and surface roughness were found similar to the earlier experiments.
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Thus, changing the chamber pressure has not been found to have a distinct influence onto
the layer properties.
8.2.2. Formation of Smooth Layers by Co-Deposition of PEN and C60
As shown above, layers of pure C60 or pure PEN tend to be porous. Openings lead to
short circuits during metalization and failing devices. Common OVPD parameters (Rd,
Tcl, pcbr) have been examined in the previous sections and also tested in complete devices.
In all cases, diodes were measured to be electrically short circuited. As the fullerenes tend
to aggregate in crystalline spheres with openings and trenches in between and are only
weakly influenced by the choice of substrate, co-deposition of C60 and PEN was tested to
from closed layers.
The sample shown in Figure 8.2 consists of a 25 nm PEN / 15 nm C60 bi-layer struc-
ture, co-deposited at Tcl=20°C with Rd,PEN=0.12 nm/s and Rd,C60=0.034 nm/s onto a Si
substrate. Thus, approximately 28 vol−% C60 are present in the mixed phase. The SEM
100 nm
a) SEM image detail (after image
processing)
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
nm
b) AFM image (3µm× 3µm)
Figure 8.2.: SEM and AFM micrographs of a 25 nm PEN / 2 nm C60 co-deposited layer.
image 8.2a displays the PEN structure (large grains / domains) as shown earlier (Sec-
tion 5.1). In addition, each PEN grain / domain is subdivided into several smaller spheres.
It is hypothesized that these spheres consist of C60 molecules similar to those reported in
literature [92, 220]. AFM measurements indicate that the film is very smooth and shows
a low crystallinity with THHCF=37.0, σHHCF=3.5 and Sq=3.4 nm. The expected roughness
for these deposition conditions using PEN only would be 8 nm or higher (see Figure 6.1c
in Section 6.2.1).
Utilizing XRD, a broad scan in the range of 5° to 30° did not yield peaks other than those
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of the silicon substrate. Thus, no crystallites of one of the materials are formed. Reflec-
tometry measurements indicated absorption peaks approximately at 600 nm and 636 nm.
The main absorption peaks of PEN (Section 4.1) or C60 (Section 4.4) were present. It is
therefore concluded that a co-deposition of PEN / C60 by OVPD is possible. No large
flakes are formed as in case of NPB and PEN (Section 5.4). Both materials form smooth
interfaces on a microscopic scale. On a macroscopic scale, the layer consists of several
larges islands, which are prone to electrical short circuits during cathode metal deposition.
Nevertheless, a thin mixed layer inside a solar cell could be beneficial for future cells if a
pure C60 layer is deposited to fill the openings.
8.2.3. Performance of PEN / C60 solar cells
As shown in the earlier sections, the growth of PEN (Chapter 5) and C60 (Section above)
has been successfully tested in single layers as well as in stacked and gradually faded layers.
In this section, the performance of complete PEN / C60 devices is evaluated in complete
solar cells. Other research groups have demonstrated bi-layer as well as stacked solar
cells which achieve a maximum VOC=0.41V, JSC=8.2mA/cm2 and ηP=1.58% [92] and
VOC=0.30V, JSC=8.8mA/cm2 and ηP=1.59% [221]. In this section, cells utilizing diﬀerent
anode treatments and cathode layers are evaluated and compared for their suitability in
OPV devices.
Influence of LiF interlayer at cathode side To determine the influence of diﬀerent
cathode layers, bi-layer cells were manufactured using the OVPD-TB tool. Deposition
parameters were set as follows: Tcl=10 ◦C, pcbr=0.9 hPa, Rd,i,PEN=Rd,PEN=0.72 nm/s
and Rd,C60=0.04 nm/s. Twelve devices were manufactured in parallel and metal-
ized subsequently with varying LiF thicknesses. The final device stack is
ITO / 40 nm PEN / 160 nm C60 / LiF / 100 nm Al. The thick acceptor layer was
chosen to prevent unwanted short circuits between the cathode layer and the donor or
anode side. Three diﬀerent LiF layer thicknesses were tested: no LiF, 0.5 nm and 2 nm.
For each LiF thickness, the data of four devices were averaged, resulting in three diﬀerent
sets.
As visible from Figure 8.3 and Table 8.2, devices employing a LiF layer of 0.5 nm yielded the
best results. As widely mentioned in literature, the LiF layer improves charge extraction
from the organic layer [92], although the exact mechanism is still under debate. By omitting
the layer, JSC is found to be very low. A thickness of 2 nm in turn is also not beneficial as
LiF starts to form an insulating layer, which induces an S-shaped I-V characteristic. The
overall performance of the solar cells examined here is low compared to those employing
K12 or PDI acceptor layers presented before (Chapter 6).
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Figure 8.3.: I -V characteristic of PEN / C60 solar cells with variation of the LiF layer thickness.
LiF[nm] VOC[V] JSC[µA/cm2] FF [%] ηP [%]
0 0.24 0.2 25 <0.001
0.5 0.24 115 27 0.007
2 0.26 49 24 0.002
Table 8.2.: Influence of LiF cathode layer thickness onto the performance of a PEN / C60 solar
cell
The open-circuit voltage VOC is found to be in the range of 0.24V to 0.26V, independent
of LiF thickness. As the fill factor (FF) even for the best sample is close to 25%, losses
by charge recombination at the anode side are hypothesized. These losses are attributed
to a PEN layer which only partially covers the anode. The openings in the layer are
filled by C60 during the subsequent deposition. In consequence, both, PEN and C60 are
in contact with the ITO substrate. Charges which are split in vicinity of the substrate
surface can directly recombine and therefore lead to a low overall value of JSC as well as
FF. Nevertheless, fully functional devices using both PEN and C60 were demonstrated.
To the authors knowledge, a successful deposition of C60 with a run-line and showerhead
temperature below the source temperature has not been demonstrated before.
To improve the film formation of PEN, the ITO substrate was pre-treated using CFO
plasma. As shown in Chapter 5, a CFO plasma treatment improves the coverage of the
substrate. By applying diﬀerent CFO plasma treatment times (2min, 4min and 6min),
three additional sample sets were deposited. No oxygen plasma was applied. The deposition
conditions were identical to those before except that the thickness of the C60 layer was
increased to 230 nm to ensure a continuous coverage of the PEN layer. The cathode layer
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was formed by a combination of 0.7 nm LiF / 130 nm Al.
The resulting performance figures are shown in Table 8.3. A treatment time of 2min
was found to yield the best results with an increased fill factor of 31%. Therefore, an
improvement of FF by CFO plasma treatment of ITO is possible. Beside the changes
in surface chemistry by CFO, the work function (Wf) of ITO is also influenced. Thus, a
longer treatment time also increases Wf ,ITO beyond 5.0 eV (the HOMO energy level of PEN,
see Section 4.1) as demonstrated in Chapter 5. As no encapsulation was available for the
devices, all measurements were carried out in ambient air. By repeating measurements (e. g.
under illumination), the short-circuit current density has been observed to be reduced by
80% after 10min of air contact. As described in the literature overview on C60 (Section 4.4),
oxygen acts as a quencher molecule as well as an electron trap. Thus, an encapsulation is
necessary for further experiments.
CFO treatment time [min] VOC[V] JSC[µA/cm2] FF [%] ηP [%]
2min 0.22 91 31 0.006
4min 0.22 87 17 0.003
6min 0.24 43 18 0.002
Table 8.3.: Influence of CFO treatment time on PEN / C60 solar cell performance
As shown in Chapter 5, an additional oxygen plasma step after employing a CFO is needed
and beneficial for the layer formation. By introducing an additional cleaning step using
O2 plasma and further optimization of the CFO treatment time, current generation could
be improved. By changing the layer quality of the C60 layer, a higher value of VOC could
also be reached if a smooth and continuous layer of the molecules is deposited.
8.3. Conclusions on C60 Layers Deposited by FHS Sources
In conclusion, the successful evaporation of C60 using fast heating sources (FHS) has
been demonstrated successfully. The resulting layer were examined using X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD) measurements. It has been shown that both, the FHSD and the FHSC type, are
able to evaporate the fullerene. The FHSC version allows a reproducible and more control-
lable deposition and is thus favored.
Furthermore, the deposition of C60 in an OVPD system with a source temperature above
the connection tubes temperature has been examined. It is found that a deposition of
the material is, contrary to common belief, still possible. Bi-layer devices employing
PEN / C60 were deposited using this method. The best resulting performance figures
are JSC=0.105mA/cm2, VOC=0.24V, FF=27% and ηP=0.007%. Further improvements
using higher Rd and an encapsulation are possible.
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9. Summary and Outlook of Pentacene-based
Solar Cells
The major goal of this thesis has been to develop pentacene-based solar cells deposited
by the organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD) technology and to understand the relation
between deposition conditions and the energy conversion process. The usage of pentacene
(PEN) is attractive due to its light absorption spectrum and the demonstrated outstanding
mobility. The deposition of PEN by OVPD has been shown previously to yield polycrys-
talline layers. Thus, the thoroughly examination of the film formation process and the
selection of acceptor materials with compatible energy levels was necessary.
PEN Films The deposition of PEN on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates using OVPD
tools has been examined. Thin layers of the molecule tend to form polycrystalline layer
with openings. The presence and influence of a sharp deposition rate peak right after
opening the OVPD source has been proven. Its major influence is a change in the layer
crystallinity by impacting the island density during the first few monolayers. The root
cause of this peak was found to be a saturated gas phase inside the source cell. The height
of the peak was shown to be time- and temperature-dependent and related to the surface
area inside the cell. A general model for organic materials which leads to the presence of
an initial peak and its relation to the final film crystallinity is thus proposed.
The film formation of PEN was furthermore examined on CF4/O2 (CFO) plasma treated
ITO substrates. The plasma treatment was found to increase the surface work function
and to influence the material composition at the surface. These in turn lead to a lowered
surface mobility of the single molecules, subsequently to a higher density of condensation
sites and thus to more amorphous PEN films. Finally, inorganic substrates (GaN, SiC)
and the co-deposition of PEN with the molecule NPB have been tested. Film formation
on inorganic substrates was found to be crystalline and prone to electrical short circuits
during metalization. The combination with NPB lead to gas phase reactions which yielded
a rough, flake-like surface layer due to gas-phase reactions. The necessary thickness and
deposition conditions to form suﬃciently closed PEN layers were determined and optimized
throughout the experiments.
PEN / PDI Solar Cells Perylenes are a widely used class of molecules which absorb light
in the short-wavelength range. Their electron conductivity and energy levels make them a
suitable acceptor material for a PEN donor layer.
The deposition of the perylene derivative PDI was tested and the smoothening of the
resulting films was found. This eﬀect was explained by the lower crystallinity respectively
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higher annealing temperature of the perylene top layer. By combination with PEN, bi-
layer solar cells were successfully created. The influence of the substrate temperature
during deposition onto the optical properties shows that lower substrate temperatures are
beneficial. Furthermore, the benefits of low deposition rates for the single materials are
demonstrated. Both findings are related to the mode of film formation and its influences
on the process of energy generation. By optimizing the layer thicknesses of PEN and PDI,
an overall eﬃciency of 0.46% was measured.
PEN / K12 Solar Cells The combination of PEN with the novel, non-fullerene acceptor
K12 was tested as a second material combination. K12 was evaporated for the first time
in an OVPD tool. Thus, the process stability as well as optical and electrical properties
were determined. By developing a low-temperature process scheme in combination with
an annealing step, solar cells utilizing PEN and K12 were demonstrated for the first time.
Their performance of 0.1% was explained by a low contribution of PEN to the overall
current generation. By comparison of the relevant energy levels of the presented hetero-
junction to published other ones, the energy levels were deduced and possible explanations
by singlet fission or a energy level shift were proposed. The low contribution was attributed
to the singlet fission process in the PEN layer. The splitting of triplet states at the hetero-
junction is energetically unfavorable which leads to a low contribution of to the overall
photo-current.
PEN / C60 Solar Cells Finally, the evaporation of the fullerene C60 has been tested
using a novel OVPD source type: the fast heating source. The general suitability of the
source for this material has been demonstrated by single layers. Furthermore, it was also
demonstrated that a source temperature which is larger than the temperature of the rest
of the OVPD tool can be utilized for evaporation. For this material combination, bi-layer
devices utilizing PEN and C60 have also been demonstrated. Their lower performance
(below 0.1%) is attributed to the general susceptibility of the electron transport in C60
to oxygen. Using a pre-treatment with CFO plasma, the relation between the substrate
work function and the eﬃciency of the solar cell has been shown.
The feasibility of PEN as an acceptor material has been demonstrated in this
thesis. Three diﬀerent molecules from diﬀerent molecular classes have been utilized to
demonstrate various solar cell devices. For the future development of organic solar cells
employing PEN as an acceptor material, it is suggested to utilize high PEN deposition
rates as well as additional transport layers to optimize the distribution of light intensity
inside the devices. By optimizing the single layers and the overall process, eﬃciencies of
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1% and more are in reach for the material combinations of PEN with PDI, K12 or C60.
Outlook Throughout this thesis, several materials for organic solar cells have been tested
in OVPD systems. This short paragraph is intended to give suggestions for future experi-
ments and improvements of the tools utilized.
A real-time deposition rate measurement has been shown to enable an improved process
control. As demonstrated for PEN and K12, the determination of the real-time deposition
rate is necessary to uncover the influences of deposition rate changes onto the layer struc-
ture and their performance. A larger range of the susceptor temperatures from far below
0 ◦C to more than 80 ◦C could also enable a whole new range of experiments - for instance
in-situ annealing or highly amorphous thin films. As demonstrated for PEN, gas phase
nucleation can occur using the showerhead concept. By separate inlets a the showerhead
bottom, these reactions can be minimized enabling the utilization of doping molecules
which otherwise would react with their host.
The CFO plasma treatment of ITO substrates has been demonstrated to influence the
growth of PEN. This principle could also be applied to other materials, e. g. tetracene.
Also, surface treatments of the substrates using other plasmas or polymers are worth being
explored to influence the film formation process.
In case of the perylene PDI, other derivatives with various side chain lengths are available
(e. g. PTCDI-C5 or PTCDI-C8). Literature reports indicate that these changes of the side
chains lead to a diﬀerent crystallization behavior of the molecules while the electronic
properties remain largely identical [222]. The molecule PDI could also be evaporated by
the FHS type to circumvent the degradation of the material and for testing of higher de-
position rates.
The deposition process of K12 can be improved in terms of rate and layer thickness. Fur-
thermore, an annealing by solvent vapor (as shown e. g. for perylene derivatives [223])
could be tested as an alternative to thermal annealing. A more directed formation of a
crystalline surface and an amorphous bulk region of the K12 layer can be achieved by
infrared radiation e. g. by a lamp mounted above the substrate.
Finally, the deposition process of C60 can be further improved by hotter source temperat-
ures to increase the deposition rate. Furthermore, the concept of the direct FHS could be
further extended to a design which is mounted inside the showerhead. This would prevent
particles from directly falling onto the substrate.Using the relations between the deposition
conditions and the electrical and optical properties of the resulting thin films found in this
thesis, future solar cells can be tailored to specific needs. By employing a tight process
control and further understanding of the underlying physics, OPV devices will oﬀer an
additional energy source for the future needs.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Used Hardware
Electrical:
• I -V-characteristics (dark and AM1.5 illuminated): Keithley 2401 / Hewlett
Packard 4145A, Agilent 66332A
• Normalized Photocurrent measurement: Keithley 2410
• C-V-measurements: Hewlett Packard 4194A equipped with Hewlett Packard
measurement unit
• Thermochuck temperature measurement:Hewlett Packard 34401A Thermochuck
heating: EA-PS 3150-04 B
Optical:
• Solar simulator: ABET 10500 with beam turner
• Spectral ISC measurements: AMKO MuLTImode4 Monochromator or Spectral-
products CM 110
• Reflectometry: FTPAdv-2000RM
• Photoluminescence: Laser: Z-Laser GmbH Z80M18H-F-404-pe Monochromator:
Horiba iHR320 with 300 g/mm; glaze: 500 nm grating Detector: Synergy CCD
FIOP Model 354308
Various:
• SEM: Zeiss Sigma (Sigma I column with InLens and ET-SE detector)
• XRD: PANalytical X’Pert MRD tool (Cu, Kα-line, λ = 0.154 nm)
• Ellipsometry: J. A. Woollam Co. VASE M-2000
• Contact angle measurement: Kru¨ss DSA10
• Plasma treatments: Technics Plasma 600-E (O2 plasma and CFO plasma) or
Branso / IPC (PM-119 P.F. generator, 3000s control and S3005-11020 chamber)
A.2. Software Versions
• Avogadro 1.0.3 (Drawing of molecules, geometry optimization)
• DeltaPsi 2 (Thickness fits for ellipsometry measurements; simulation of reflectance
spectra)
• Engauge Digitizer 4.1 (Conversion of literature curves into CSV-Files)
• Gabedit 2.4.0 (Rendering of molecular orbitals)
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A.2 Software Versions
• Gamess.32 11-32 (Simulation of HOMO and LUMO orbital distribution)
• Gwyddion 2.30 (Coverage of AFM grains; HHCF calculations)
• Inkscape 048.2 / Gimp 2.6.11 (Graphics editing)
• Mendeley 1.10-dev6 (Reference and literature handling)
• Origin 8.6 to 9.1 SR1 (Data analysis and plotting)
• TeXnicCenter 2.0 Alpha 4 / MikTex 2.8 (Document creation)
• DualScope™ / Rasterscope Spm™2.3.0.6 and DME ScanTool 1.1.1.0 (AFM control)
• Zeiss SEM control software Version 05.05.00.00
• Reflectometry Software: FTPadvanced 3.4.23
• Contact angle measurement: Kru¨ss Drop Shape Analysis 1.80.0.2
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A.3. Materials Overview
The following table compiles the most important materials used throughout this thesis together with their major physical
and electrical properties. Sources of information are given as literature references if applicable; if no reference is given,
data have been derived from experiments within this thesis or have been gathered through discussions. Values which
were missing in literature and this work indicated by a dash (“-”).
Table A.1.: Main organic materials used in this thesis
Symbol CAS∗ or CID† / Formula / Long name EIP [eV] EEA [eV] µh [cm2/Vs] µe [cm2/Vs] Tsrc [◦C]
NPB
CAS 123847-85-8 / C44H32N2 / N,N’-Di-[(1-
naphthyl)-N,N’-diphenyl]-1,1’-biphenyl)-4,4’-
diamine
-5.2 to -5.5
[42, 224]
-2.4 [42] 10–3 [158] - 270–272
Alq3
2085-33-8 / C27H18AlN3O3 / Tris-(8-
hydroxyquinoline)aluminum
-5.2 [42] -2.4 [42]
10–8 –
–10–9[225]
3 · 10–5 [158] 333
C60
99685-96-
8 / 123591 / C60 / Buckminsterfullerene,
Fullerene C60, Fullerene 60,[60]fullerene
-6.1 to -6.38
[144, 145]
-3.8 [144] - 6 [151] 450–520
K12
- / - / C29H26N4S / 2-[{7-(9,9-di-n-propyl-
9H-fluoren-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazol-4-yl}
methylene]malononitrile
-6.2 [131]
-3.6 [131,
133]
-
6, 6 · 10–4
[133]
225–235
PEN
135-48-8 / C22H14 / lin-Dibenzanthracene,
Benzo[b]naphthacene
-4.96 to -5.5
[13, 64–66]
-2.67 to -3.3
[13, 64–66]
5-35 [97,
226]
0.1 [78, 227] 253–259
PDI
95689-92-2 / C50H62N2O4 / N,N’-Ditridecylperylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide
-5.4 [13] -3.4 [13] - 2.1 [121] 325
The source temperature (Tsrc) reflects the temperature used for evaporation of the thin-films, not the maximum achievable
∗CAS Registry Number by American Chemical Society
†Compound Identification Number used in PubChem
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temperature. Mobility data are given as the maximum values found in literature for room temperature (RT) conditions.
Table A.2.: Main inorganic materials and material compounds used in this thesis
Symbol Long name Wf [eV] Tbp [◦C] ρ [g/cm−3]
Au Gold -5.1 [228, 229] 2854 [230] 19.32 [230]
Al Aluminum -4.3 [228, 229] 2327 [230] 2.698 [230]
ITO Indium-Tin-Oxide -4.7 to -5.3 [231] >1730 [232] 7–8 [229, 233]
Li Lithium -2.9 [228] 1347 [230] 0.534 [229]
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A.4. Definition of the Height-Height Correlation Function (HHCF)
Vertical surface position z is recorded by AFM point by point, resulting in an image with
N x M points. The image of size NxM covers the area of width W and height H. The
surface roughness (Sq) is generally given as:
Sq =
1
N ·M
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
(zn,m)2
A second important parameter is the height-height correlation function (HHCF), which is
an auto-correlation function of the form:
Hx(τx) = 2 · σ2 · (1 – e–τx/T)
with σ and T being the fit parameters of the function and τx being the correlation length
variable. In case of a two-dimensional AFM image, Hx can be calculated as:
Hx,2D(τx) =
1
N · (M – τx/r)
N∑
n=1
M–τx/rx∑
m=1
(zn+τx/rx,l – zn,l)2
with rx being the image resolution (rx = W/N resp. ry = W/M) [234, 235]. The variable
τ resembles the distance between the point examined. By fitting Hx(τx) to the values
calculated by Hx,2D(τx) (e. g. using Gwyddion), values for parameters T and σ are obtained.
The value of T alues can be interpreted as an average distance between two point of same
vertical value z (or correlation length), which is related to the grain size within an image.
The parameter σ resembles the surface roughness for a vanishing correlation length τx = 0.
For pristine ITO, σ = 1.9 nm and T = 41 nm were found. For silicon, σ = 1.0 nm and
T ≈ 3320 nm was determined as the surface is very smooth and distances between single
particles are large.
A.5. Ellipsometry Models Used for Ex-situ Thickness Calibrations
This section gives an overview of the models utilized to fit ellipsometer data. The meas-
urements were performed in ambient air as described in Section 3.4. All models were given
in the Delta Psi 2 software of Horiba Inc. Their formulistic description can also be found
in the literature.
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Cauchy models:
n(λ) = A + B · 10
4
λ2
+ C · 10
9
λ4
, k(λ) =

0, transparent
D · 10–5 + E · 10
4
λ2
+ F · 10
9
λ4
, absorbing
(A.1)
The Cauchy formula (A.1) is one of the simplest description for the optical behavior of
a material (see e. g. [55]). In its transparent spectral region only considering the surface
reflection (A) and lower order layer interference (B and C). In case of a transparent ma-
terial, k is zero by definition. This condition is only fulfilled for few cases as many organic
materials are absorbing due to the multitude of possible electronic transitions. This model
could be applied for instance to C60 layers in the wavelength region 470–899 nm (2.64–
1.38 eV), yet better results were obtained if the wavelength region was extended to the
first maximum of . Both Cauchy models of equation A.1 were used to estimate roughly
the layer thickness in advance of a specialized fit or as a second data source to confirm
fit results of the pentacene or electron transport layer (ETL) models. For all spacer ma-
terials, the Cauchy formula has been used as they do not absorb the light utilized for the
measurement.
More complex models were utilized to further check the accuracy of the Cauchy formula.
For pentacene (PEN) the following description has been used:
pentacene model:
ϵ(ω) = ϵ∞ +
4∑
j=1
f j · ω20,j
ω20,j – ω2 + iγjω
(A.2)
For all electron transporting material (PDI, K12 and C60) the following model has been
utilized:
ETL model:
n(ω) = n∞ +
2∑
j=1
Bj · (ω – ωj) + Cj
(ω – ωj)2 +  2j
, k =

∑2
j=1
fj·(ω–ωj)2
(ω–ωj)2+ 
2
j
, ω > ωg
0, ω ≤ ωg
(A.3)
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with
Bj =
f j
 j
·
(
 2j – (ωj – ωg)
2
)
, Cj = 2 · f j ·  j · (ωj – ωg)
These models described in equations (A.2) and (A.3) were utilized to fit pentacene and all
donor materials, respectively. For the case of PEN, four oscillators are used to describe its
dielectric behavior in the wavelength of 1.5–2.2 eV, usually resulting in a χ2 < 1. For the
ETL model, two oscillators are employed, approximately reflecting the behavior of PDI
and C60 in the long-wavelength region.
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A.6. SEM Images of PDI
To examine the film formation of the PDI layer in bi-layer solar cells employing PEN as the
donor material, SEM images of PDI layer deposited onto pentacene (PEN) were recorded.
The deposition rate was set to 0.25 nm/s to 0.6 nm/s and 0.004 nm/s to 0.018 nm/s for
PEN and PDI, respectively. For the deposition of all PEN layers, a chiller temperature of
Tcl=0 ◦C was selected to ensure comparable substrate conditions for the PDI growth.
The deposition conditions (pcbr and Tcl) for the PDI layer were varied systematically to
examine the influence of the deposition conditions onto the layer structure. As visible
0.3 0.9 2.0
-10řC
100 nm 100 nm 100 nm
20řC
200 nm 200 nm 100 nm
40řC
200 nm 100 nm 100 nm
60řC
200 nm 200 nm 200 nm
Figure A.1.: SEM-images of 20 nm PEN / 20 nm PDI thin-films deposited at diﬀerent Tcl and
pcbr.
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from the micrographs, a high deposition temperature (Tcl=60 ◦C) leads to the formation
of crystallites up to 200 nm length. A higher chamber pressure (pcbr) during deposition
was found to lead to rougher films. The influence of the deposition conditions onto the
optical properties are examined in Chapter 6.
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